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Introduction-.

...The purpose-of thisPrep9Ti'I td. theoretically. eValUate. :. . .

, ,e,',alternative .Ppra:alcheS tO .and. Measures ofequitY, .oi state....:schOol
.

finanCe plans and- to evaluate the Federal- -Expenditure Disparity
Measure (FEDM) particular equity measure.

Ater this introduction- the broad cOncept educational
cfui t specified and discussed so. that tte FEDM can be ana.15'7.ed,

within a g neral fraMewOilc. In.' the theoretical discuss ion of
equity, thr e components' of equity are identified which are then.

410 ed def ne equity conceptions . Once alternalive equity Q011-
ceptions e. identified, -hypothetical numerical models of sees of

'-;

schOol .di-gtricts are constructed, in order to demonstrate, in -a
..simplified manner, that the alternative -equity. conceptions can
lead to cdnflictUaljor .contradtcteryl rankings These exampleS
are set up to show that the different value- judgments- embodied. .

.the alternative ,equity cOnceptions can, potentially, 'make a difference
.

Next the COnclusiOns about eqUitymeasurement that can.".

drawn foln the theoretical. discussion and models are
summarized. Again it is demonstrated, that value. judgments .play
a key role in deter,minin'g which equity conceptions are 'preferred.

.

In addition, the particular value }udgments inherren:t in Per Plp=1
Expenditure' Disparity .Niasures (PPEDMs) are highlighted. The FEDM

a PPEDM and the specific
value judgmeihr,s embodied in the ,FEDM,

are considered next. In order to utilize t e TEDM to measure.

disparities in the ,States the 'Office ,of tduc tion has published
(.5U/

111



"instructions" .and` the value judgments
specfied in' these ins,truct,'ons are discussed.

Finally, this repOrt. concludes with a
on equity measurement in general' and the FEPN1 in rtiCula:

. . \additiOn, measurement issues and ::the :'use -of ..a graduated. Scale in
. ..

place of an absolute equity cutoff are' explored:: Three appen-'d
;,' .1 .

dices ,:are alse included tlas repoart discuss Vpplica-

;4.
o social Welfare :and !Sociq.1 choice theory to the.:Mea:Surement

of. educp.tiona1 equit)71, etail the mathematical formuli used to' t.1

calculate thes..equity' measurei; and:.analyte, the tax': pric-eckf c!.;due.atien., e
. . . _ ,,, ,-,;

.
.in elation educational equity .

o

The i rnainde,r o thiS report 'divided into five partS.;
a t describes alternative conceptiorls of equity in ucation

in considerablecdetail,. 'A concepti.on of equity is comtbsed,. of -

. 1

first, the gr,ouP fro- -w-hose perSpOctive equity is: evaluated, second,
the treat rent' .thai is to be eqUitably slistributeci. and, third, the
criterion by .,w,hich !equi. can.-:be 'meas1 ured'. Part...II begins , with a

.... - / . t'., :,.; -; ^r .. 2 : .'discussion of the'grou.ps .that 'Aerirel-aS'a-focus for an assessment
: -of educational equity.: children and households are the proMinent

1 1Lr - , .

,-` kii011135 ,consider6d. 'Next i, alternative, treatments Xncluding: school..,

inputs, .outgutS, and impacts are evaluated: as treatments in an

,

eqUity: conception. Finally, the third component in the equity
..

conception, the 'criterion,- is discdssedts . The paiture of the, . . -

criteria-are -uch'-:thattheY are presented .with particura-i- combina-
.

. -. .

tiOns of _groups and treatments : The explanativa. of. -the c.riteriii
intludev an analysis of the 'value iudgrnents- that are emlledie-d in
each criterion.

:':

e



7
. .., ,

r;) k, . .t T die variou's .Combirizit.icr;'S: 0`.:, ;;C:c.i.q-1/4.1. -_,:tmerit -criterion- that-,-A...,-
. ,

-;de.fifie.-.eqiiii.'' ty'cor;:cep'tions ciescribcd.in:p.r.-.r.,. II,,,can lead to .con -, r..-

.fli..cti rig equity evalua.6iorfs 1,:hen,- appli,cd tc Fets :of Schil..ol disfric:t...a

.$ , .
. ' "

LOTlieSecdn flicting eqUity. ex-al ----: -" ''' - - illustraved'-in Part III-1,...,...,...,..._:...,..,- ,..,..:.
. .. i''. -... 47 -.- ' ,. . ... ..:'' Whel.e. a nian-p6.-. of hy?pdthetica.71. nuMerical. e:k *pies are conttrticted .
The modelS' are Constructed, as':simPl.j- as p9ssible to show how the
selection. of alternative Cor,Vinatlbr,S of group, 'trieatrent,

-

cr'iter. on can;:yield: conflicting -conclusions : when ',used to r
set iof hypotH'etical: .s'choot distractt. in 'tec of, equity.

. . .1 ,Parts' II-:.and.-IIi: 'enumei-ate a large number of equity conceptions.. .-.....-: .

.
... .

..,,and sh,ow- that'.they may lycreld.di-fferent conclusions. Furt.hertore
the' different criclusionk.'stem:, in part, from, the value . judgments-

111,1t- into the various equity AnCep. tibni. In Par t. IV theSe ".. . . . ../ aValue judgine;.its are .moye srosely- c.-.-icar.cnea to deterMine whether
Bquitly 'conceptions. can ;lie seen, to be more preferable than

others. It 'turns out that only some value judgments can Oe,
, .

sidgred "widely ;held:" so that a number of equity cotc`epti,ons , 'rather.
than a single conceptiOn,- m'ust be considered unless other information
is used to more, narrowly res-tict the value judgments. Also in

.Part; IV the Per Pupil Expenditure' Disparity Measures (PRE'DM' ) are
Single.d out for further diScussion.in terms of .Pwidely. held" valtie' f

.ju vents . Since the FEDM is a: PPED\I, the value. judgments embodied
...in. the PPED:.-e'kk.96...!e'lbodied in the FED 1. .

nes.1-7EDM has certainl-part-&cular tharacterisitiCs that dis-,
4 ,

inoushes. other PPE,D.M's and these spNific characteristics'
reviewed and -anh5;.7..eci Fart V Th)e. conceptual nature of the

4.

w
,



FEQN is considered and the manner in which 'the bfEici... 01 H:lcjasie,n.

applies the FEIN to actually' calculate.- me'asures. from, Ftate
discussed Iteds r-eatcd in this part-include the pupil "caunt-

.

'utilized in the FE M, the way in which daul from mul.tiple district

-types.are combined, the measurement of revenues

and the criterion in the FEDM.

Part prepenls redommdLlatiens whioh.are drawn iTCM.

and expend:it:tires ;

tine analyses accumulated in. Parta through V. First, recommend,a-

!-tions are made concerning the neval issue of equity measurer:lei-It'

in Federal reguldtions. Sec.ond, .a series Of recommendations are

made regarding the particula p-rocedures.that the Office-of'EdUca-
.

ti6n- plans to use to measure expenditure disparitieS/. The

endtions are directed at. the treatments and pupil counts.

_way the diSparity measure can be used to judge equity;

'particular criterion .utilized in the FEDM:

re.com-

:the:

and the ...%)

The,thre,e appendices attached to-thii-4eport are included

to proviasidial :depth iri'certqin that can be.'exaMinta..

!Separately from the primary analysis in the report. In economics,

social welfare' theory and socialrchoice theory have'deveroped. -
theoties and techniques that can-be litilized to.measure'the-e.quity

in society in general and in income distributions in.particular:

In Appendix 1 social welfare theory and.social choice theOry are

reviewed -so that the application of thesear'eas to ed'u

can be seen. .As it turns.out, certain key dilemmas in

equity are also unresolved in the social welfare.- and social

illfeids.' Appendix 2 gontains

tibri -equity'
ducariow

choicp_.

needed to calculate specific

the mathematical formuli that are .

equity measures. These,are:presenied

111



an an-appendix.so that the.). can be roferypC. to in 00 Oaco..

the purpose of this report td'analyzcthe.

expenditure disparitymeasure, (Inly.linitodattention },cis. been
. .

. .

4'paid to thelpricd,'efedu6otion face,:' a 'hoyse:old. in 'a"'school
. ..

district.. In:Afjpendijs 3' the issue, of takyPrice: of -edu-catiOn,
. .. . .

.
.

-..
-. -

. . .

..: . . ..

is ConsideTed in' more deptif,and related t45-IvaT'ious concepts -of-.
'A

education equity' discussed in..,this report.

s.; .



ridlernative Ccinceptions and Measures of EquitYnSchool
Finan ce

In this part of the_paPeT:We set out several:alterptve

:conceptions of:equity' inhoolfinance.. The alternatiVes-often.

depend on value judgments which we strive to make clear. ,The

sections in this part are conceptual; illustrative numerical

models of'each conception are presented in/Part III and

applications to Per'Pupil Expenditure DiSparity Measures (PPED)

d the Federal Expenditure Disparity MeasUre (FEDM) follow in

.-the last par.ts of the paper.

Conceptions of °equity, rather applied to ucation'or

any other distribution of, society's goods'ral require the
. . .

specification of three components. Those three components are the

groulo or unit otanalysisthe treatment,

The three .components ansWer"the question.s of-who, what,

:the equity conceptionsis About. 'ections,:of this part

and theequi ty criteria .

and.hOW

of. the

.paper are 'devoted. to each'component as .the following oUtline.of

the major sections shows.

, .

Outline Of. Part II

A. Introduction
R. Groups ;

1. Children:.. General .Arguments'
2, -Children; Legitimate :and. Ille itimate

Differentes
3. HouSeholds



choOl:'Districts'
S.. ',-!School PerSonnel
6 Suirinfa.ty,
TreatmentS

.Introduction.
Criteria for the Evaluation of
.Treatments

3 Alterriat,ive Treatments
Schooling 'inputs

-b .. iSchbOling outputs
:c: impacts

..,,Criteria
Children and inputs , Outputs,

'Identical Chitldren
b Non-Identical Children

. Households and Total Goods and
Introduction

b.' Atkinson's Index
C. Ability7 to- Pay Measure.
d . Ex ante Household E.quiltry

r Impacts

Services

Before beginning the descriptions of alternatiVe -components

n .equity conceptions, we-take a bit of space to further

the. idea -of.-each of the three componenti.

The group specifies the individuals

distributional concerns. Very rarely does any discussion of equity

include all the individuals', both present and future, of the world.

o be

develop:

included in n the

.of:ten: the currently living peoPle of a country are focused upon;

and, sometimes the group is further narrowed by the specification of

regional, age, sex, race or other identification. We will

diScuss the value judgments inherent in various choices" of a group

for (tduc a t drial equity.
The identification of a -treatment indicates the thing of

lalue that is diStributed more or less .equitably among, members of

the relevant groUp. The choice of the treatment is important since



uity in ''ihe distribution of something

not very meaningfUl.' Implicit differences

no_value

treatment

of concern often lead to confusion in discussions of equity_

because the choice of the treatment can change one

the equity. of a situation.

Finally, the .appliCation of :the

the group requires the specificat;ion of an equity criterion. The
,

criterion is one of the most important components of a conception

because many unresolved philosophical problems are embedded

the_ choice of a criterion. The section on the criteria iaentifies

the~ value judgments inherent in, different criteria and the, statis

iical ir.Aeasures .representative- of each Set of Value, judgMents.

Throughout this paper we speakiof equity conceptions,

Other than equality' conceptions. Equity is a broader Concept
L

thtn ecwalfty'. include notions of both equal treatment.. _

of. unequal treatment -of tinequals, while eqtality is

concerned only with. equal treatment of equals : Equality will not
,

.
. .

always :.be equitable, especially if group inembersare not the same

and, shoulil be treated differently. This differeacce will become

clearer as we work our way through the 'criteria sections for
. -

identical and non-identical children.



There are four .gioups that .C8uld.serve-'as

coricep&on of equity'. in- education. The four possible groups are

the children who "receive" the education, the adults or house- .

holds who possibly benefit from and pay fOr the education, the

school districts ImIhich are the political unit through which" many

education decisions are made, and the teachers and other employees

who' provide the education.

Children: General Arguments

The children alone are ark, appealing choice for a number

reasons First, because they are society's link with the -

future there is a -stionz case .for providing them:With adequate
. . ,

and .,equitab le, beginnings as way to influence .pOSitiVelY the

structure` of IS-ociety''S fUture.' EdUcation. and. Children interact

in° this argument.' Education is a uniquely

because of its perceived effect throughout life and-children are

important. because: most .people believe:that :their life . chances

can to some .extent be influenced by people .:.and events outside'

their immediate .faMilies SeCOnd the-benefits pf educatilon .flow

Most .imme4iately And directly to the children: .They_ are',theones

who _spend twelVe of more years of their:iiv;es. inn the claSsroomS

. .
. .

.and-thus eXpoSed to the immediate effects, of the educational.

41fperience.. In addition, children embody whatever future effeCts

the educational experience may bring:and although o groUps

may derive benefits- Irom those embodied.' in children, the-Children



themselves gain directly. Finally cause childr.en are

ways" unable: to fend fOr 'themselves and, in particvliir, unable

tAjaake good (ifany). choices in their self-:int rest, sOciety

May have an Obligation to look'out' for them
.,

equitable...treatment.

The argUments fdr, concentrating on children asthe unit

of analySis, (children as an intergenerationaI tie, as direct

and imtediate beneficiaries, and as incapable of self-interested.'

de6iSio g Lnb) are .general' would lead to the inclusien.of

both public school and private schoo bcause.

United States governments cvrientlY-
, .

so 'much, more fin'ancial

and regillatoryjinfluence over publid schoOls, =there is a temp..:-

t on to concentrate on public school-children alone. A broad

view :of eqUitY Wol.kld be hard-pressed to accept this. Government,

regulations and'financial arrangements are,:vaiabeies affectVg.

.eqUi4y. and can hardly be. considered _parameters in any general

conception practiCal matter' one might:,:empir.ically find.:

that private school chiidlien are.dIwars,tiehted at least as weli

as pUblic.schoOl .ones and 'that. a relatively einall'percent.of the

children are in private schools. In this Case leaving,private

schoolkchildreri-out of the analysis will neither urt them nor

havp much impact on public school children's equity. The problem .

is .that some private schools may not be as 'good" as public ones

or if private schools are as good as public ones, over time,more%
/

Children may shift from public to private sthools.



..

Chi I cl,ren :- Leg tima,te re glteS
- I ,

1 ,Children as a t>grou are not nmpoj;e,neous
,

var.), on .number of dimehs ions The difterences :among 'them are....;

iinportant when the second:and- third p"arts an 'e ity,t'cincept ton,

the treatment and the criterion, are, cofabinea wi

,

If differences among children -are' considered "legtitimate,",ittLen

the equity criterion rftay, specify a diffeTent .distributilpniof-

treatments thatiwould be Specified i if children are eitheriden-

'stical or- if, liOir differences are corisidered "i11egit.iniate "' In'`
.

this section several categories differences, among children

are identified: Each category ,subsequently discussed and

individual characteristics,: within the, categories. are class,,ifi
as legitimate , .controversial, or illegitimate. It sho,uld be

ekthat`.the classification of chaldrgn differences into
.

'legitimate and ii.11egitimate is , in, the end a r'al'ue'judgr,nent'.

For many-.4iffereaCes, however, either because of court decisions
. 1

, ,or-
".frequent. legislative recognition, it is fairly cle4r in which

.

.Categories most people C4rrently:.Place the dif te . These
..

clear:- cut differences, are ,the ones :clasSif.ed-in paper,
p.

The less clear, - -
cut: ones .arOOdentifieeas Controversial..

. .

Differences among hildren can .be categorized those due

to characteristics of the individUal Children-, those duot to
,

characteristics of the districts iihere the children

.those due to school programs in which the childi-en- are enrolled.

Tablb 1, summarizes the classification of characteristics within
k

the three categories by their degree of legitimaCy. The remainder

f :this section expands on these classifications.



s

..

?: e

Acceptabi.1

'Type -of
Characterist-kc

4

t; based

f.'Differonces

,Legitimate

DaSed on.Ch.ftraoteTistc

Corktrsversi.a. tilfraL3

Le'arning disabilities
Inadequate preschoOl
preparatiPn

Health problems -

Severe physical or
mental handicaps

District based TechnolOgical: (costs)
Tccinomies.of Scale
Safety Production.
TranSportati4)n

'ExcigenduS..-
.influenCeson

. price .

program based.

Municloal
:6Verburden

Property
wealth:

'Endogenous
influences
on, prixe

Stildent maldated
'11andicapped

Student chosen
-Vocational

education
,College prep.

1

y'Classitications,of alLcharacteriStics contain, some .value
j.Udgments.. .The'assiznments in the'. table'. the.authorS!.
jvdgments of *currently widespread agreements.
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i

\ .a' -Chi id r..tA!...;; r.haTat,turis t:
.

.. %,

Child oll'?',--. 'ch .ifvct.2i tics: :1:1-(33'.'.1:.. 1:::11-tu SpeCi$11
, .

. . .

..consi e.Cei-atici:! In .1 agisiti'z,re\."5inai-lc p-..: o5r4M5 i'iclue.
. sp cc .1. al

... .. ,

....,... :

learning diSabilitle.5 : such a S thosc t:If3st... res.ult wh(In 'F.;7-i,7,1
,

.

is a sec*ncl a qi.zage ; peor...prc=ch& preparaticir that soile41.3

;

results frbni an ir.poveris le upSringing; apd frealth, rel tecy.\ pro
-0

lemS 'suck- as physical and severe. ment'a1 Ilindicapi:; as well as

those rel,t to drug .abuse Most ,finance programs 'give recog-

nition the necessity for .high'er educat:ional resources i,a, order.

to meet minir;,Ium output', goals fox< these lands of ,Children

other..hand ch41dreW,s characteriStics such

ethriicity are generally not considered. legitimate ,differentiating
,

WikaraCteristics termS-of: educational: treatments The-ille
.

tiMacy of these differences probably iesults frO*n broad' adherence-,

to the principles of the Fourteenth .Amendment. to, the.onstitution
as'iwell..as..1toni the plethora of state court .casp,s confirming, race.

-

and Sex-as rlassificai ons" The-age"' of the child and
,

his/ er grade level 4o not clearly fall into either category:.

NalIK people think,thaty either Younger-or older Children or Child-

;:ren in different grade levels need diffetnt-treatments, b'U-t many

others th-inic° it
4

unnecessaryunnecessary'or. even discriminatory to classify

by age d there is not universal agreement on whether the higher

or lower ,gades sh6uld be weighted more

b Dis'-tridl Character

Legit mate differences based on district characteristics

heavily.

Amp erally result from a need .f(5.-PrOVdemore resources in" order
IMF

o achieve a constant level o.f output because of technological



rin

II

aSGta s br''a need to provide more to .equivalont
.

resoUrces because of ice, chtfze;:ences.i .Technological factors
include: teenoties and d seconomies ec,: scald due the 'nume-

.

- ..ypUpils the'. diSttrict d lif°1:erent. reScuce requirernent s
hq, production of safety and . f. transportation, ete.

.

'probably, the most:. oft ern. discussed factor
9f teeahnSkogical. c,liaracteritics

th y.categor
is district size measured by

'doesquestion can be posed as follows:
n equivalent.-amount of expenditures or resources /per child it

number of children The

iStr'icts of varying size produce clii)ferent ioutputs? It may be
that Stialler districts, have smaller classes since they havee feer
childreri per grade, toA''allecate to classes but it wquld only be
inferred that- costs are higher for the small di.stfiet .tlf*re't

vfre?.-e no coraraensurate -benefits derived from smaller- clAsses
aill,s,ide of the claSsropm there' may be higher fiori.'"-,instruCtiohal

, .coStS for sMaller districts due to certain economies Hof scale :
,--%and for larger districts due tq 'highe'r c'e'oraina.tion costs, ,there is still the question. -:of Whether the' services to the 2chiidren,

If cost differences among districts. of varying size afflect
output quantity olefiquality.dfferencel,,,then size adjustments are

r'not appropsiatt in equity measures; however, if cost differenis
among distrieis varying -size do not reflect these differences
then size adjustments are appropriate in equity measures-. 1n-reality the "truth" probably- 'lies somewhere in between these two

treme,positiens- and' exi.sting-. research cannot give. the preCise
adjustments. The qUeStion of an adjustMent:: for size. becomes 'to



PriCe differentidis are conceptualAridiTferent from techne-
.

ogical or co.sti dgferen:ti41s-.. Technological or .Cost. diffetences
.

result from .needeed for more real retourceitisage to achieve \a

iiien..quality. and quantity of Output: Price .differentipls are

the result of differences in t,i) e price .per unit of, equili:alent

'amounts of resources.' When, price -differentials are considered

there, is usually' s. 'di-SlinftiOn betueen.the 'causes Ofeg it imate

ethe differen al Causes outside the slistria's ,control,
, t '

as geographic' loCation or ,district student composition are

sidered leglOmate,while causes 1Vithln- the co;ftipi of the district
\

6, -such as laxit( ancollective argaaning are illegitimate

'1,1sussed...in: more depthin future sections'. The: construction

price' indexes that Carl., separate the Causes ks in tithe development
. -

Ages. COnCeptuAlIy'. there WouylCseem to be .s strong case -for
sv.

.including uncontrolaable' price differences as legitiMAte-differ-

ences, ,b.utc in pra.ttide bedaUse;price ind.exes, cannot yet be reliably

estifaated, few, states take account suchsuch differences.

Sometime§ "iirbanness" of a distrit..L. is donsidere'd a

legitimate differentiating characteristic for, children'. Often the

arguments that urban districts require more resources per. unit of

output revert back to already diicussed characteristics of chlld-
. _

ren (higher proportions of handicapped bilinguni,, poorly ptepared,

etc.) or 'of the district (diseCcinomieS of sdale,.:more reSP.urces

needed per unit of security,. etc.); in which case. urbanness -iS
merely a -proxy for these other differences .. Some' people think that

in a.dditicin tp the children. and district CharacteriStics, Urban:

stricts -reqUire. more resources beause mnpolicIpat ov:erburdee.



*Municipal overb-urden is a mpasure of the "needs". of a...d frtriet

to finance seryic6s other than .eduCdtion. ,There is no cledr-cut

'. concensusfaboUt tile inclusion of this measure in the :lc Ei timate

category, in part because it, represents a problem with revenues
ti

rather than e"xpenditures and .Ph part becal,;se the problul may

affect:.services oth4r than education _mare than it affects

-ectucation

rop.erty, wedlth of a, district' has received 1.bundan:t ..a61 en-._

tion inside and outside of the courts in the 1970 's. Most -.eor)le

now Classify district wealth. an illegitimate, "suspect",

characteristic. Efforts' to, achieve fiscal:;.neutrality are aimed.,
t- eliminating the relationship betweea%spending per: Child and'

_ .

property wealth in a district: Fraperty,wealth is Clearly con.-.
.

siciere:d. an illegl,tamate -characteristic tiP\tra which to 'diffeTentiate
:the' 'treatment. of children.

School Program Characteristics

A final .cate-gory: 'of different-iating Cliarac te istics is
based,,on the kind of program: the -child' s enrolled in . Rot eX'ainp1
differences in ,resourCes for 'V'Oc4tional eduCation versus. college
preparatory curriculums are .often' coritidered- legitiMate. The

.-diUerenteS are .justified on flik.baSiS Of higher:coSts for
a

vocational programs.. .,The acceptance .,c4 ,.this' kind :Of::differenCe.'
,

.on the 1)aSiiof .cost differentials is 'on, fairly Shaky, ground S:
conceptually becguse .Costs are always a:function,.of thb quality-
and of -output produced, Vocational educational programs

AI' need not -be costlier per child, if output are set lower:.mg!

For example, claSs size, or time ,spent on machines is a variable



,
. . . <

.fecting cost and output If precletarminld output 'level -.-, arc,

established, and anything; else is ,confide ,red inequi table, then'
..

legitiMate differenec.. --This' use of p.r-o,,,,-rar.s.
. ., . ,differen:tials as legitimate also implies that .chilcirciall-!., ch.ci ces

as to prog,r,arn" are .acceptable reasons for varying .i.osaurcc.3
achieve quity.- .The previously considered different,ials.,...2:2-e
outside the immediate control of t e child (i.e.. ,'handicap) or.4

d.ist-rict (i.e. size); and thuS program ehrolfment diffe-rentials
have. a different conceptual basis;

'The just-discussed claSsificatiorrs of di'f:ferentiating,
characte-ristics, are all summarized .in Table J. It-should be

crated that all the classifi,cations are to some, ,extent

nts and the particular choice made the paper
about currently aCceptable classifications.

All individuals are a second plaUsible choi.ce for, the group
or..unit of analysis. One might argue that adult. as as .,child
Well-being is important to society, ,ar..-that, everyone Counts..
Thera,' given a..eCa-rcitY of resources and a :rau-ltitiite. of desirable
consumption andinvesment opportunities, .of which children's
ethic-at-ion is- just, one," 'e distribution of all, goods ...and services
amcing all_members of society might be considered' appropriate
unit of ana.lys i-s_

Another version ',this argument Might view ciiiildren as
the property' of adults,- but of no importance in their ovn

property= -,rights could 4xtend to childless adults 1 Because

parehts rilost often.rlive together with their 'childvren, all adults

and children could 'be -grouped into households rind the householdos
Y
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COuld . serve as an appropriiete unit Of -anaiy.pis. Then cl,;

edupation:-.1400a enter into.. household utility .functions..along. th

all`: other public and private goods And serVices 4nd the

would-then be on the distribution of total -c:onsurn-ption. (or.

:welfare .derived 'from it) by hOliseholds,. The unit of

;logically include households without children as Tong as

the dist.r'i6ut of goods and.services other thin education were

of concern and/or childfess Auseholds received benefits or burdens

from th'e provision of children edu.cation.

Looking -the,ad, it is clear that the togix of the

households as a unit .of analysis,, arkUes favor of a treatmen

that measuiles household;tOtal. welfare. To use households as
L

nit of analysis, and children's -edudation services alone

trealtMent, is inconsistent with the rationale for hduseholds that

is based on the impOrtance: of their overall `'well- being, unless

children's education zs the only desirable good, that can be

produced.

School. Distrits

The school district sometimes he unit of analysis

disCuSsions of eduCat ional_ equity.

can-be made for this choice. One is that political jurisdction.s

as .presently formulated (combine groups of pimple (children or

hoUseholds) in wait that make'the groups comparable :r Behind this
.

..,argument' might be the idea of a Political 1.eltare function thilt

assigns weights twiindividuals and then combines the individuals

into groups whose ggregated (Slimmed) weights al-e identical. In

other words ;;:larger districts 1,.?ou1d' implicitly. have lower valued



A seCon:'d arg'ument would be that 'the leauerxs cf. the districts,.

. -

Miler on thc.. provision of funds. side' (1L,gislatbrs.) attr.., on .the use
.

_ fundt ;side (schodl bOards, supertntlenclents) ard the r'eal -Unit
of dnal..;-, i's;' school ,dis'itrict is only 2

.

,

convenient represen-ie

tatioir- of ttese leader's. .

Either argument is-weak

-2conception, but one

4
z.,, .

,
in t mets of an educatiOnal equity

, l
I . : , .' : .Z7; .', , , ,

. . ' ? '

si.i.spects. that the :.'dist:pibution 7of:spOils among

legislatot'svis'the IYiq'thary noti:+atidnfc4'ihe in'eva1ent -use of the
,diStrict as the grouV. Thivy. latter distribution may be important,

but not necessarily for education equity, so it is rejected.
itsr$-\,

5. . School Per.stnnel

A final, possible unit of analysis,:,3,5
ersonnei, primarily -teachers. Although gdnerally it is the

recipients of a service who are of concern, it might be possibl

.
the school district

make a case for using ;t,he ',providers of the service. This .

be especially true if those providers had no options (inelastic
suPP1X) and/or there .we.re7sorae other-..:Xea.en,:ti) especially identify"

Clearly school, perSonnel

and expertise, have options.
'special would seem to derive from

given their levels of education
Other. reasons for .conSidering them

.

the value of 'children 'or house-:

as the unit. of analysis. For ..example,, it might be desirableholds

to treat teachers fairly in order to minimize the incentives for
good teachers 'to- migrate to "desirable" schools But the reason-
`ing Telates to the desire to have a fF.ir distribution, of "good"

teacliers among. dhil.dren -a.nd.'hauS,oholds, not to treat. teachers

Fse fairl-



Summary

The viable options for the choice' of a group are public

school children, all children, houseliolds-'with child and all

hoUsehdlds All - children and all househdlds are more encompas sing

.than school Childfn households with Children. The

. .

choice between" the more encompassing and the less encompassing

groups depends on value judgments,

who are .ignord when the group is

about the importance of,. those

narrowed. The choice between

children, and households is also judgment that
,
debends on

one' s view of education as .either a uniquely important .service

that benefits primarily children or as a service that 'benefits all

members, of society,' rather directly or indirectly. Because` -value

j4111gmen

. .

ts are'involved

the superiority

in-the .choice S among the four viable groups ,

be Obj ectively determined :



Treatments'

Introduction

first :cOmponent of a conception of equity, the groups

-upon which-the.conception of equity could focus-, wasdescrihed

in the previouS: section-.' In this sectienithe -second comPOnent-..

the equity conCepon,.the treatMents'that can bei_aPPlied.to-th6':

groups is discussed:. In other

examined, now equity of what.

words, first. equity for whom

As was the case earlier the purr

Pose of this sectibn is to present alternative treatments and

these according to a common framework sothat the advan-

ages and, di§advantages each treatment are articulated and

clarified.

Although we Will present criteria to use in the assessment

of the alternative 1reatments, the individuaJ criteria and the

evaluttion of the t tments according to these criteria are

often the, expression of particular value judgments. Our aim is

not to impose a- set of values but instead to point out those that

are embodied in each treatment. Thus at times we often stop

short of labelling a characteristic of a treatment as an advantage

or disadvantage since one person's advantage may turn out to be

another person's disadvantag.

The alternative treatments considered in this section are

t restricted to the particular treatment (or treatments)-speci-

fied in the Federal regulations. Nor are the treatments limited

to alternatives specified in "school finance plans".

28
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we are sta'rting with a' broader definition of the education system

which- includes as*pects. of the ,school finance nIans- us. well 'as the
.

specific defi tion employed in the regulations . Taking this

-broader view wi11 enable us to more effectively 'evaluate, the
. . i

Federal governmentIS.I.approach Which IS our eventual goal::
....

This section procee4s first by specifying a set of .criteria
. .

by which we can evaluate each of the treatments and second- by

considering each of thd treatmentS measured against the set of

criteria Although certain treatments will be more naturally

linked, with d. sub.-set of the groups discussed in the p-'ex ious

section we will examine the treatments separately, as was the ca-se

for the -groups, and then link particular, groUps and treatments

the following section where specific equity criteria are fcrmu-

c aced. We turn now to the set of criteria used to asses the

alternative ,,treatments.

2. Criteria for the Evaluation of -Treatraent

We have identified five critei ia that t.an be used. to evaluate

alternative ,treatments that will fOrm a component of a Conception .

of equity'. The first .three criteria are relevant for treatMents

an eqUityConception.:::in any circumstances First, we examine

whether the treateent is what we desire to .he equal at a conceptual-

level. This criterion forces a review of the values that are

inherent in a particular treatment.... SeCond, we 'evaluate :whether
.

f

there are Methods that can be used to measure the treatment. "in

. k .

question: SOMe.conceptually preferred measures may defy reason--
;., ,-. ,

.410ble-measurement: The third criterion asks wheth.er the treatment

in question is linked conceptually and empirically to 'what We.

desire to 'be equitable assuming

what, we desire to, be. equitable

the treatment itself 'is not- exactly



le .these. three 'or i teri car. be 1. !toy ,..;--(?-:1 r.r;-wri

that is:.a potential-Opponent: :in-equity concepllion,..-..we 3n

:duce two additional criteria t4at are relOant if "v:_.are'crAlUt.:

the. treatment for .inclusion .iri an eGuity _coned!? t.ion

,bectFe part of Federal regfilati-ims to allocate resources.

the states.: First., , if one purpo.se of the Federal program is to

provide an incentive for states to mcke in a-,direction valued by

the Federal government, do the 'states have the leverage to inflUence

the treatment?. Note that this .criterion would not be necessary.

if,-tir purpose of the legislation were to compefisate the states

4fOr-certain -(a.dverse) conditions, that, prevailed in the state at

a part cular point in time. In this latter case would be

appropriate to use a treatment thht was for the most part beyond

!Lir control such as ad1:-erse weather conditions or unemployment-.

The second criterion that should be< considered if the equity con-

ception is to become part of a Federal program is whether there

are comparable data available for measurement of the treatment

for education in all states . While this criterion is rather

pragmatic, as opposed to conceptual, it is an obvious consideration
- ,

ror penaing or .on -going legislation. The five criteria are more

fully explained in this part before we examine the specific

treatments:.

. Is the treatment what we desire to be- equitable?

This first criterion or Oestion, forces, an.examillaion

the meaning of the treatment light .of our notions ox equity.

riori, we do expect agreement or unanimity. in

ces for one treatment over,: another but leaving:aside 'the other .



,

.

,. c iit6ria there. nay be different.choiCes at
i
a cen.coptua

;

.

. -.Pne
wayto'sort.oUtalfortative COnCeptual pre f onces.

..
.

:

. .

to conSider' three types of educational or SchoOlih reatmen.:S..
specified 'asc.schooling.Anputs, schooling outputs,:and schoolln
impacts. 7.

Schooling-'inputs:'can. be thought of as those resources
that are-COMbItecrin

a..V.arie;ty'Of,:waYs te''edUcate'Chiidren
schools, As We-wili.see:in'4hext:Sec ion there. are-v4-ious
ways to measure

these-.inpUts.but at.,:a conceptual level, a pre-...

ference -tor equity of school inputs 1:s-JconsiStent i wththe idea.
.thaft all children shoul&.haVe access I to, Or.the opportunity of:

.

/ .
,access to, imilar set of resources. Schooling is publicly

-
i

provided and thought to be a key determinant of outcomes in later
life so, that inequitable schooling inputs could lead to a poten-

likially unjus, advantage for some children. Furthermore, schooling
inputs may be directly related to the process of schting and
may, be unjust for children to spend twelve years of their lives
in differentially

satisfying publicly picilided institutions
A conceptualpreference for inputs as the treatment in a

conception of equity is not necessarily synonomaus with equal
schooling inputs. EqUitable schooling inputs may be consistent
with inequality of inputs. if, for example, certain student charac-
teristics such as educational or socioeconomic lackground, or
native language or certain school

characteristics such as size or
program type are )udged'to be legitimate characteristiCS.fdr.
differential treatment: Also the equity of schaoling inputs may"rer to an .equitable process that may or may not :lead to an
equal outcome.



.

R. recognf:tion o J

the,

'ecuity of inijutssti2m:. frogi conc,:!Tn for sch.OolinvoUtOrtrs,
A

ecOidl schoOlin tcrprodtce different.

.'P-14.tputs, _differences In .;:lputs mav ).- jug,ged_,:.to: be equitable,qt.!

4§1 an alternatiVe to f notuSing on differences- i input§, 'attention
. -

ld be dixectekdt.the cdtegory of:s.chOoling outputs. "Schooling.-

utliuts that could be :considered in this cOnceptua)1 category

Or.kill levels, graduation rates, or college7include aOhievement

attendance behavior. I. If we leave measurement and data problems

aside and treat them in sections to follou, a conceptual prefer-

ence for equity of schooling outputs differs froWja preference

for inputs since the use-of outputs does not require specific

tentiOn tothe factors that cause output differences. That

by focusing on inputs we must explicitly pay attention to factors

. -that may iead inequitable outputs whereas :.the use .of. outputs

includes a wide 'range of faCtOrs that directly
For examPile,j.f wetielieVe-thatbir

automatically

influence the treatment:

lingual_students shOuld receive additional inputs, then we,must

explicitly take this faCtor.i.nto acCoUnt NreApPI.OY an input:

'treatment La :an equit reception..: 'However, if we use any

in the equity:conception then a factor Such:as bilingual:.

ism may not have to be explicitly identified in order to measure

,equity.

Note that a conceptual preference for schooling outputs as

the treatment fof equaY.concerns.does not necessarily'implyequal:



L

.
.

.outp ts. addition to equal schooling, outputs, _aqua:I;

ncr ases, in output level's orequal marginal increases ini

could enter i to our 'conception of equity.

A :contept.,ual preference for. Schooling impacts; the third an(
final. type of treatment we consider; is consistent with a i:Tdre

societal as opposed' to school, focus. Schooling 'impacts
include the current:UtilitY',.reCeiVed fran' allocating resources te
schooling ,and-all. other, goods, or the future impacts that..-schoOlS,.
are believed.,to alfect.--. These future impactS could incliide; for
example,. earningS or income, social-St'atus, or sati fadtion or
utility. This conceptual tre.`tment is more .removed from the
school''.; tself and .takes- into account more student; school,, and
societal factors within -the treatment itself: Furtherribre,
is the assumption -':that equity of these 'variables is desired and

there

that there is some rel ons.hip with schools. Although this con-
treatment. may .1)6':idewed.. by many as a .ustraw-man ",

. its
inclusion forces us- to explicitly qiteStior 'whether Or , not:: we are

-concerned with.'theimpact of schooling; the allocation of resources
to schools, or the outputs of the schooling

b. Are methods, available to measure -the treatment

The desire. to .examine and not mere br discuss the actual
equity of education 'or ischool; finance'plans leads US to a con-
sidera.tion of measurement. Measurement includes a reliable and
valid quantitaive assessment of .a treatment, preferably in a
single` unit of measure that has cardin 1 or interval measure -,
tent properties) and that is comparable across "- situations In



..ost all situat ons Gr almeaf:urement.n, ;-!lodOIool..-

and\ vali ., Th0- tOncept. bf

ote:ly related tc ' he. notion of m'asur'emOnt

t'different way.

we strive

or tecnnolOgy that

reliability is c

error. . A somewh

in terms of stabili

is reliable

y accur acy

ng reliability
/* %

or precision. Or the oth,ar

is

hand, the concept o validity _Is con ernes with the question of

whether the measure as capturing wha we are intending to capture

Note that a'measure Ln be highly reliable cwithout being valid.

For example, temperat.ure can be reliably calculated but it may

rot be a valid measu e of lierceived c1-411 unless wind conditions

and humidity are tan A into. acCbunt..
.

The :need for a

Elkopt since we

:analysis withanothe and, it. deSirable to avoid conflicts

Single. med.sure -fOr_ the treatment -Comes

inVolvedA.n comparisons ofOne unit. of
. .

the comparison* that imight result' if two or more measures of a

treatment were used Therefore, if the treatment has

one colapone.t, wi -.need an index Lhat can include. contribu-

tions from the vario s components. However the existence of

single measure of reatment is a necessary but not a sufficient

condition for compa ability, across units. In addition,

to be sure that the measures themselves are comparable across

This becomes particularly important if If, are trying to

measure satisfacticl or utility In this case the 'problem of
1***

interpersonal comprisons must be-confronted.

Next the measure should have cardina:i. prOperties (interval
/****

Dale properties) . so that differences between two measures are
/****

meaningful. This property is considered more demanding



glp than a simple -ranking. V/hile. the Oropertv Of cardinal
. "

required for all equity conceptions , it is necessary. for mor;t so'

. that we include it i

a desire fora valid

is, comparable across

. Finally, aftbT

he measurement criterich. Thus we

and- reliable single cardinal meatuTe.-.that
: 4
unitt of analysis.

the above-mentiehed measurement criteria aTe
cons ide?ed there :.still . may be some additional value judgments

that come into 'Play. For example when we measure 'students!!

we hp.Ve a niimber of eptiont such as membership ersus
based figures.

in terms

'etc., y

utiliZe

attendance

These alternatives. may, turn. out to be similar

cardinality: comparability,of reliability, validity,

egitimate differences over which student mdasure to.

may still exist,

c. Is -the treatment
equitable ?-

linked to what we desire to

This third criterion .becomes important in casescwhere it is
not ppssible or appropriate to use the conceptually preferred
treatment- in a conception of equity. This situation may occur,
for example, when measures of the preferred treatment are not
sound,' the data for the preferred measure are unavailable, or the
incentives that follow from the use of the treatment are not pre-.

dictable or likely to be benefiCial. If the treatment .used

the equity conception is hot the most preferred, then_ we

examine the links, from the utilized treatment to the preferred
t x ,atment:both

conceptually and. 'empiricallY. Conc ptual.linkages
are 'based on our theory Cf. how the education

perate. However, just because we ,believe. a linkage. ekIsts does
n ot mean we can empirically demonstrate its presence.

3.)

.Therefore,



..we:are oblIgated toirciyiey the..empiTjcAI

;

1i tf raturc t o, tcrminc

.w'hethe'r the linkage is empirically: TobUst, unveri:fiable.orSome-

where -in-between. :Our, evaluation on, this criterion will :be:
: -

selective and we will often Survey bY.Others; in some.:

cases wo will only show that there is reason "-belie that the-

linkage--may.exist under certain circumstances..-

d. If the-Federal jegisla4iOn-iS intended to-, .

motivate certain behavior, is the trealment
under ;the control of the states and-Ideal'
education agencies?,

,

If one purpose of the Federal legislation that inclddes'stan-
.

,dars.of equity is to-motivate_StatWto formUlate. policies and.
.

enact pio0aMSthai move their education systems. toWards greater,

A
equity, then the.tremOnt used in he'legislation sheuld be:capable_

f being infl.uenced by state policies. Com Mon sense, as well as

theories of motivation at theOndi'vidual' level, "suggest that the

target of the motivating instrument '.specified

ations should

in question if the .motj,...yating instrument is-te have an,imgact.

Otherwise, the instrument will be rewarding. the targetfor the..con-

ditioh.of a treatment that t.controklable and hence will not

be likeiy to o-change the -target's behavior.- This does:not implY:.that
.

all'Federal, shouldbg baSed upon controllableHtreatments.

This also does not imply, that the intuit of section

81-874 as amended"by.,P.L. 93-380 is to-motivatle 1.-ehavior. However;7-

the desire is to motivate behavior, then the remarks .in this

wection are applicable.

. .
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Are there high qualitydatA
n,natienalleverio:measure equity,using the.. .f.reatmentn que%t1.6

Since :the Federal' regUlati'ons-:e tebe

there.must 1 4.- data available tocalcu]%7hte the (..isting level of

equity in each state. ':'If-we assume, that the:;tment can be
fy

measured, we also.haVe'tO insure' that the measdrbgpnt been

CarrAed,out; or;we:should ascertain t-e political and pcOnomic.
. .

fesidity of.,Obtainl:ng;:the,netessary data The purpose

::=assessment Oflequity,ds to measure the degree of equity throughbut
the state so that data from all school districts, students, house
holds; etc'.' is desirable.' If this is not pOSSible; then. the

particular.samPiitgprocedurei employed shOuld:bearefUlly:

the long :,run, notconcerned with the

made aVailable for any treatMentthat can: be
measured. But resources are carce and -the Federal :davertment,,

is interested in using equity*standards'prior td the long rut,
so: data availability is a valid criterion.

These:five'criteria are.uSed :j.thenext section 'to
A framework :for the'evAluatiot'bfanuMber of ..possible treatments:.' .

In addition' there are :'Several issueS:.that'Ebme :Up in the Conteki
a

\)f a specific treatment andiheSe w i1113 discussed as''Well
frt

'Fin411Y,

best ,treatment.- Instead there are,likely ta be`-. tradeoffs appng.

the criteria'andthe selection efa.best treatment Will.rest On
the iMportarice attached` to the set of-criteria.,

do not anticipate that the criteria will lead to one

Alternative Treatments

first criterion suggests that there arc .three broad'

.groupings of treatments that can represent alternative conceptt/al



i-14ferentes
for

what we .det..tre
to' he OquICa'hle'.

casefuld

e- made
for the equitable.

dittrIbut:i.ch
6,TschOoiing

inp

,choolinoutputs,
or s.ChOeling

Since;..
at a goroeptual'

level,'the'selection,amOng

the three is value judgment

th

zethe discussion
of,aIternative

treatments'
around

these

groupings . : We discusS treati:OntS
fr0m eaCh:Ofthe.three,:,

possibilitieS
and evaluate

them on.the other four criteria

Furthermore,
the discussion

in. this .section
focuses

'On possible

treatments
a conception

of-equ/tYend'while

'measurement

.

.1ssues are
raised,'particular

measurement
;techniques

are deferred

until., later
in the'reprt.

Schooling
inputs

To date, the iajority
of analyses

o' education
equity utilize

some measure
ofesChboling

inPuts.as
th? treatment.

Conceptually,

schooling
,inPUtircoUld'include

the- tangible
and intangible

resources
that.are,combined.p.nd

used to, produce
education.

ins.,

"1:

schools.
One' possible'

way to asure SchOoling:InPUtS

.focus
oh the resources

direct
Yand'asecond

approach
is to

:focus on the dollars
that purchase

the resources,
.-DolIars

are

ndtrticessatily
theHsaiij'as:r0qUrces,at,fdSvpchOOl'districtS

,

.
.

.,since
distracts-may,

face':ditterent
or..icentical

.:resource!

FUrthermore,
reSources.mayprodUcediffetent,e-moUnts

of-OutPUt:S.-.

across
districts

due to different
cost factors

or.effi
lencieS.:

use of resources,.
Methods

have been developed
to modify dollai

Measures
to take price differences

into accOUnt.and
these are

disdussed
Iseiow,in

addition
to pure dollar'and'resOUrce

measur

VAlmost
all schooling

input measures
are expressed

as a r

" the lorm'of'the
total inputiliasure

for the disfi,



divided by a .student measure for the district.
. Before we consider

individual treatments, several measuremeni, issues can be hithf

lighted. Although we delay our discussion of particular iti:dent

measures- until later 'in the paper, there-are three meas fement

issues that are important. First, there are a number o ways t

"count" students including enrollmeni membershiP , and attendance

baSed figUres. An

. .

issue to consider is whether all ktates

should (or could) use the same measure and' whether one :measure

is conceptUall*''preferred.....
,

Second, there. is the issue of student

:Weights Various Weighting systems -lave' leen deviie.d 'and some

have been incorporated in school finance plans. The.basic

measurement queStiOn again W11 et a' weightedor Unweighted:

student measure,' should' be used and Whether there shOuld-be uni-

-form*ty across sta..tes or in states over time.

ment issue is concerned with the

The third mea.'sure-

relationship 'between the numra--

" t'or and the denominafOr in:sithe input measure. The issue,

'as. a question iswhether the 'resources as measured -correSpond

to the studVnts as measured. For example, if summer school

resources are included in .the numerator are summer school 'students

number Of

stated

also' included in the dtngminater? There are

questions such as this that can be asked but we defer discussion

- of these issues until later an the paper. thii part we

.assume: -that these three ,,meaSurement. issues. have been settled:.

In the remainder of this 'part.'we discuss dollar measures
. .4

including revenues and expenditures , priCe adfustecr dollar

meaSures,:physitaireseuree input measures, and :quality. adjusted

,'. resource measures.

. , ;i:,..:



Dollar input-i, it asurvc as 'reveu6i.;,;, or e.,pe6.,.1i

Two measurus- i nputa, to the -(2;!,IC:;i tieff

.revenues., the 'dollars that, are v the c:lue:Iii,'./i':i7i,!-;- . ,., -. :,:-''',,*.". . .

. ..,,,t-'-such as , the school dia',.rict:.:,:::and 'expc.r.Lli titres , the:_ 0..61 1..:I'z v .1.1 1:1:.

of -resourcea that'are purchased by' tke educattonal

discussion of dollar. peas-ureazwe,jdaSume that ; partiCuIdr, meSur-e

of either, revenues::0-:,eXpe44itures has'been agreed',.Upon. but be-

fore :we aSsesate .dolI:aineasure according to our cri:teria, it-

:g,hould b :pointed ou l. that there are real. differencesheten

revenues: and ellendEtuiesparti.Cillarly when i,e -measure somothin;;

,

aih6r:than total revenues. Or. expenditures Revenue can uau'aqly,....

be examined by source including let'al-;.' adie and federal sources.
,

.

"Tb,e-s iticlixidtiar; source's' can. by.-type

uchde general
. and categorical .fOr state SouiVeai?or.- title and

impact a.f:d -for, Federal sources. Expenditures can be identified- by.

Purpose such as .:operating, debt service and capital expenditures.

.expnr categarr can

instruction, utIlities.:and Tiaintenance

f,,rther divided into

-trinspOrtation, food service,

etc. and instructional expenditures can be aub-dividgd again.

ThUs the selection of the precise revenue ,'oflepipenditure
:

measute..is'nOt a trivial ,queatiOn even Ater. decidfng to use
%7

dollar measure, but the details of this issue will be discussed-

.Wore completely .later in .the paper': in this discUssion we focus
. . ... ..

on- thb use ,of. 'a. dollar. measure without specifying. which-ong.
. .

obvlously can,be. mdasiired.`but..cert..f1in...rneaui-ement

AlWaues do arise. Dollar measures. .can be .recorded',:reliably due
INF .

to the development . of accounting and reporting ,Systems.

°';:rel`iabili'ty tape

_ .

:pijObleMa ,can'be. attributed' t definitional .

. .

. ,



- .di t-fi cult/es but. these should be mi.nor thin states 611

aC.ross states..

I f inputs measured in terms .of resburti.:s a re What we desir,.2.,
then dollar ffeaSures may ::not be percec y valid. :1).1 la rs di no
meaSure resources :across eddcational Units '11; these face
different: prices for identical resources . These price differencesA

.pronounced in some states
compared .to 'others :but it is

some price

all ..resources

variation occurs in every state . Note. th-at

identical quality can be purchased at the same
price by all 'units in state' then this validity

-problem. dis'appE!a:''.5.:
The selection of the exact renue ,orexpenditure

Measure Can lead to validiAy
. Problems . For -ekample a case could

be made-that certain expendituresi (or revenues :that are :pent
these .expendi tures). such as transportation or . reenues such ascat gOricals for food service shOuld be excluded from equity

. measures .. If for other .reasons

are ..included

There does not appear to be a. problem of cardinality.. or
the-Measureirient of :dollars by a Single., index for each educational
unit When dollars are used. 'as the treatment; However when dollar
measures. are employed both problems 'across educational. units such

_ .

this could

these. expenditures or, -revenues

lead to a vliaktyProb fem..

as districts Research on these prob lems. hap not y6t proceeded tothe point where...el ther:.of' these prObleMs can be:.quantified...exCpUt
there is some eVidence that prite variation can cause.:differences., .

/in the Value of certain
,equity measures
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treatment s.effetts on'.

other treatments that are of concern. In this paper we do not

review: the extensive literature thatattempts to assess- the

.-effect of:. more or'iessdollars.per student in an'educationaI'

unit. From the Coleman report_'forward, researchers haVe tried

:determine the effects... Of inCrea.Seddollars.and theHmest

appropriate summary of the findings to date is "inconclusive."

noweVer, there has been some reCent.evidence. that that

.linkage between .educational spending and achievement orientation;

;Verbal ability, \years. of completed education,' and 'average wages

or eatningS may exist: That is, if ea. change to a` more

equitable:digtributionof dollars leads to more dollars or those
.'

who.previously received, fewer, dollars.of schooling inputs then we

haire some reason believe that other treatments

schooling outpluts and schooling impacts mar.alsd. be affected-u,

Since. dollar measures of..inputs (within states) are:found in many .:

instances_to correlate with :verbal ability, years. of educatiOn;

earnings, etc, t May be that changes in dollars of schooling

inputs that are judged to be more equitable will lead to more,

equitable distributions of other treatments. But this conjecture

is incompletely tested and, as indicated, insignificant effects

are found in many studies. Therefore, while there is some evidence
4

Of theexistence of.a linkage betWeen.dollars of educatIOnl

inputs and.other treatments;:.the,evidence is weak and the 'llnkageS.

Should be considered possible but tenuous.



The fourth criterion is ,whether the

treatment measured as dollars

'iional units si.ich as schooi istricts are creations of the States
and since -the states establiSh the structure and content of the..

financing sys:tem fer primary and secondary edUcation, there
alMOst no reasons whr:measures of dollarS of schooling inputs

consistent with the incentive aspect of the. Federal

leg iSlaion:
The final 'criterion of .data availability is satisfied.with

mixed success but data on dollar inputs are more available than
anyother treatment we evaluate

this_treatment
ranks high.:con availability. Surprisingly., although data on
dollar inputs are .Collected by state related units Such as

op epartritAs of Education, to our knoWledge there is not a national
data Set. of dollar inputs for all school diStricts that employs
a.-set of common 'definitions.. Therefore, at this time when the

. . .
. -equity, or equality of the state -system is assessed, a data set

of dollar inputs must be obtained from State- sources usually.
With State specific definitions, that can vary considerably across
states.. It should be pointed out that a universal sample at the
Federal loyel'is expected to be. implemented in the next few:years,

/The. Fedetal.governtentdoes collect certain .data for a national
sample of .school districts but a national sample ray not be
appropriate for state, specific assessments. Current2,,y data arc
available at `thee state level but definitions may not be comparable
nationally.

A el



Since. one Of the major

Sideratiplof ...:S7Chbeling input treatments measured

problem's that energes

the probleill of C.Omparabiiity across ,districts

as dollars is

dqe to price

it`` is appropriate

methodologies to. adjUst dollars for different purchasing

'power.. 'Certain techniques have been develbped to adjust dollars

for prices so that we can evaluate price adjusted dollars

treatment for our :equity' tonceptio4; .

.

Based on our :first ConceptUal..gesirability;

pride adjUsted dollar0 should be preferable to dollar based

adjusted dollars pbtentially can measure resourde

as a

measures. Price

!ruts more accurately' so that if Price adjUsted.lmeasuresare

clearly preferable on the other four then they .Should be

pTe.fer7.0.

Hbwever, research on price indices is in a developmental

phase and some

First appears

problems emerge in terms -of measurement.

"market basket" approach to price index

construction is not appropriate.. If an existing indeX is

utilized, it may not . cap

This leads to a second

inputs themselves.

ure schooling input price*

approach, an examination of t

this case,- the measurement

variation is difficuitSince this yariatien caused

supply and demand .factors and conceptually we should only include

supply factors that are not controllable by the school district
1

101 a price index. Interwoven' in the supply-demand probleM is the

issue of input quality. A price index should coMpare inputs of

A A



identical quality but this may be irpossiLle if- qtiality can not

observed and measured. Most recent research,on price indices
has utilized 5taOsticalf econometric techniques

supply 'furiction, and, subisequently a price index, but it appears

identify a

though there' are still significant measurement problems..
In terms of reliability, there is a good chance that any

partiCular, index includes

portents of the model-.used to estimate the inaices are measured

some 'measurement error since the come

with error- and the estimated regressiens do not explain.: all the
variance. A more serious p::oblem of 'validity may be aPplicable
to the econometric' price indices" since they are dependent
on a priori assumptions that are very difficult to test. Certain

the ,recent. research efforts have cempared alternative spedi-
ficatiOns of indices and, f ound that the indices can vary: sub

ThUs,:' we .are faced.A.th:the
of.Aghich indek

among p ny, to cheese and-,whether the choseivin ex is more valid
i

.
than no adjast,,,nL at all.

estimated with. "reaSonable'

Although we may-be/ieve. that indices

4ssuMptiens and with adequate data
take' us closer to ,resource measures.4,han.46 dollar meaSureS; we-

are not yet in a positio'n to bas these results on existi,ng

research... Thus, the issue: of, validity' and reliability raise
diffiCult 'bUt unanswerable questions:

most:, ,part, indites have .been: applied tO :t.cacherl s
4

salaries Or,wages-, floweVer, there are other exTend:.itUte ,components

that could be included in the input treatment ',so' we are faced.with
lor,,, task of estimating price indites for all components of inputs



n order to measure the treatment in a singie unit di Cie: un

adjusted. dollars can "be. added. to price., adjusted dolin.rs or.

'adjustment techniqu et can be developed .for these .other component-:;./

Howev6r, 'for many of these other components the comPutation ofcomponents

an index may be more 'difficult than for teachers. 712e PT4e
adjusted . measures are cardinal measures and presumably their use
as the treatment increases the comparability of
across educational units in a state compared to the

justed dollars. "this presuMption stands untested;
research is definitely needed. Basically,' we are at d stage

)
mhere we lave the ability' to measure. prie >a'djils'teci dollars but
We cannot conclusively evaluate the level of this ability.

The hypothesis that price adjusted dollars are linIted roIII
other possible treatments such as schooling outputs or schooling
impacts: has not been tested in the..empirical literature Most
studies of t1 linkages bt'tween schaoling ,inputs and schooling'
outputs:or .:-pact ,,five utilized either doilars or tesieurces.-

Iis the. pessibiIity' that some o he .obServed: linkage.

be'twten unadjusted.' dollars and outs mes and impacts. may. be the
result of price' Offetences rather than real effects, But
:there has not been a test of fihis direCtIy so that, as we did.- for

unadjusted dollars, we must, again assume that the linkages may

;Pii the criteria cif -controi the :4 djustmtnt of dollatt for
:pTite effects does, net appear to lesten:the degree of "control over
4100 treatment:that% can be exercised" by state Policy. If states
dOSire to:.alter the distribution of price adjuSted:dollars, they
ctninclude 'a price lnd0c in the-.stato'did 'allocation system and



here..is some precedent for this

use of price adjust5ed dollars.

raises ,serious problems

The research i71::.tedate
.price indices S Prima-rdly2been exploratory and very few Of hQ
indices are fully deVeloped So that they call be applied in a

.

.

par'ticular:statefor allecation.decisions on either a state or
federd.1 level. TurthermOte, the existing research.: haS been

a handful of:- states

statistically derived price indices do not

out that price indices can, be specified with. . the district as the
unit of observation

in.. the_models.; ,the_ data -;be: aYailabie
in Most states to estimate a price index. Lf it is preferable to
use

. teachers) as the unit of obserVatiOn in the
"Leis- then most states will not, have data available.

In either case it -would be difficult to use =price adjusted
dollars in state or federal allocation mechanisms at this time
until some of the measurement and data concerns expressed hevi,

addressed . As research continues , we 'may find that certain
s imp le

indices are adequate proxies but this remains to be seen. In
addition to the needed research on specification questions such
'as whether a particular specifation or set of specifications
.shOuld be employed by. each state or whether the choice of a price
index is solely 'a state matter need to addressed..
iii. Resources and quality adjusted resources

The, third way in which we can measure schbolidg
inputs is

(

,measuring, the resources directly
oinstead of Using' dollars r,

dusting dollar s to more,
power

accurately reflect the purchasing , poer
. -



Conceptually, equity on the input side generally refers

Ikesources available to the other children in the schools So that

if the resource based measures satisfy the other criteria they Should

bepreferable to eitlier dollars or price adyusted dollars in terms of

what we desire-to be equitable.

Resources can. 'include the'personnel- involved in the schooling

process such as teachers, aides, adMinistrators, guidance oun
.

selors, and the non-;personnel resources such as text. books and

could also include part of the ca.pit

including buildings, equipment and furnishings. All of these

costs.

resources presumably have an effect: on schooling and could be

treated as legitimate schooling inputs. Since we can attempt

to measure resources with or without taking the quality of the

sesources into account we consider both of these possibilities

in this part.

Resources can be utilized as a treatment in an equity °con-

ception only if we can mea.sure them. We will assume the resources .

ihat,aie included in the treatment have been determined and that

we are teassess the probleins of measurement. There are a

number of ways to measure resources, once identified, and these
.

,include counting each resource separately, counting resources

separately,but converting them to a common-measure, counting

'separately but adjusting for quality-and coriversiOn to a 'common.

measure. For .example, 'aSsUme there are two resources: teacher's

and.textbooks: We can dount the number of teachers and books

separately to yield two resource mersures for each educational
1.\ -

it. Or we can determine the' relatiOnship in resource

between teachers and books and convert', them, to a' common meaSure.'



Alternatively we came,ount.Sepa.-ga.tely making adjustmelas for

the fact that all teachers.. and books may not be the same2in terts .

quality; of: the ,resource as a schooling input .and, finally

we tan.try to take onality:into accoUnt-when we combine teachers

and bOoki...

While these fomr mea.stitement techniques can be

tionalized such that the reliability pioblems (i.e. measurement

error) are minimized serious validity problems are present if we

move beyond the counting separately methodology We have a desire

for a ingleindex fer each educational unit, and therefore, the

counting .separately methodology is not s:PProPtiate, fsincs .human.
, ,

resources form such a large percentage of schooling inputs it may

be.satisfactory to only measure these, but even here we must find
r

a common denominator for teachers, teachers aides, adminiStrators,

etc. Once, we try to combine personnel with other resources the

valadity of the technique becomes more highly questionable.

Furthermore, quality differences among, the tesources are probably

important and should be taken into account, but a valid method°-

logy foi measuring resource quality has not been developed. Thus,

the validity problems associated with the development of'resource

. indexes appear to be serious, although less serious if we measure

one resource such as teachers or professional staff..L..

It.dOes not follaw,from these validity. questions that"-

alternative resource basecimeasures cannot be developed, Pugh et al.

have used resource type measures to compare the inteidistrict.dis-

tibution. of resourcesyacroSs states. -:Pugh-et measure

aftesources.',inehtheYcount (for eath,diStrict)..the number

of instiuCtiona ittiff)atmhers-ateach degree level and 'then

- rithItirchi the nntnhm, off 411e+rrot:4nn a +1 esi,o4,



degree level by the average salary. nationally 'for that degree leve

This represents the instructional resource component converted to

dollars, and non-instructional expenditures are 'a.dded to ins:true-
,

tional resource dollars to produce their measure, "current expen-

ditures with salaries. controlled by degree level". Two assumptions

in this measures are first,. quality _differences, across degree

leVels ate captured by 'national salary averages and secOnd, other

resources':are dollars;

Thus resource based treatments can be computed as treatments for

use in an equity conception. We can construct a single measure with,

cardinal properties but the validity questions involved in combining

the resources to: a common indeX and measuring quality differences

Om Orig particular inputS hiye Ynbt been answered sitisfatorilY;

Our next criterion is concerned with the linkages among

resources and schooling outputs and impacts. This literature, which

.includes the educational production fun'ction studies is' Vast and
. .

we will not attempt to summarize it here. However, much of this

literature, when viewed in its totafity, presents .a rather 'mixed

pictmre. Most of the studies ,use some form of cognitive test score

as the dependent variable and some of the cases do, resource

measures under the control of schools have statistically significant

effects. It shoul also\ be noted that many of ,these studies use

aggregated data at the school or ,district level while a number of

more recent studies, utilize student level data. While it is too

soon to determine whether the inconclusive' findings ol) the earlier,

studies are attributable to data and specification problems ,' some

evidence that the linkages between resources and schooling outputs

-may .nieistnA
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are not that different.for resources than they were for dbllars

although contiderably more prOduction.function research uses

resource type. variables.

The control,by statet. resources as opptised to:dollars'

in most cases. The ,control is less direct since the 'choice of

but dollar con of should

What particular set',of.resources to utilize ispmarily a lobal;',,ri
.°

decision Yet c rtrol,of total dollars at the levelevel can'
,

be attributed ultimately to the state,- Thus; depending-upon the

is somewhat less (lir

way in which the resources are measured, in'terms of formulating

a single index and assessing quality, a state may be able to insuz

equity or equality of adjustedoz unadjusted dollars, but this'. may

not necessarily leid'to-the same-degree of-equity or equality of

resources.:For example if the resource meaure only includes a

resources, then/ this may create more difficultsubset of potential

since' changes in dollars may :not show .up at all/' :
r to-have bbnsiderable,

control over resource, but

exises.lor'dollars.

ntrol,tha

The final question for resources measures is the availability

data. Again, most data on the resources should be available

at the state level but it probably exists with considerable prob-

lems in definitional variability. While certain resource counts

e. professional staff per district) may be recorded at the

state level, it is.obvious that until quality distinctions are

clarified,' we can not assess the degree to which quility adjusted

resource data are available even withirkdiftricts. Again certe
At



data pertaining to resources are vailable for .a national sappile

of school districts, but this is not appropriate for state level

analyits due -tos the ,sartpling problems and the validity of the

equality measures.

. Schooling odtput

The second major category of treatments, schooling outputs,

'can be thought of as those qualities; characteristics, and skills
that are developed througbo, the schooling process. Cognitive

skills, often measured by achievement testS., are usually cited as

the most important schooling output However the addition to

these cognitive skills certain affective qualities such as obedience

to authority or punctuality are also, tra.nsferred /through the

Ithooliiig process. Note that schooling outputs can be affected

a large number of factors other than schooling inputs indluding

non-school factors such as learning xn the home, student attitudes,

and a student ''s native language,, and school factors such as "efficiency'

in the way in which the inputs: combined to produce outputs.
. .

Therefore, it is virtually impossible to "adjust" inputs. for all the
r

factors that are likely to lead to varying outputs . Thus , a con-

ceptual preference for outputs is different from a ,preference for

inputs as the treatment in an equity conee ion although the other

four criteria must be considered along with, the conceptual preference

'criterion.

There are a large number of potential measures and we: will

iy discuss two different types in-this4art. Firsti'we. will

consider the "traditional" measure of cognitive skills. Second,..we



will discuss titise ot behavioral rather than cognitive measures.'
The high school graduation rate and the college attendance trate
could both be loOked upon as behavioral measures 'Of schooling;'

tpu
As yointed out earlier in the repOrt, equity of schooling

output 'does not have to be defined as equal schooling 'outputs.
While equal levels of schooling outputs is one definition of
of equity, at least two other possibilities exist. If 'a student's
initial level of the output variable could be measured prior to

,

, entrance to the..educational '.systera then...equr. could, be defined.
as equal "gains-or increments for.all students. Filially, if the
Anputi or resources required- to obtain equal gains varies
considerably over ..the .population'students, equity could be
defined as equal g ins per dollar of resource for all students.-
This last possibility is more of an efficiency than an equity goal,
nOnetheless, eqtial gains per aollar of resource could conceivably
be consistent with some people's equity conceptiOn. '-Furtiermore;
output equity could focus on the process by which the outputs are
distributed rther than the output.

These ,possible equity motions are presented only to point out
that the use of a s hopling output. the treatment in a conception
of 'equity need not imply equal outputs. As we examine the output
measures on our remaining four criteria :the~ selection of one of
these possibilities is left open, since the choice does not play
a' key role `'in the evaluation..

Measures of cognitive skills-achievement scores
.

The 'study of . achievement scores, and their measurement



rOdUCed.,librarie,s: full
hope tO :t.oxiO11:;brieflY1 on

this i`rt:
.

informatiOn and debate so' we carl on;
.1,

their use in an equity ,conceptron in

his 111-eaSueP161.t of e.9011,01/.0, skills with -achieveTent
an iptrigate pgft of allWoU all public school systems. The

education profession .seems reasonably that prOblems
of reliability and validity in achievement testing are minimal.
For eXample, Ker,linger states "(standardized achievement ,tests)
are the pfedtictp, f 4 high degree of professional competence and
skill in teit,writipg and, .. as 5401, are usually quite reliable
and generally valid., nowe:tiref, validity in this case probably
refers to .lifterlial validitY; ;that is math achievement tests measure
1460'&01?.ciPeEciltt EXy.fital validity questions such as whether.

Sth a.chioVemOilt has an impact On °XPorl-'ences or behavior after
-sthboling ELTe not necessapily as' straightforward to answer:.

.furtherpiore,.'mrOst,:pggple agree that- achievement
partial measure of schooling output's;

While, we can conclude that, in general , ;reliable and internally,

scores -are only

vglidgehigyegent test sgeres cap be .developecl, measurement 'in a '

conception of equity requires iiore specificity: For example two
issues that are addressed in a regent 'report that ..evaluates the

/ **use of achievement test scdres to allocate Title :I fun are the
particular subjects that- are afrpropr.iate for testing ar whether,a
Oorm referenced or criteiion referenced test. sh4,-utd be einployed.
These two issues could be resolved so that a single comparable

41
chievement measure results; 114 certain of the decisions leading
p the d@v@19pio@nt pf the inpagurp 4-Fe likely e _controversial.

7



we are faced with the prospect of choosing among a number

of :achievement. Measures., each of which probably measures a somewhat

different component of achievement. But once a particular test

is chosen, comparability Should follow. Our conclusion that the

nieasurement problems associated with the use of gchievement test

scores can be overcome with existing measurement technology- is

based, in part, on the findings of the NIE study of Title

Our second criterion is concerned with whether the measures

of cognitive skills are linked to other possible treatments such,

as further education (i.e. college going behavior) or earnings.

There have been a large number of studies that attempt to sort out

the causes or determinants of further- education and earnings . A
/*

review of these studies indicates that 'measures of "ability"

have a statistically significant effect on further education and

earnings but the interpretation of this effect, in terms of the

relative importance of ability compared to to other factors,

especially in the case of income is not necessarily straightforward

Furthermore, many 'of the "ability" measures used in these ttudies

are ,not strictly achievement measures; usually they measure
1

combination of achievenient and aptitude. None the less, there

appears to be evidence, albeit limited, that combined aptitude and

achievement measures are linked to other possible treatments but

the strength of the linkage is open to question.

The issue of whether or not the state and local educational

system can control the treatment is the first of two criteria we

examine specifically within the context of equity standards for

Federal legislation. Acheivement levels or changes, can be contrail



4

the local distritt and school since achievement

is influenced by 'non-'school factots -and we currently do not have

the:knowledge necessary to adjust school factors to .yield..desired

Outputs Control at the state is even more difficult and
.

removed since many of the decisions- that impact achievement levels

and change are not subject to state control under the existing

system of school= district organization. Even for the most far-

reaching finance reform such as full state funding, it does not

follow that the state has much control over achievement levels.

'Thus the use. of.adhieVement appear be an
.

appropriate treatment, froM the standpoint of state control under

the current system of organization. This is not meant to imply

iat there are no controls available to states to impact achievement

scores in the school districts. But, the control by the state, of

students' cognitive skills is significantly less direct than over

dollars or resources when any of the suggested treatments are

measured at the, district level.

,, Our final criterion deals with data availability and, as the

NIE.\ study has pointed out, a national data base that can be .utilized

the 'distribution of cognitive skills in the states doeso assess

not now currently exist. There is a national data base but, as

was the case for national financial data, the data base is

designed to yield accurate state estimates. State administered

tests-are notnote appropriate -either due to the differences among the

.states and the fact that. Some.- states do not adminiStei tests .
. .

,

re
.

eierefore data are not curntly available to use achievement

tests as the treatment in the equity conception for federal legislation.-



ii. Behavioral measure's of output
college attendance rates.

high school graduation and

If an output measure is conceptually preferred as the treatmer

in a conception- of equity, then an alteinative to using a-measure

of cognitive skills is to measure the output in terms of the pro-

gression of students in the schooling process. Progress can be

measured in terms of the average years of school comPleted, the per

centage of students who graduate . high school , or

students who are eligible to or actually continue their education.

Average years of school completed or high school graduation

rates are similar measures in that they only consider behavior in

the school system. College eligibility may differ from high

the percentage:

salool graduates in states where there are not institutions that

accept all high school graduates. An4- college attendance depends

on a number. of additional factors including available resources

and accessabilitY in addition to a student's attitudes, ability,

and .program; in high school. College attendance can be measured a

the percentage of a given base year (say, ninth i.grade three years

earlier) who continue on- to college or the 'number of years of

education, both secondary and post secondary, completed by a given

base year;

e. There are obvious differences between measures of high school

progress or completion and measures of college attendance. Howeve

in this part We focus on,measures of high school progress

issues are the same for both types of measures. But

where there are marked differences

for college

will discuss the conclusion

attendance measuies as wel .



There ,should not be any reliability related questions

for the behavioral Pleasures of schooling output. Similarly they

can be represented as single cardinal measures. However, the

most severe measurement related problem is validity. Does a

measure of high school comPletion (or college attendance) computed'

across school: districts in a state reflect the outPuts of schooling.
he basic problem is that it is difficult, if not impossible, to

.
.

assess the output of schooling just by knowing that individuals
graduate from a particular district.. Comparability amonudistricts
is not aSsured since the output of high' schools can'var- subStan

,

lally between aud within districtsT and therefore measures of high-

school graduation do not control fo; quality. To a large degree

raduation is defined by intra-district standards so that identical
. .

igh school graduation rates may, reflect largely different outputs
across districts. That is, all high*school graduates are considered

identical' in the computation of the output measure.
¢:

Therefore while we can `measure ptogress through the education

, system, the validity of such a measure schooling outputi seems-

questionable since quality 'differences nored. These quality
kobl em s introduce considerable uncertainty if we desire to use

the outPut'measure comparatively across districts,'

The linkages between behavioral measures of schooling completion
and other possible treatments such as earnings are fairly well

documented. In estimated earnings functions the variable that

represents education has been consistently found to be significan

Welter, it should be noted that over 80t of ninth graders can be

expected to graduate high school so that much of the variance in



the years of education variables in earning func.O.ons with recent

data represents differences in post-secondary' edtication."-

The ability of the state to control; the behAvioral output
. .

measures is siMilar. to that for 'cognitive skill gleasures. The

behavioral outputs are influenced by a -large number of non school
factors and factors that are controlled by the school and district,

but little control is exercised by the state. Again, states could

introduce incentives for the districts to raise Oe behavioral

output measures but this is notr-currently undertaken given the

responsibilities of state versus local jurisdictions". Also, it is

questionable to use a locally defined measure such as high. school

completion as an incentive at the. state leVel since high

school- graduate' rates can be achieved by altering the standards.

Finally, there .is not to our knowledge regular sampling or

population surveys of thigh school graduation rates. Data are

available from census documents and other diverse surveys but

there is ot a yearly uniforM coverage -of school districts

the: state leve] . Clearly,, this type.-of data'..could.Tbe. colledied
-rather ,straightfOrWa.rd1;. 1..f a universal .sUrvey..Of. school :. districts.. .

were implemented..

40.

Schooling. impacts,

final group of possible treatments,f r a-conception Of
equity is 'school impadts which can be thought of as the effects

schooling on the larger'society, Actually, the preerence for
.schoOling impacts is Probably based on the.,treatraents themselves;.



ome people believe that' income or satisfaction should 'be what is
distributed equitably s it turns out, 'We haire. reason to believe

that..eduCation inflUenCes. theSe treatments:. arid -furthermore,: since.:.
edcation is. eit.en justified basis_ :the ikinks. . t
treatsentS.,!We Schooling impacts But it -must be stressed. . .
that a wide range of other factors, in addition to education, have
a profound influence on the treatments, we have. LabeItled schooling

impacts.

The i.mpact of schooling can be measured at the same time

schOoling is pyoduced, what is discussed below as current schooling
.impacts, or during. the future ater the education is.produced,
future schooling imPacts.- Obviously; it is extremely difficult.

Et, eg4tiro the of- schecling so we rely upon reasonable

proxies.

CurTent schooling impact

At any. Point in time, the foclis of an equity conception_ could
be the satisfaction that inclivicivals receive from their daily

actiVitiOS. If Satisfaction- was measurable, it would .certainly

qualify as an appealing treattent in an .equity conception. However,
it may be impossible to measure satisfaction, per se, in any meaning=
ful way. Yet, a large number of proxies have been developed by socio-

logists, psychologists and economists. In general sociologist's have
felled on status measures such as occupation and income, psychologists'
on measures of-.,:well -being often obtained through direct questions,
and economists on utility, which 'xis often based upon income. In

is part we illUstrate the measurement of a current schooling

impact using a partioular.pro*Y'-for satisfaction althOugh the issues



that area raised apply to the range of alternative satisfaction
measures.

The formulation considered in this part is that of the:
eqonomist where utility functions and sOcial,welfare functionsAt 4are employed to meaSure satisfaction. The economist assumes that
individuals strive to maximize their satisfaction or well-being
where the object of their maximization is referredto as utility.
If each Individual strives to maximize hip or her utility, the
well-being or satisfaction of a group'Or society of individuals
can be thought of as a fUnction of the individual utilities. The
relationship between individual and societal well-being is often
termed 'a welfare function.

The assumptions, restrictions, and problems associated with
the specification of utility and welfare functions are extremely
complex and controversial. However, it should be apparent that
measures of-individual and societal well being (i-.e. utility and
weAfare) if 'available, could be desirable treatments in an .equity
conception.

,
ith the important caveat that there are many assumptions

behind any formulation and the understanding that there are an
. infinite number of potential : utility and social welfare functions,it is worthwhile to consider one possible formulation that has

been utilized within the context of school finance reform.
A recent forinulation by Robert Inman includes specification

of utility and welfare functions that can serve as an example of a
treatment that represents current schooling impacts. The utility

.function specified by Inman is based upon two sources Of utility:
an individual's after tax inccTme (Y) and current expenditures per

61



pil That is an individual s utility, 'is some

function of Y and ED and can be represented as follows:

)ED.

where the sub cript identifies each individual. Note we can.

use the fami unit, instead of the individual, so that the
'

family (1) Utility funCtion can. be represented by `Uf f(Yf , BD1)..

Once we measure family utility we can specify the treatment

for the society as a welfare function W, of the individual

utilities as follows:

Thus, the treatment .f

from family utility.

.

g (Uf)` for all f.

r'this example .would, be the welfare derived

rThese functions are conceptUal as. specified and clearly a

arge number of assumptions must be made before this formulation

can be considered operational. We will asses some of these

assumptions shortlY when Ife consider the measurement criterion for

this treatment; 'other assumptions will be explored later in the

paper when we discuss equity criteria.

If specific utility and social welfare functions are utikized

as, a treatment in an equity, conception, the various measurement

issues all revolve around validity. Clearly, Uf and W can be

specified to yield a single measure that can be used cardinally

and compared across jurisdictions. But the formulastion of such

issues.

about the variables included

a host of validity

First, questions can be raised

the utility function.

and income are per

a measure raises

education

the most
.

If .people do receive utility only

pupil expenditures and annual income

other*blic:.



expenditures as well as satisfaction derived from activities not

adequately reflected. by inaome may not be valid. Second, 'there

is the question off the functional forma that is used to combine the.

variables to 'yield a utility index.. There are certain properties

of .welfare functions-that-are
considered "desirable" such as

'symmetry and concavity yet the're are an infinite number of utility

functions that meet these criteria. 4A methodology has not yet

been derived to test the validity of alternative -specifications.

A third and important validity question arises when we

individual utilities to yield a' social welfarp function,

How do we determine the appropriate specifica.tion of W? Can we

use utility measures, as though they are dardinal measures? Further-,

we justified in comparing utilities across individuals

families or distridts? Each of these questions lead to lerious

problems that may be, under certain assumptions, impbssible to

resolve.

Although welfare and utility based measures can be calculated

as shown.by fnman, there are serious unansweredvalidity questions .

that remain. -However,', two additional points should be 'made. First;
in certain instances, some of the validity problemi can be =partially
obviated through the use of sensitivity analysis. While this holds

true for validity problems for any treatment, it is relevant here

since Inman has shown the degree to which certain school finance

policy reforms are senstivie to alternative welfare functions and
equity criteria, among Other things. Second, note that in a

utility function of the form U f(EDi, .yi), when the impact of

income, Y.' is zero, utility is only a function 'of per pupil expen-

diturei.which in some ways; is analogous to the, use of schooling



Thus, although we _may raise serious validity questiOns

concerning a utility"functiOn aPproach,, these questions are no't.-

necessarily answered if we ii)Pt, for 'a different treatment.

While the validity issue 'appears to be -paramount; the

questions..of control :and data availability should also...be:addressed.,

Without specifying a particular utility function.it fairly.",clear

that a measure of income is likely to be included in most. any

th

a

utility specification. .But income is not a vaiiable

controlled by the individual states and, therefore it

propel variable for an incentive system. The second variable used

in the, example, Aducational expenditures, can, be controlled but when.
utility is the treatment, control of income is desirable.

Finally, income' data by school dis.trict are not readily available:

articular census project` was required for 1970 information 'to

match income data to school districts. While a few states may have

the capability to calculate district level income figures from st1ate

income tax data, income data by school districts are usually

non existent.:

An argument can. be

measured over an individual's lifetime, not at the time the schooling
takes ,place. Furthermore, lifetime satisfaction, utility, or income

can be plausible treatments in an equity conception regardless of

their relationihip to schooling. Thus, in this part we cdnsider. the

utilization of a future schooling impict as the treatment in an equity
likceptIon.



Utility, satisfaction, status, income and perhaps other
condepts could. be candidatei far a treatment in a lifetime concept
of equity. However,- for this discussion we limit ourselves .to'.income
with the assumirtion that the pill:1.111'ms assrciated with this ,treatment
are present lor the others as well.- In fact, the difficultiet
identified. for income should. probably be multiplied substantially
for the other alternative.. treatments.

Far this discussion, it is a.ssum at a desirable treatment
is the lifetime income that will accrue :ta: individuals 'who are
currently comilleting their education. The first question is whether
or not this can. be measured so that it satisfies the measurement
criteria.

Since future income is- by definition, =observed,
estimation: procedure must be devised -to measure the treatment-.
Given the large body of research on earnings functions, it is likely
that a procedure could be devised so that the distribution of lifetime
earnings of a particular cohort in. the education system could. be
estimated. flay.rever, since earnings are dependent on a number of
variables that occur after high school gradua.tion and the earnings
functions themselves typically explain less than twenty five percent
of the variance in earnings, it is unlikely that the estimation pro-
cedure is likely to lead to a reliable or valid estimate of future
lifetime earnings Furthermore,. the earnings functians themselves
are estimated using historical or current data and the estimated.
parameters themselves may change in the fuure. While the measures

.

would be cardinal and. depending upon the estimation procedure and
price level adjustments,- comparable, the, reliability and. validity ,.



problems appear 'to ''be extremely serious.

Even with these difficulties, it would be ,possible to estimate

future earriings diStributions for "cohort's in each state and some of

-DV

the measurement problems ER. be negated to some degree if the

distribution are 'compared with one another, rather than with the

aCtual aistribution that occurs. But this assumes that the

measurement problems will affect each estimate identically and each

-,e-stimate will bear the same riklatiOnship to the actual. Both of

these assumptions are closer to leaps of faith rather than sound

Imeasurement :.assumptions given otir current understanding of earnings

functions and the variables that are necessary for prediction.

As 1`,ras the case witiCcurrent income, it seems unreasonable,
ti

,

/Oven the current allocation of fiscal responsibilities, that state
_ .

governments could control future lifetime incomes to any significant

degree. They may be able to influence some of what we believe to

frtte determinants, of income but this would fail far short of

meaningful control over the distribution of lifetime

Finallf,. it, is doubtful that the, data are 'availabrat a state

level to estimate distributions of future. lifetime income.

Income data are not generally. available and :the data requirements for

earnings prediCtions are even more demanding.



D. Criteria

Children and- Inputs, Outpus, Or Impacts

The criterion one uses to .eValuate equity is, one of the .most

important components of a conception SedaUse of the, differences in

judgements on equity that can be produced and, because.omany unresolved

philosophical problems are embedded in the choice of a criterion.

For eaie of exposition,` this section' is subdivided into two parts .

First different concepts of equity -using identical children as a

unit of analysis are Presented, then alternative equity criteria for

non-identical children. flouseholds as a unit_ of analysis are treated

f6llowing these sections.-

a . Identical 'Children

If children are all the same with respect to variables such.as

t e cost of educating them and a treatment has been specified., then

the problem. an equity crittrion- needs to resolve is how to evaluate

differing degrees of horizontal equity. Horizontal equtiy is con-

cerned.with the 'equal treatment of equals" Children are identical,

they are all equal and perfect equity is synonomous with perfect

equity. The equity criterion's task-is to measure the degree .to which

th distribution differs from equality.

e'problems of measuing the inequity of a-distribution can be

approached by specifying the characteristics of a social welfate func-
.

tion (SWF) that embodies- a certain equity conception and subsequently

identifying a summary number that will rank distributions consistently

with that SWP, This-is the first approach pursued. In Part ii _the

67



of a social.welfare- function is fir.st defined. Then the :

use of a specific class of SWF's in an equity if is described.

Part pretents a measure 'Of' equity that is based on a SWF that

is less restrictively defined than- 'the one utilijzed in Part'ii's

index, and Part -iv discusses issues of the level of Measurement.

'Unlike the- first approach that is cloS,ely to specific

SWF' s, the sedorid 'approach is .cpntent to identify number of value. . . .

judgments inhere:It in an equity criterion (Part ir ) ,I " These value

judgments are th -paired with specifiq summary measures of equity.

In twee cases the results of the two approaches (SWF and value--

judgments) overlap; However, there are a significant number

widely used summary measures that cannot be fit into the SWF ',format and

r these measures the value judgment approach as More appropriate.

ii.. Social Welfare Functions and Atkinson's Index of Equity

A :social ';welfare \function (SWF) is a rule for assigning a

number to every possible state of the world such that .the nukbers

reflect preferences for the different states. The characteristics

of a chosen rule emiody values ..about various dimensions of pre-

ferredpess . The use of SWF,' 4, in equity evaluation often involve a

transformation of the SWF iiito an index (or measure) that can be
i1 e

given an intuitive interpretation. The transformation retains the

basic values contained in thiCtWF and therefore the characteristics

of the index will depend on value judgments expressed by the

SWF on which it is biased.

There are three characte&stics of indexes that are derived from

the study, of SWF's that are important to the understanding of the equity

conception implied by the index. 7: The first characteristic



roferred to as the degree' of inequality .:aversion: If an index

displays' constant relative inequality aversion then'when every

treatment',1evel in a distribution is increased by an equal propor-
,

tion (for example, by 10%), the index will not change. in value.

The index could also display constant absolute ineqdality -aversion

if equal abSolute additions to each treatment level leave the value

of the index unchanged. Equality aversion characteristics do not
. .

keep..the .mean. value Of a 'distribution the same when' cOmparisons o

the index are made

A 5econd important characteristic of an' index' is based. on the

presence or absence of what is called the Figou-Dalton conclition.

The presence of this condition means that transfers of a ,constant

dollar amount from levels of treatment' higher in a distribution to

levels of treatment lower in the di s t ributi on always increase equity

according to the index, as long as the original. order of members

of the distributiak.remains. unchanged. Such transfers .do not affect

the-distribution's -mean

The ':t, 4i. ri c,ha.r,ac ttrist iC of the indek Is' the am pO-ttance.'it
.. f. _

., ,

ASSigns ' .to. the- treatment. levels at different places 'in the distribu-
tion. . ,

. The value of an indei can be determined= by nearly...equal- weights.
P .

given to all treatment.. levels Or different treatment levels

A commonly used: d:ed: SWF-base equity index has been devised by

Anthony B. .Atkitisod. Atkinson's index requires that\.'a functional

form for the SWF' be specified.. The index, uses the SWF to det rmine

what Atkinson labels the equally distributed le_vel of treatme



.

E
is the. p capita treatment that if equally distributedDE

would result in the same level of Social Welfare as the existing
.

.

distribution of (non-equal) treatments. His index of, equity is:
a

.or'.1m4nuS the :ratio of the'equallydistributedeqUivale#t income:.

to the existing mean InCome. Y is tha4or equal to p for.

most specifications of the SWF so I .ranges from(cOmplete.

equality) to complete inequality) . :Atkinson has A 'Convenient'

interjoretation for I as applied to income as a treatment: "If

I for example, allows us. to say that if incomes were

_equally_ distributed, then we should need only 70% of the present

national income to achieve the same leVel of social welfare (according

the particular social welfare function) ".

SWF that is commonly used in Atkinson sindei is one that

results in an index with constant:relative inequality aversion.

The 'SWF is:-

1eVel Of:.treatMent per child i

n'UMberof unique treatments. in the distribution



Constant: greater than zero.

:constant greater than zero..

The crucial parameter is 'E' because the choice of a value

for this parameter can vastly change the value judgments inherent

in the SWF and consequently in Aticinson's index. The larger the

value of E, the more concern is shown for the lower end of the

distribution. The limit as E goes to infinity is an index that

depends solely on the lowest valued treatment in a distribution.

As explained in. Appendix 1, the index based on E equal to infinity

is a mathematical representation of >John Rawls' principle of justice.

Atkinson's index based on the above specified SWF does not

always meet the Pigou-Dalton requirement. In particular when

equal to infinity it is not met.

The mathematical forM of Atkinson s index' when the SWF just

discussed is used is equal. to the following expression:

E is

Where each symbol is defined the same as it was for the SWF. The

index, automatically displays constant 'relative inequality aversion,

may or may not staisfy the Pigou-Dalton condition and weights the

,14 ef-rti hivih4 nn MOTe as more egalitarianYthe larger



Atkinsbn's index can be used cardinally

ig an excellent measure except that the specifica_

.tion of a value' for E is a very demanding requirement for its use

because the evaluatg r is required to exactly state her/his degree o

egalitarianism.

iii.. Less Constraining Forms Social Welfare Functions and
Measuresof Equity.

It is not always necessary to state the SWF, in the relatively

.constrainin fort of a specific mathematical function in order to

derive a summary measure of equity. Amartya Sen and others have

been able to demonstrite that a';class. of Mfrs that can be described

by relatively ft: characteristics will rank distributions consistently

411th a commonly used summary measure. Specifically if the SWF is

symmetric and,strictly quasi-concave and if the distributions being

compared have either the sate number of'members and the same total

'level of treatments or different numbers of members and the sane

mean level of treattetts then the gini coefficients from non-inter-

secting Lorenz curves will rank the distributions consistently with

the SWF. A symmetric SWF is one that =is invariant with respect

to which member of the group is in each position of the distiibution.

Only the distribution itself is important, not who is at the top or

bottom. The characteristic of "strictly quasi-concave" is a

slightly less restrictive mathematical requirement than concavity,

but its interpretation for the purposes of this paper is identical

to concavity. Concavity means that as the treatment level of any

411e member of the groui increases ceteris paribus on everyone else'

treatment`' level, the SWF function increases, but a diminishing rite.

**
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The correspondence between, non-intersecting Lorenz curves;
andssymmetric and strictly quasi-concave SWF's is appealing

because of the generality of the SWF and the limited number of
specific value judgments built-in. Unfortunately the requirement
of non2intersectineLorenz curves and the r quiremeng on popula-
tion size comparability and/or mean treatm nt comparability severely
'limit strict application in practice. Given the kinds of distri

. butions one inevitably wants.to compare it is almost always
necessary to revert bick to the specification.of a mathematical.
form for the SWF or to, the less elegant approath of stating value
judgments attached-to the stmuiary. measure without specifYin

underlying SWF.

iv The Level of Measurement''

The issue of <the level of measurement inherent ifx the SWF's
and their summary measures has heretofore been neglected. An
itportant distinction can be made between ordinal and'oardinal
measurements. Both ,types provide a ranking from worst to best,

with the possibility of ties, of all distributions being consi5lered.
Ordinality goes no further than this. Numbers assigned to levels
of a SWF or a SWF-based, index serve only to position each distri-
butioh'with respect to the other and any positive 1119ncyt.tniC

transformation serves-equally well CardinalitY on the other, hand'

provides information on the magnitude of the difference between
distributions as well as their positions. Cardinal nurobers can
only undergo a positive linear transformatlon qnd still retain
their quality of distirmuishinu r1.4 .C.0



nt be used cardinally. Atkinson's ;Index is cardinal and can

therefore be used to make quantitative statements about differences

in equity among distributions. The Lorenz curves (gini coefficients)

are only ordinally consistent with symmetric and, strictly quasi-

concave SWF's and therefore when thye are used to represent SWF's

they can only be used to rank distributions. The measures :presented

in the following -sections are representations of combinations of

value.judgmenrs. They are used in practice both ordinally and

cardinally.

Value Judgmen.ts And Measures of Equity

The second approach to the establishment of-equity criteria Lot

ntical children ,is not so closely linked to specific SWF formula7
tions Instead the seconk: approach identifies ,a series of value

judgments on-equity that are implicitly expressed when several common
used sumr*frmeasUres.are eMployed:7' SoMe of 'these value judgments's

can be translated into SWF-based characteristics such as the 'Pigou-

Dalton condition ,or inequality aversion and these correspondences will
be noted where thye are apillicable.

The value judgments are formulated in terms of questions and

these are displayed in Table 2. The questions in Table 2 areposed

assuming that dollars are the chosen treatment and children are the

unit of analysis, but of course, other treatments and units could be
used.

The .first ,question asks Whether. all children are included. in.;

meaSure Certain measures.focus only on children at'particular

jpints ImthedistriUtion While:cither measures.. use all childreM:to_



TABLE

VALUE JUDGMENTS FOR EQUITY MEASURES':
FOR IDENTICAL CHILDREN

A

Are- all children taken into aCcount in the-'equity measure?
Does the equity meistrre always show an improvement when 'dollarsare transferred from :one" child to, another that is lower in the'distribution and both children are located on the same side.ofthe mean?

Does the equity measure always
are transferred Arom one ctild
`distribution and both, children
the median?

show an improvement when dollarto another that is lower in the
are `located on the same side of

Does.the equity measure always
are transferred from one child
is below the mean?

. ,Does the equity measure alwaysare transferred from one childis below the median?

show an improvement when 'dollarsabove the mean to another that

show an improvement when-dollirsabove the median to another that

Does the eqiii4y measure -always show an improvement when aconstant amount of dolla-rs is added to each :unit?
Doe's- the equity measure a always show an improvement when thetotal dollirs of each unit are increased, by a proportionalamount? .

Does the equity measure record dollar changesof the distribution in the same way? at different levels

Is the mean level used as a basis of comparison?
10. Is the median level used as a %basis 'of comparison?

11. Are all levels compared to one another as the basis of comparison?



AA second set of value judgments is represented by questions

two through five. Some people may believe that an equity measure

should show an improvement if resources are transferred from a

child higher in the distribution to one lower in the distribution

and, therefore, affirmative answers to these questions would be

desirable. Each measure considered is sensitive to certain kinds

tra.nsfers, not,others, and these four queStionS.;are posed

0 .distinguish among different kinds of transfers. NOte that the

transfers described here do not change the mean of the distribution.
,

Also note that- the Pigou-DaltOn condition is met if all four

questions (2-5) are answered affirmatively.

A third set of value judgments is concerned with the over-all

40
evel of the distribution as represented by the mean of the distri

ution. The distributions that will be compared will usually have

different mean values for their outcomes and the measures lincor-
A,

porate the mean level differently. questions six and seven illus7-

trate two ways in which theamean -level can be taken into account.

If questio x is answered affirmatively the measure possesses

decreasing absolute inequality aversion. If question seven is

answered iffirmatively,, the measu 'possesses decreasing relative

inequality aversion. These characteristics are onees applied to SWF

based' equity 'indexes as well._

Question eight deals with the weighting of movements toward,

or away from equity when the movements occur at different points in

the distribution,. More specifically, some of the measures incor-

orate the belief that changes for children a he low end of the



distribution" should somehow be taken into account to a- greater

degree than comparable thangt4s_ at the .high end of the distribution.,
Note that the answer to question eight is no when certain children °.

are excluded from themea.sure (i.e, , .uten the 'answer to -question

that .question eight is significant v,hen question
one is answered affirMatively.

The final three questions, nine through eleven, are concerned'

with the standard of comparison used,in the equity measure. The
,mean or median is used in most.measures, .although soMe-compare
among all units.

The measures whose value judgments are specified are: the
range, the restricted range, the Federal range ratio, the per-
centage of students/within X% of the mean, the relative meang /

deviation, the permisiible variance, the variance, the coefficient
of variation, the standard deviation of logarithms, the gini

.coefficient, and Atkinson's index of equity 'using the previouslt
specified SWF. These measures are chosen as a very incluSive list/*
of commonly used measures. Atkinson's measure is included in

.1**the list to increase the comprehensiveness of the approach.

Figure'l illustrates 'the. relationship between the value judgments
and the summy measures by providing an answer to each of the.

value judgment ,questions listed in Table 2.

n future sections of the paper, simplified models of the
diStiibution of education treatments. are presented. Several of
these models provide numerical illustrations of how the use of
measure; can influence- evaluations of equity.: Examples of conflicts
In ,thA
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Children differ for a. number of reasons as outlined in
previous section on, children as a, group (Section B2). If the
differences are, legitimate ones, such as physical handicaps or
district, resource' costs, then the eqVity criteria need t, go
beyond the measurement of horizontal equity. Vertical equity.."

or unequal treatment of unequals, must also be incorpora*ted. If
differences are illegitimate as is often the case-for iace, sex
and property,values then the horizontal equity measures outlined
for. identical children can be used alone or -they can be used, with

sbiliariate measure in a way that will-be described-in. section b that
follows:

measurement of vertical equity for legitimately ,differentiated
children can be\thought of as the measureMent 'of 'the coMbination of
two Or more diStributions, one of which 'is a distribution of treat-

ments pet child and the, other(s) of which is the distributon(s)
of differentiating characeristis of the children. The comnation
can be effected in two different. ways . One way is by means of the
univariate statistics des'cribed in the identical children section
where each child's treatment and''Characteristic are combined into
a single' variable. The :equity of the distribution of the newly
,created combined variable is then evaluited by means of a univariate
statistical measure. As a brief example, vpcationall,y edUcated
children might be given a weight of ,2 \whileoail other children are
weighted 1: 'If vocational ,palie-n4-1 Art c 4.1..



A second way to combine two drNiore distributions in an equity
measure is by means of bivariate or multiviriate statistics Which.
are designed to summarizerelations among distributions. For
example, the equity of expenditures per child in relation.ship to
a child's reading ability might, be measured by a correlation, slope
coefficient or .elasticity from a bivariate regression.

This part of the paper discusses univariate measures for
legitimate differences in Section and bivariate measures in
Section iii. Appendix contains% some alternative univariate *speci-
fications not considered in. Section ii.-

Univariate Measures

In oriler to utilize a univariate measure for legitimately
differentiated children, each child's treatment and characteristics
must first be combined into a single variable. The construction
of the single variable can be accomplished by either weighting
children according to a scale that represents the differences among
them or by indexing the treatment by an index that-makes the value

'6per unweighted child have equivalent meaning across all children.
'The first option, weighted children, can be illustrated by.a

hypothetical example. Suppose that the evaluators think that there
are legitimate differences among the following four groups of
children: K-6 handicapped;'7 -:12 handicapped; K-6 non-handicapped;
7-12 non-handicapped. Also suppose that the differences are quantifiecl
in such a way that 'himdisapped are weighted three times non-handi-

.

Abed., K -6 are weighted twice 7-12 and ,the weights are used mul-
tiplicatIva



Child's group weight_

K-6 handicapped. . 67-12 handica d 3
K-6 non-han apped 2
7-12 non-ha, 'dicapped 1

If each child were multiplied by the appropriate weight and
treatment per weighted ch114,were calculated, then the univariate_
equit measure.; for identical children could be applied:

equity e atl.uators:
There :ate Several, rtant characteristics of the use of a

un,iVariate measure that uld be noted. First the quantifica.tion
of the weights repteients a value 'judgment both 'about -which child-,

s c eristics are legitimate and about hciw different the
children are. In the previous..exasple, reading disability is
not specially weighted, so implicitly such differences ate not
inportant. Also there may be differences. of 'Opinion, about the
appropriate weights to assign to handicapped'. or to elenientaty
school children and .these diffe-r.ences are value judgmentS. Even
if the weights are determined .robject'ively" on the basis of cost
per unit of constant quality educaticin. (or any other standard.) there°
is still a yalue judgment in the choice of the basis for the objec-

The second characteriitic of the univariate measure for legiti-
,mately different children is that it measures, both vertcal. and

horizontal dimensions bf equity'. The assignment of a specific
weight to different ichild.ren takes care of the vertical equity
problem. 'The calculation of the UniVariatP 111PA C141.0. rrrn 1 r



1111ivariate and multivariate measures are 'only concerned with vertical;
equity, -s'o"the weighted univariate measure might< be considered more
comprehensives`

Assigning weights ?to different children is one of 'thee two
options ava.ilable for coinbining treatments and children's charac-
teristics into one -tra.raible. The second 'Option is to4 transform
the treatment sothat it is eqUivaleritly defined foi all children.
The transformation could be':accomplished by an index that represents
differences in the value. of a set level of treatment for different
children. For example, -suppose children are legitimately differ-
entiated according to the price of a unit ofeducational. resources,
in their school didstrict.' A piice index could be devised for each

Ohild and the treatment received by each child could be divided
by the index. Then the univariate measure would be calculated
for price adjusted treatments per unweighipd child. As with the
Weighted children optibn, .,the indexed treatinent exhibits a number
of characteristics. First,tl hoice of indexes to calculate is
gwalce judgment about which differences are ,legitimite. Second
the value of the index may be a judgment. In the case of a price
index, the value. is supposed to objtctively measure price differen-

(
lioviever, there are ,likely,,ta be judgments 'involved in

determining which causes of price, differentials are allowed to Wk.
cOynt . Fore other indexes, for .examkre ones based on children' s

reading-abilitir, the jUdinienta 'inherent in chooSing specific
values £or tithe index are :likely to 13e;4nore transparent than for a

ice :index, Finally, the transformed treatment .Optkon,- like the
weighted, children option, combines vertical antrhorizontal equity
dimensions in a sirtlelneasure.

.

);,4



Bivaria.teand Multivariate Measures

Regression Statistics:,- Correlation, Slopes

Bivariate and Multivariate measures situnarize the. relationship

between two or more distributions without the necessity of

bining two variables into one. The available measures

bivariate correlation, the slope and the elasticity.

of, alternative

n.functional form of the regressio equation

and the elasticity can be. calculated in a number

Ways, depeiciing, on

from which they are,derived., The simple, or bivaria.te, regression

an estima.tionmof the following kin4 of relationship between a

ependent variable, Y, and an independent variable, X:

Y
1

b1 X + Error

The bivariate slope is the estimate of The bivariate elas

ticity, calculated at the means, s (bl_X). The Vivaria.te correlation

'coefficieht ^is r 1...
S
1c .where Sx and, Sy are the standard

iviations of ,X and Y ectivelX. .

The regression equation may also be estimated as.,.a polyn

f any degree% As an example, a 'quadratic regression would

following form;

The slope Would be

-+12b2 10()

b X b' Error.

2b2

1

) )\-2b- r) and the elasticity would.

t the

Finalljr the dependent and independent variables in the bivariate

regression may be transformed' into t eir logarithmic couhterparA

as follows:

n X, Error



such a regression bl is the elasticity ;. which is constant or

throughout the domain of X and the range of Y.
4The rest of Section a will' concentrate on some general

differences 'between the lbivariate and multivariate Measures.

-Section b will discuss more specific interpretations of the

statistics as, they relate to equity and Section c will present a

series of value judgments that can be used to distinguish among

the alternative measures.

The bivariate correlation coefficient, r. indicates the -strength
°

of the linear relationship or the goodness of fit between Y and x

A value of + 1 indicates a perfect fit and a value of 0 indicates

no relationship. Vie slope from any of the functional forms

dicates the relationship between a unit of change in X and the

consequent change in Y and is therefore more inforwtive than the.:-

correlation coefficient, r, if one wishes to prediCt values of Y

at erent levels of X The elasticity standardizes the slope

by representing the: percentage change in Y that is related to a

1 percent change in X. The 'elasticity can either vary in value

depending upon the original level's of X and Y or it can be a

constant. If-it varies, then the means of X and Y are conventionally

chosen as the values for which the elasti ty< is calcufated. Table 3,

which is discussed in Section c summarize4 the altern4tIve bivariate

and' multivariate statistics.

b) Interpretation of Bivariate and Multivariate Measures As EquityCriteria

ill . There are two characteristics of blvariate and multivariatt

aleasures that are important to their use asi.eiLuity crdteria.



the measure's:' interpretation will differ depending on whether
the children's differences are illegitimate or legitimate.
an example,

suppose expenditures per child are used as a trefitment
and district property value per child is used as an illegitimate
differentiatirig characteristic? The measures indicate equitywhen the cOrrelation

coefficient the slop), and the elasticityare all equal to zero. The more highly positive each of the threethe greater is th level of inequity, The meaning
of negative values is unclear .because negative values indicatethat higher

propertyswealth per child is associated with lower
.expenditures per child and this negative relationship may be cons idereby some evaluators just as inequitable as a positive

correlation.A, legitimate difference among children requires a different
interpretation of the measures. Suppose expenditures Per childis once again used as a treatment and a dichotomous 'representationof handicapped is used-as' a legitimate difference, wh&re a valueof 1 indicates handicapped bad a value of 0 indicates non-handicapped.Then positive values of the correlation coefficient the slope andthe elasticity would represent equitable

distributioies and zero ornegative values Would represent inequitable distributions.
The second characteristic of the bivariate and muleivariate

statistics used as equity criteria is that they ,do not measure
horizontal equity. 1Vhevrthey are used with an illegitimate differencesuch as property wealth per child, they can be interpreted as o..Measuring the absence of bias 'or. discrimination. An alternative
interpretation for illegitimate differences is that the statisticsmeasure the presence.or absende of equitable. or unbiased opport-Ulit either caie,horizonta equitY is iiot measured and unless
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biasedness with respect to wealth is ail that is requited for equity

the univariate reasures f

measure horizontal equity. In other words,

for identical children must be used to'
two 'measures of equity,

one for oPPortUnitY and one; for horizontal equity

When the bivariate and multivariate

legitimate differences, such as presence or absence of a handicap,

may be require4ii.

statistics are used, with

only vertical equity is meaSured., .. Once` again, if horiltntal

equity. is also important, the_univariate statistics Will have. to,

be used in addition to-the bivariate ones. Although

be as elegant to have vertical and horizontal equity measured

segarately ratherthan together in one measure, -there, is one

advantage-to-the bivariate representation of 'vertical equity.

ire vertical ,equity notions need not, be as Precise as when weighting

of.children or indexing of treatments are used in thd univariate

statistics, to measure vertical equity. The evaluator need at first

only specify the sign, not the precise numerical'yalue, for the

and multivariate statistids. The tegresiion will depict 'the

existing relationship and the sign of the relationship. The disadvan-
..

tage of the regressibn representations . of vertical equity is that.the

horizontal equity measure used in conjunction with it wilf not incor

porate the vertical equity notions.

c) Value Judgments and Bivariate and Multivariate Measures.of
Equity .

There,are a number of value judgments that are impAcitly

expressed when each%of the bivariate and multivariate statistics

is used to measure equity. The value judgments are similar to

that were outlined for the univariate measures in Section,

Table 2 and' Figure 1. Each value judgment is again formulated'
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in .terms of question's. and these questions are displayed in .Table:
The. questions are posed assuming that the independent variable is
an illegitimate difference, such as property value per child and the
group is children. Equity is therefore improved when the
decrease in value. We assume in the table that negative
more equitable rather than uncertain in interpretation.

IThe first question asks whether all children are included

statittiCS,
valUes are

in the measure. The ansWer is yes for all> the measureS', but
the question is included to proVide. consistency with. Table 2.
and so that univaria.te and bivariate- meausres an be compared:

.

The second-question.. asks :: =about ari improvement -tin equity '".'

when a mean preserving transfer .of the treatment (or dependent
variable) is made from a chil.d high in the distribution to one
that is lever. Note that the independent variable, i.e. property

s assumed. remain constant for this queition-
q as well as for numbers 3 and 4. The second qtfeitiOn is similar

Pigou-Dalton condition for univariate statistics.
The 'third and fourth questions ask about the analogue of

absolute and relative ineqtiality aversion for bivariate and mul
tivariate statistics. The value judgments expressed, in these two

questions are concerned with the overall level of the distribution'
ofk the treatment as represehted by its mean. The distributiOns of
treatments that are cciipared will have different mean values.



Tab 1$

VALUE:JUDGMENTS. FOR *EQUITY MEASURES FOR
NON-IDENTICAL CHILDREN"

Are all children taken, into account?

Does the measure alwayslphow an improvement when a set
quantity of treatment ( ependent variable) is, transferred
from gone child to another who is lower in the distribution?

Does the measure alwaY shoW a change when each child's
treatment (dependent variable) - is increased by a= constant
amount?

Does the measure. always show a change when each child's
treatment (dependent variable) is increased by an equal
Percentage?

mAe Does the measure always show. a change when each child's
IP characteristiC (indaPandent variable) is increased by a

constant 'amount?:

Does the measure always show a change when each s
characteristic. (independent,variable) as increasedby an
equal percentage?



FIGURE. 2
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a more complete
destripton,of the,valui Aidgmentsi see Table' 3i Tor

e'xpoti10..purpoSe's. it. Is ,assumed' thatE

ilreatment '(deOerident variable) W 'the" children's.,
(independent ,.variablel,

.



Questions 5 and 6 are_ concerned with 'thee behavior gf the

measures when`` the independent variable (chid's characteristic

or property value per child in,our examples) is igcreased by a

constant absolute or percentage amount. These are important

questions when the indepezident variable is property value per= child.

States assess property at'different percentages of market value

anging from below 33% to 100%. When cross-state comparisons

(or intertemporal coMparisons for one state) are, made on bivariate

measures of the relationship between expenditures per child and wealth

per child it is extremely important tounderstand which measufes
4f,

will be affected by the differences in assessinent ratios (percen-

nges in independent lrariat le).

Figure 2 illustrates the relationship between the value

judgments _and t a statistics by providing an answer to each of

the value judgment questions listed in Table 3. A numerical example.

the first' four value judgment -d-ifferences illustra.ted"-in-Tabla 3-*

will be presented in the. section 'of* the paper on models of school

districts..
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Households and Total Goods and Services

!.:

Introduction

t was argued in a: previous section (B3) that the only logical

unit of analysis is the

resources:, available

treatment to apply to the hOusehold

total amount of 'good's and services,

as a

Or total

.per unit of ime:. In .this section,` two :ways are. cho'sen to con-
,

ceptualize total rsources,, ,bcith of them in a current or short run
time period (for example; a year) . The possibility of total

life-time resource distribution is not considered at this point

for the -practical. reason that the state of the Art in measurement

does not allow a good empirical.measure Of life-time resources

concePts- resources,' used are total : resources

chaligeS -in total 'resources . The use of-tdtaI resources reqU reS

the level of -education services ,and -t e 'level- of all other

goods . and services available for consumption by a household in a
given year enter the 'equity critbria. The use of changes= in total
resources 'as a treatmemt means that net additions to resources

-(services minus payments for= those services) enter the equity criteria.

The. changes in resource concept. 111
,

also :require a referenCe to'.'

total resources before the change,

Two ex post criteria are presented to valuate equity in the

distribution of total resources (or changes in total resources) among
households . F011owing the presentation of these two ex post
criteria, one ex ante criterion is disCussed

. The first ex post

criterion is' .an application of Atkinson equity Andex to households

and involves the specification of autility function that combines
ij

.ucation and other goods and services as well as,r.a social welfare



function- that weights the derived utility,-levels. The second
ex pos =t criterion is a modification of the tradititmal tax equity

.. . .principles of ability-to-pay. The ex ante criterion is one that
relates the tax price of education to house values. Each of

-the driteri,a is 'presented in a separate section.
b. Atkinson's Fquity, Index Applied.: to Households--' And TOtalResources.

The diStfibution..:of-total resources among households fan be
eValuated..by means of a social we function and its tra.nsforma-,.

.tion into'AtkinsOn s index of equity. The...ssteps necessary-. t
AtkinsOn's measure for households are outlined below and the pladeS

.where value judgments enter are.h.ighlighted.
The first step is the derivation of an argument for the SWF.

hat combines household education services and other goods and
services into : "a total resource measure combination can be

4achieved ,..by,the specification of ariument as household-utitity,
where utility is a function of education services (ED) all other
goods- and services (Y). 'The measurement.. cff ED and Y and the

specification of the parameters of the utility function are impor-
tant,
reS

Ell 'is, usually measured as the dollar flow of- educatienal
rcerper year to the b.ourshold. Conceptua.11y chi,ldless house-
could receive dollar flows 'Via ,external benefits but measure-

men f the magnitude of th; externalitites would be diffi t. > "Y is

generaAly measured as after-education househild income on the
aeumption that this income represents the quantity of all other
goods and serviees'.avail,able to 'the family. In general ED and

110Y are combined by a utility'function Ii. [ED. ; Y.] where i represents
each hottsehold. This generalized utility function must be given a

8



specific fu ctional form in order to eventually derive an index.
of equity. Common form is the linear hotogeneous Cobb-DoUglas

aU EDi Y1

The specification of the a parameter is a value judgment
indicating .t4 weight one- wifthes to attach to education versus all
other goods and Services. The higher a the hIgher the weight
given to education in a household's welfare. The parameter a can t
thought of as the proportion of the householdts budget that one
wishes to see devoted to education. The a parameter could be esti-
mated empi7ically on the basis.of historical behavior of,house--

holds. In -that Case the value judgment would be that households

-,,choice of weights for education are acceptable to society.

The utility level derived from the utility function becomes
41kthe argument in the social welfare -function:*

t- '
Again a functional form for the SWF must be specifie in order to
derive an index of equity. If. the SWF used in_ the previous section:
of the. Paper. (D1 bii) is again employed, we have:

SWF. = :5E A )
Ui (EDi , Y; ) -1-E

(.. + B -1

i=1 1-E

", awhere: Ut {ED:, Y)

number of households
,

The value- udgment is'contained in the choice of the E (and the a

,43arameter. he implications of 'this. choice have already been
discusbed in a previous section.



TOSUMMaTiZe" equity criterion resulting in Atkiilsori.s

equity index, involves value judgmenti about the importance of

education Versus other goods and.services (choice

about the importance of households at different levels of utility
.

(choice of E). Hiving made these choices' and having properly

-measured.P and one can proceed to calculate Axicinsbn
,

, X
cardinal measure, I.:, -and to rank different distributions of ED-.

. Measuie

The literature on tax equity frequently makes use of the .

concept of ability-to-pay. The concept is !most often pperationalized

by comparing ratios of taxes paid (after shifting) to income,rfor,

an average (median) family, across income classes. he ability-t

pay criterion evaluates-as more equitable a distribution that is

"progressive" or has higher average tax'rates as income increase.
. . .. .

A related' ability-to-pay criterion-has been used. W. Lee Hansen,

BurtonWeisbrod, and many. Others, to evaluate equity in highv

education. The criterion can b

seCondary :education as. well..

The. :.first. step in the construction' of an ability-to-pa.y'measure

ilror education is #e definitIon of the burden and/or benefit that.

will be distributed ,across incomes .For r-educatiOn eqiiitY, a reason-
,

able-choice i4itet-benefit defined as the yearly flow of eduction

714;

I



services per household (ED.) 'minus .the yearly taxewand othe;" fees

paid to finance education (TXi). EDP. fwoyld most commonly be

measured as dollar flows of "education resources to the househOld.

TXi would be measured as local and state: .raxes 'levied. to finante

the liublic elementary and .secondary school system ptus-priyate '
school costs (tuition) . (ED-TX) i riper household sw.ould :be , the

treatment/ It represents a change- in hbusehold resources' due to

' education.
The evaluation -of distributional equity the treatment'`

ecrpss households requires as always, specification of a criterion

and, a measure. There are at least three possiVilities for the -9
ability-toLpay criterion. The first is to employ the regression
statistics from the lenear regression of net, benefit on income- Atte'''-

taxes -supporting-elementary and. secondiry education:

' (ED-TX) b + b (Income)i
o 1

1, 'n where n, = nuraber..of.househoidi

The more equi't'able distribution would- exhibit a nege.tive estimated

slope b 1 because, as income 'increased net benefits would deCrease.

The problem with this measure is that the coefficient oE determina-
.

tion, R2 , is likely to be very, low. Households will have varying

bers of children from zero to more than five at each income

level and therefore the ::unexplained or within group variance will be

quite high. The source of the prOblem is thae,only one service is
being measured and w en that service is measured on an annual basis,

its incidence can vary widely.
2

One way to avoid the low R problem but remain with the same

general criterion, is to divide househOlds into groups based on

the mimber of children in the household.. Then using the household

9 7



with the median income in each group, net benefits (ED-TX) could

be zalcUlated. FinallY, comparisoni of the net benefits and

,=median income levels could be made using linear regression (o

simpledisplays).

.(ED 'T X) 2
.7417? a .

Median Income by number of children);

j botiseholds by nUmber of children (0,1,2.,3 ....5

Again, equity would be higher' when b was a higher ndgative number.

_The within class variance, problem would be lessened'due to the

averaging of benefits for each grOup.,,- but it is not clear that

there would be any rel3tiOnship in the- regression, In o)*der ,for

3 to be median -family. income and net burdens have to

negatively corr la ed. A negatiye correlation would be associated-

with a progressive tax system iftd/or a negative correlation between

I 'lumbers of children and median income because these two reiationships

influence ED. and TX- and therefore (ED -TX)i.

A third alternative measure, ahalagous to the one suggested 1 .

by Joseph Pechman in a critique of Lee Hansen. and BUrtloi.Mdisbrod

work on higher .edpcation, involves ,grOuping householls into classes

based on income rather than based on numbers of Childreik Then

for each income class, the 'total benefits minus total taxes for all

households are divided by thenumbe , of households to .derive an

y .

averagenet benefit for the class. The magnitude of the net benefit

will depend on the structure of, the tax system, as before, sand on the

number of children in the income class. The average net benefit in

41/62,oh class _could .be regresSe4 on- the- midpoint of the inCbme



-9

(ket benefit in income-class). = b. + b (Midpoint i come c

i.= 1, ..., k =-'llumber of income class s.

Again,the more. equitable system would have a negative e

"The 'R` prOblenr'Wou0slbe\10ss.likely.:tO Odic

tiPdtPU

r because

the within class variance is now lessened by the use ofthe average,.:

benefits in ',a income group. What this cri'ter'ion sa s is-that the

unit of analy is is more than the individual househo . Now the

unit of analy is, is the average household in an income tlassLand

households with different numbers of childrehare not distihguished

within an income clast.

In addition to the problems of".choOsing.,which:V1dr teri4on
i..

.equity,ls'appropriatei there are several Other'seriOus proble4

with the ability-to-paY specification oft equity. Fier t, the measu

ment of education .should probably be over a longer pe iod of tim

than one year. Ideally, beause education is in part an investMent,

a lifetiMe measure, would be desirable. But short of that, a measure

that allows for hOusehold cycleS where children are part of tht

household for some years, and not others would seem necessary.
, )1

Otherwise, equity evaluations could change over time'depending

on thef size of the senior graduating,xlass and the entering-kinder-
.

gaiten class and how many hOusehOlds switch fror beingwith.child

to being' childless: or vice liersi.

Second, the, measurement of taxes will in practice: difficult'

whenever education is financed from several revenue sources. At

.the local level, the property tax USually'accountt for education

.revenues. An edUdatidn'proper.tYtax burden,-can faarly-readilk, be

attached, to household that oWnS a hoUte, but the burden 'attach&



to renters will present a more diffiult, but not insu mountable

problem. The state financed share of educ tion is usually from

the_geheralfilnd which is supplied y ,a variety of revenue Sources.
1

The measure of7tax burden requires that state taxes for education

be 'separated out and distributed to households-and this will not

Finally, the..ue'of income as Ian independent variable isprob-

lematic. An identical problem is, present in Atkins7n's measure where

education services .and income are combined in a t'
l.'

Income is supposed V represent the consumption of all other goods
I

and services.. Some of those other goods and services will be

provided. publicly and, because they will'hot all be financed- according

4110 thelbenefit principle, some houseld's real consumption `will be'
g

1 i

(ldwer) than is indicated by their pre-taxiand benefit incomes
,

i ''.'s 1

I

.higher
1.,/

Thedneome measure that is teq4ired is one that takes accodnt of the
, .

impact of the.public sector inx all areas except education. Aiother

way to state this problem is to pointoUt that few people wouldbe

concerned if net education services'were istributed regressively,

r if all-othex:government activities were progressively distributed.

It is the tot&impactvthat matters to most people, but the total

impact will nott be assessed when income is used to± represent good
,\

and services other _than education.
-Th

,

d. Ex Ante .Household,;Eqtiity

One of the diEficupties with the ex ante household equity

410riterion is the semantic confusion:that surrounds the concept.

ii4



treason' this sectio 'begns; with a series

olIlowing the -de fp iti on's conceptual baSiS

linedT.': 'Finally a .summary of _result's -Ofthe:C;

to, a District Power Equalization SYstem is presente
)\ 1

tion Of the results is contained. irik Appendix 3.

1. Definitions'

'\E'x -ante equity refers to the determination of the equity, of .a

process (rules and incentives) as outlined on paper and before in--

dividuAls or °school districts have responded to tho e rules and
.. .

1incentives. Ex post equity on the -other hand is concerned with

outcomes after comulete: responses .\\ Ex ante household eq-r.lity has1

sometimes been.referred to -as taxpa ter etity or fiscal iteutrality.

Because households are taxpayeri, 'taxpayer equity is an acceptable

alteihative label: Fisc41-neutrality is, hOwever, a, confusing

label because somet es the term refers to a childrens concept (lack

of correlation between property wealth sand 'expenditures) ,rather thin

a household concept We suspect that some people use the term to

refer to both concepts', To avoid confusion, we haveeschewed the

use of the fiscal neutrality term and have instead morefully

described the equityciiieria as' either n-identicalichildren
II

equity- r Ebusehdid (taxpayer), eqiiity..

.

ii. Conceiltual basis fur ex ante household euityq--,,

-a District FoWer Equalization System of school-
-

.finance is equated With ex ante household (:or taxpaYel equity The
.basis for the" equation is' that under a DPE equal' tax ates will-

4 H,..-

.

yield equal dollars of spending per child.' The criterion-of equgl
.,

.1rates can be criticized as a taxpayer equity
1

conceptibn 'f611, two v---.
.



sons . First it is not comprehensive enough because "it' does
. . . . .

not' include an aby-to-pay standard., such as in'Come, and iti t1

doe's not take into a:cccunt actual services received or acfual

paid Second, even if the idea of equality of the ex ante

iaxes: 'across households is accepted as a criterion,- the tax price

. not the tax rate is the aPpropriate focus of concern. The tax

price is the rate at which a household can trade private, doilars

for $1 of spending per 'child. It is the price 'of a dollar of

spending per chisid in terms of the household's ta?c bill. It is the

tax bill that a. household is concerned- about, not the 'district 4.x.'

rate. A given property. tai rate translate lint° aikiezent
e 4

tax prices for households with "different_hauie values..

In this section of the paper we dress only the second-

problem` with the equation of a DPE. and taxpayer equiity - the.'problem

of tax -prices versus tax rates: We. accept as sa:value 'judgment
g..

the ppisibility of a deiire..-;to define taXpEa.yer equity .narrowly

as the:relationship, between tax prices and houii values. , In such

a conception horizontal equity .woula be 'defined as eq.ual tax
. .

prices.,,fOr houses of equal. value' '''a4 vertfCal equity. would, be.
. . .. .

. .
. ...

defined as higher tax prices for liousos of higher value.
4

.. t : .

4 -

iii...- Summary, of the. relationship:. between -tax-priceS and house
values under .a E : , ., .,

-The 'conclusions stated., in this sectionare. ,based. on the
-41 .

analysis fdima in ,Appendix: 3. The tax;;Price of ..concern. is assumed

to be the:\ local tax-priCe'oi. the 'fiouiehold's focal tax bill per

one dollsr of ,;spending per .



....- .. ....
.

Pre-DP11
'

With a non-Matching state aid .pfogt;am, neitheT hori-
...

,

.
zontal nor vertical equity is achieved with respect to tax-prices

.

and house valties. - Post' -DPE equity may exist, debending. upon the
e . . .

a evaluators ' chcl.ce to' considerfi eudat ion along\ With _other publicly
, ..

provided goods rand services. If education is considered alone,

then 'equalif .clued' houses will pay the sam local tax price

no matter what their distrctlproperty weal h (horizontal

equity). If other publicly prDvided goods and services are con-
-

saddred with education, then ,tax-prices will be ppsitively correlated:

with district- wealth and h64Zontal and4vertical equity will not
)

exist even with the DPE.

household equity is a more narrowly conceived equity

criterion'th?n those 'based on Atkinson's index or on the Hansen-

Weisbrod 'standard'. When the 'ex ante concept is

degined as h rizontal a d vertical equity of local tax prices with

respect to house values, the DPE system meets the stand*d if
/

*-

education alone, is o concern to the evaluattrs.



(
Hypothetical Numexical Models of School Districts that
Illustrate Conflicts in. COnceptions of Equity in .School,
Finance.

..

The tonstiuction of School, DistTictt Models

1. The Model as .a Static Sn-apshot

. In this paper, the term "school district. model" is used fo

deicribe: hypothetical numerical values for variables important in

equity, considerations at a point ink in, a set of school aistricts.

.
'The sets of. schodi- districts are analbgoui to .states. Equity.

. .

are calCulated 'for' children or households. in---eacliset of

.sc iool districts and then the sets are ranked 'from ,most to.least

itable according to ;thee equity Elea-Sure. 'Conflicts alionk con-

tion,s of equity are Shown by COnstrticting-hypothetiCl models of

meets of school dibStticts such that.'equity:-meashres lead to ..confl:ictin

rankings 'of the sets

2: The Range of ;Education and. School finance Variables in
School District Models.

The complexity of a model of, school districts in terms of the

number, of different variables %hcluded in the model is 'determined
6.1

by, the requiements of the -equity conception that will be examined

using the .model. The models are-nade'as is !tent

with the need to .demonstrate conflicts in -thb eqUity. conceptions.
. "

.. .
.. ...

.

n this sectidn, the variablee . are: organized by.-- their use in. the ,

, . -. ,

, ) 4,

models .apd. the -models.. are -presOnted:fromthe. Simplest! to the most

complex. /Variables that might empirically be important in; aCtdal



equity measurememt, but are., not 'included; in the ,models area Also
diScussecl. Many times an entire set: variable's wil have .a.
Similar i_potential! effect. in the hypothetical" models and for that
reason oAlY, one need be included. The variables 'may.have differ .

ent effects Nwh-en -actual school diStrict data are eMpfoyed, hut
becatthe we are 'constrUctin-g :only hypothetical examples and denot
know what the data',woulq iook like in many 'cases, it would' be =r"
repetitive -to include' thoie' variables whose impact, depends, Solely on
their empirical dimensions:

a, Simplest School District Models

,,of' 'equity criteria. fot identical children, The simpl-emcideli

titia
:

,

nVery simple-models _are all that. are needed., for the

- 1

r

- are constructed -c;ecifying the values of, two variables for
At each s ti t,.school district. The two variables are the nrabe of Childrenat 4

and -de dollar value of expenditures pei- child.:.,

Mo'derat'ely COmplex Scho.,o1 District Models.
. Moderately ',complex models With more than- two variables . are.

needed for the analysis,. of 'equ,ity, conceptions for nonridenticaa
.' childien. The. pOssible riumbei of variables in addition to :thee

r'

numbei- of child and' expenditures per child, is large, but we
Anly. us'ie,- two of the -possibilities in the a tuil 'models: One of
the additional variables is used to -derionst to the behavior Hof
equity -concepitions for legitimately differentiated children, and the.
Other additional variable i's used to analyze equity. conCeptions for
non-legitimately differentiated children; The other variablees:
distU.Sied in this section, but' not used in: the actual models.

e



he.'variables that potentially add.;-to othplexity itf
. .

school distO.c:t modiels can be organize d, into two categories

,wealth per childiviariable.4, The two caVegories and the specifi--

'1

variables 'under each. .re, liisted below. ,
-,

I , ,

Y. Differential Input Pie Variables' (*Personel Input- Prices,
- .

_ Transportation Input Priqes , utility input Prides)"
ri

. ,-, ,

12. Differenttal Output Cost Variables ; -

. 7- bifferentiil Production Processes'
i ..,

- Decline orJncrease in tnrollments .. ..-

Eeonomles of Scale
Transportation

Differentiial.Tducation Needs
and tatcgorical Aid)

The .rsio.,,val'i'ables that areV. used'-in the actual models are a

.Differential' Capital Expen

.

(Special Education Programs,

sl

. .

pride index t'hdt represents the Potential effect of both price and
P

1

cost 'variables . on univarate non-identical children's measures and

a wealth per' child., that = reprteents a non-legitimate

childre,n's diffetence in the bivariate children's measures. Only

a price index' is needed to represent the potential effect of all the
,-;

. ..

,

price and-1 co.st,,variables because any (or all) of them can' be con
,

verted to indexes' and used .n lieu of on ill .combination with the

price index; Thei,x effect will 'depend upon their empirical dimen=

The rest of this section is devoted to a brief discussion 'of

.each of the variables that is listed as a...differential input price

variable or a differential output cost variable. All of the -

*variable's can fre seen as fattors that could change the value of

the treatment livel per child or factoms'that could serve to classify

chiqdre-n on the basis of -legitimatekor illegitimate differences.,
)
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. . A

Differ ential input prices.: The price of inputs may differ,
a.cross. children in a state. v In such a case, expenditures iinadjus'ied

,

for price -differentials will be an iade.quate .10easure of educational-
resources ailable to. hildren. The prediction of -a 'possible
hyP thetical effect of a pi-Toe adjustment is ea9.r :than is the
con tru.ction of an appropriate price, index. Empirical 'work on
price indexes is progressing, but still has not yet 'produced
reliable and valid results.

.- Differential rates of decline or .increase: in enrcillments and
economies of scale: The "-current number, and rate ofChinge Of

-

.stud9lit'S ins a diSt7ict can inflizence the quantity 'anct quality of
-outputs, per student. 'Fixesi.costs may'pean that resources are used

.

inefficiently when enrollments change, abruptly and that for a given /
expend.itur'e .level and resource 'input, the level ogf ,,otitput varies; *

-across districts. For example, school districts -aperi cing

de,clining pupil enrollment =face constraints caused primarily by-
seniority and tenure provisioAs'of laws or teacher contracts. Even,

if staff is laid off the* remaining stafg, may be higher than average
or desired' on bOth educational preparation ,an. d e:cperience thereby.,

.

resulting in inefficient production processes- Compared to more
stable or growing districts. Economie-s (and diseconomies) of scale
may mean that resource, requir ementi -per 'unit of output vary.. depending

`on the distiict's size ,so _that once again the same levels of exPen-.

dituies and resotitces result in different levels of outputs. The

extent to which these factor's are imp ant in equity measurement.
depends bOth on their empirical magnitde and on the treatment .that
is= chosen (outputs- versiis inputs). 4



. .

Transportaticinz'.7 The resource requirements' for -tran-storting.

children to and fromir school` provide one' f'o the most Cle4.1-cut'
examples o,f cost differentials across districts. . For' this reason
transportation is often considered' in a.c 3.ass sepiratit. from o-t.h-er,

more debatable, cost differentes.: Trahsportation. costs differ
:

.because of population'densities distances from school and per-
,

-.1raps. climatic -v\a.riances . Unless Some accoun is taken of these
a ,..

cplferenti,d1s, dollars of ex:retiditures tfanSlate into di
ences in real retsources across students. Often ;states provide
'categorical aid'. for transpbrtation, but even' in such cases the
is a need to standardize °thee resource availability per dollar

.. h.

revenues if resources are a treatment of
'Differential -EAucational. Needs: Children or their. treattents

are often legitimately differentiated on the basis of the input
requifements needed for them to achieve Minimum, qcilectuate or

-.equal outputs The argument for. attention tecneeds is a. ver,tical.
equity argument and people, vary. on Ithe bases on which they'.choose

tq establish standards pf vertical equity. .S6me are interested
..equaliorin.g .some Version' 8f 'final outputs,' while r51.hers are content

acl--if an adequate or mi imum output level is: I.eved for all children.
' ,

taking account of e. ucational needs. Sylien vertical equity is a .

concern, some adiustmett must be made to ti.ther: treatments or
children' s weights before. he' nonridentical children can be compared

Categorical sift prei nts an especially difficult problem
,with respect to \univariate children' s measures . The problem ,is

ilkiscussed in more detail' future parts of the pape but is
:briefly sumna-riied here. If categorical aid is -arailable to corr. -

, , ., ,
. .

pensate for special, eduCat ion needs (or ,Fosts) it is not entirely'
/ , ,,, ,

,-/.)* 4-



clear whether treatments, should bse;. :indexed (or: children weighted)
x.

when children's equsty. measure are calculated Part of the prob

lent stems from inadequate kndw edge about the .actual targeting of

categoricals in districts are they spent..on special children or

are they added to general revenues and Spread over all children?

Part of .the problem- .:stems fron,,the practical difficulty of 5

aisignihg weights agreeable to all evaluators.

Differential Capital Expenditures: The se,rvices from cafital

equipment and buildings may., be able part of a trep.tment

measure if inputs are the treatment. Capital services

, . . -

across children,due to the age, qualitr,. and size of the. capital

stock. The problem i-h:ow to appropriately measure capital services

Capital expenditures 'are.'not the correct measure because they are

lumpy and not an indication of capital consumption rates; On the

,other hand, their lumpiness' may affect -a district's ability to

consume other resources in the desired proportions.

A second problen with efforts to Include capital services

in a treatment measure is thedifferent financial arrangements that'

may exist with respect to debt finanCe . It is not clear< :;how to

account for differences in state aid. for debt, differences in the

provision of special millages for debt service, and differences in

the use of current revenues = for debt service or capital expenditures

A common isolution. is to use current operating expenditures or

revenues as a treatment, but this solution may not be appropriate
1;

if capital services are impkirtant additions to resources or outputs

and if they vary significantly, across children. Because most of

the problems concerning capital require empirical work, we do not

use any capital variables in the models109



A third problem in accounting: for differences in capital

across' districts is that school districts experiencing declining

enTcllients or those located in certain locations marhave higher,

operation and maintenance costs on their capital stock and thus

haved need for differential treatment.

Complex School District Models

school district models include some or all sof theComplex

expenditure:related variables associated with the pTevious models

plus some combination of the following financial environment

variables:

- 'Ratio of Households-with Children
Without Children

Ratio of Children to Taxpayers

Levels and Distiibutions of Wealth and

Divisions of Property Tax Base. Between Residential,
Commerical, and Industrial Uses

Combinations of Property and Income Taxation
Finance Schools

Assessment Practices

Tax Relief and Circuit Breakers

- MunicipalfOverburden

Complex models are needed for 'two purposes. Explanations

of why and how school district expenditures per child

generated require theories of school district response to social,

political and financial environments. The financial variables

mire usually considered crucial in an empirical specification of

a theory of school district response. Understanding why and how



outcomes are generated islveryimportan

and outside the scope of this paper.

or
The second purpose of the complex. models is to ihustiate

hdusehold (or taxpayer) equity conceptions. If households 'were

the primary .concern Paper it would' be :necessary to inc/Ude

Many of the financial environment variables in the household

models. Because children not housekolds, are the primary concern

the househOld models, are specified as simply as possible. Some

additional complexity generated by the differentiation between

residential and non-residential property bases is included. in

Appendix 3 on tgx-prices but., for the most part the household

models include ratios of households .with and without children,

incoqe 'levels of.hOuseholds, and household tax payments as the only

financial enrronment variables.



. Introduction- .tq Model gresen'tations

Table 4 displays the plan for the presentation of school

district model's. The first Column identifies the section. in Which

each model will be discussed. The second column lists the component

of the equity conception that will be analyzed with each model, and

the third column specifies 13.eariables that will be used in each
Smodel_

We begin with children's equity conceptions, by addressing

identical-children criteria in kction C. In this section the group

and the treatment remain constant while the equity criteria are

varied to show conflic:ts among, them. Olon-identical children's

iiquity criteria are considered in Secti n D. The conflicts

Among criteria for legitimate diffeientes among children are,

illustrated by showing the effect of adding a price index to one

of the, distributions used for, identical children. The conflicts among.-

criteria for illegitimate differences, arenalyzed by comparing the

rankings of a given group, treatment_ and differentiating character-'

istic based on a.ltervati've_biAra.ria.te---children criteria. The

conflicts between households and children as a group are' highlighted

in Section. E where the criteria and the treatment are, held constant

and only the group is changed from children to hOuseholds, Finally

'Section F demonstrates possible conflicts betweet*different
4

hold conceptions. The treatments and the groups are held constant 7

and' household equity, criteria are varied.



Section
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,

TABLE '4'

PLAN FOR MODEL 'PRESENTATIONS

Component of
EquityConception

Emphasized

Identical Children
Criteria

Non-Identical Children
Criteria

.

Legitimae Differences

ill egi timate Differences

Househpld and Children
Groups

Household Criteria

: °

J

fariabl es ,

in. Model_

.Number of Children,
ExPenditure, per Child

'''.Number of -(hildren,
ExpenAjtures per Child,
.PriFe Index

Nurriber of Childreri;
Expenditures. per Child,
Property Yealtft per thild.

Number of Ckildr.e.n,'
NuMber of HolisehOlds,

kExpendituresper-Ch'ild,
Taxes per Pouseholci, ;
Income.per Hbusehold

Same variables as Section E
. ,
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. ..

*V equitable :Each :Meadtreconflicts,wiph at-7-least one of

:7i'n''

.

t

...'V

..'a

,i one e / m i t .o- f: c' Om'.parisons_beWeen the seven.

d1rb4ion
2. i,,';The Mo els and The Me4tures

A

TAle 5 diiiOrays sev'en different distributions of 'expenditures
,

per child.' Each dist.ribution has 'the' equi alent of, 10 or 11

scho#1 districts, with 210 children distr butedYemOn the districts-

Each 'd strict is represented by a different leveZof expenditures-
9°

lati-r child.: -
3

Letting distribution A rep esent. the n rm for cOmpirison, 4he

other -:6' distributions are derivediin the fo lowing way: istriSution

E result's from a multiplication of- ;.each ' expe diture level an Aqpy.
,

AM11141 -bution FresUlts an.iadditionOf '£^ 15:0 eaCh;
.

expenditure le BOth E andIF:-Ah.crease the :mean and Median

expenditure level from $1500 to $1650. Distribution C,

'

G result from mean-preserving - changes that , reallocate a fixed
°

akount of total pxpenditures among the children. DiStribution

takes 0.00 per child from the $1300 slistrict and gives it to the

$sog district and tak $50 per child from the $2350 district and

gives- it tathe i2500 istrict. Since there are different numbers ,

of children in the giving and receiving districts, expenditure b

reductions and increases are not always equivalent. The-total',

dollars 'redistributed does remain constant,

Distribution C reverses the redistribution o4 B Ilqttaking

$50 per child fromL-the $800 district and giving it to the $500

Illidistrict and taking $100 P-lex child from the $2350 district 'and

giving it to the $2500 district. Distribution B results

larger transfer at the .bottom while Distribution C results from a



Oistri tion A

trpendltures other "

r child. of children

NUMBER OF L AEN AT 01;PER...01LD; VPE1011OR,E,

REV L FOR

Diitrib6t1oil
01strlitition I

6xpendituir7iner Expendtuir7.Irstor
, ...110. child of children

$ 500'. 100 $ 650
650 3000

100
2000

1000
f000 : 1000 12,00
1200 1000 1500

11)1500

r 1600

5000

1000

tom

aoo''
2000 . 1000 2200
2ND 2000 2
2350:,., 404

26 0
2500 1000.

1500 r.dt, 1500 totelil 2100

.

ExpetdItutc'.

4,t1j1,1)11dret____

01itribution C

t

Ettbir:,

.

$ 030 i
650

r 150

1000

1200 ;

.1500

L..1000

2000

.2200

2250

1000,

'1000

2000..

1000

1000..

5000
1001

1000:

2000

3000

1000

t .1500 mdjs 1500 4ta1li 2100

3000

MOO

1000,

Ione

'5000

taao

1000'

2000,

3000

'''1004 c

HI; 1500 Mil 1500 total It 2100

Distribution

Espooditorerlrusbor
per child of ihlldrto'

500 1000 .

650.' 3000

000 2000

.1000 1000

1200 Nog
1500 5000

2100'

2200 , .2000

2300 .. 3000

`2650 1000.

NI, 1500. tod$;' 1500 to alt: 2100'i
ftla.mMMMAMIN110171.1.4

011111111.1.1Mm

$
(1. .10001

300D,

1a00

1320

2000

:1000;

1650 5000

I910 w, 1005

2200 4000

2420 2000

2566

2160',. '1000

1$: 1610 id$: 1650 ' 2100

Distribution
Ecpcod1 ""umber
per child of children'

$ 500. 1000.

650 3000

800 . 2000

1000 1000

'1400 5000

1 i50 1000

NO0 1000

2200 2000

x.2250 1000'

1350, 3000

2500 1000

K$t 1500 mi1$;143J totoll; 2100

DistribUtion

Expandituf577fie

4.650 1100

'800 30:0

950 2800

'.1150 1000

1350 1000^

1650 6000

1950 1000

2150 1000

2350; 2000

'2500' .3000

2660 1000

$$ 1650 f r i t 16 t 4100

expenditure.)er.c

.114 eionnditure'perchiid

total! I TOtai, number )f.cill1dren



larger transfer at the top. 'Both distributions result. from

.transfers on both sides of the mean and median.

:

DiStribution D results from transfers above: tht mean and

"Median. $100 .per child is taken from the $2000 district and

given to the $1800 one and.:$50 is taken from the $2350 distric
tr

and given to the $2500 one.

G results from transfers in the vicinity of he

'Mean. $lQO per child' is taken from the $1300 district. Half the

amount is given to the $1200 district and half to the '$1800 district.

The mean remains at $1500, but the median changes 'to 1410.

Table 6 'displays the value

o '

for each of- the t n, equity measures.

The last three measures are all Atkinson's index with different

for the parameter E. Table 7 'hows the ranking of each

distribution according to each_mpagure. Table 7 shows that no

distribution is ranked the > same by all-the measures. Put another
.

,

way, there isp at least one 'conflict between each pair of measures

for at feast two distributions. An example of at least one con-
./

alues

filet is presented for ''.selected pairs of measures in Table 'S. The

Fedenal Range Ratio is compared to all other measures and at leas:t

one (and usually more than one):,conflict is found in all cases..::

The four measures that.;,a-re.:relative.inequalityadverSe

Standard deviation 'of 'the'logarithms,. Ceofficient of'Variation, and

Atkinson's7

SumMar

Index)- are alSo 'compared' each to the other.,

The numbers used in Models A through G are hypothetica

within the range of actual school 'district data The models

strate the possibility of conf/icts between'measures and the

but

demon-



IS
TABLE 6i

COMPUTATION OF EPUITY.MEASURES

tistributions

A . E: 1

.'2000 ,2000 240. 2150 200 2000 2000

.1100 1650: . 160(t ':1870 1700 1700

,26154 2,5385 11'4625 2,5385, , 2,615,4 '1250 2$154'

$36.5k' ,3651 ,3661 , ,3810,

$4792' 4792 ;4792 . ,4792 ;:.;4356 .287i):'.

6, ,Variince 427401, ;,..428116 . .. 435259 '43020 .51?16 '421101 435735

.43584 436204: ;43983. ,43719 e .39622 ,44007

8. Staliclardleviation of Loarithms:' :503 192 ,495 503 ,503, .504

9. Gini CoeffIcient ',.211,09,12,. ,:,,24837` 1.24792 ,,22538

1G, Atkinson's Index;

1$ Rangi

ciestricted Rage;;

3 Fideral,...Range Ratio,

,4, Relative Mean. Dev,lation.

5 iiinnisiible Variance

7$ Coefficient of Variation

10a,

10b

10c,

1,1 $1193 ,1161' .1174 ,1194 1114 ,090 1204

5 2692 ,2557 42590 12692 269?' ,2169

0. 15170 ,4660.' ;47611 3110 ,5170 ,5170
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TABLE 7
, .

, RANKING DISfrRIBUTIONS ACCORDpiG
SURES . -

.

Distribution .

Measure D E

:aftg'e . v. 6 't

!estrieted Range '7

/
'ederal Range Ratio 5

!elative Mean Deviation

'ermissibIe Variance 1

variance 1

:oeffidient of Varition

ita d Deviation of` Logarithm

lini Coefficient V%

ktkinson's



TABLE II

pAMPLES .LEAST ON,.C.ONF,

.

EqPit MEAS.114,4

Pair: of Measures

Federal Range Ratio and Range.
:Distributions:: A and-B etc.

'ederal .Range Rati6;aiid Reitricted Range
Distributions F. and ,G

Federal Range Ratio: and'Relative. Mean, Deviation
Distributions A, and.:B etc

.ederal Range. Ratio and PermissIbleiVariante Di stributions A and 17:etc.

.4. f

Distributions A and f',etc.

Distributions A and C etc.

ederal.,Range Ratio and Standard
Deviatixon of .Logarithus

Distributions' and G,etc,

Distributions B and D etc.
. .

Distributions B and .0 etc,
:

Ilistributtens A and C,

Distributions C and 0

Coefiicieni. and Atltinson''. Indek.. (any E value) ,;
Distributions A and C

tandard Deviation of.'1;tgarjthms an COicient of Variations :Distributions. C ant1,..0

'tantlard Deviation of Logarithms :and Atkinson's Index (E 1;1
Distributions A. and'

coefficient
. .

of Variation and Atkiiisoni.s Index toy E value).
Distributionse A and C

ederal Range Ratio and .Variance

ederal Range Ratio and Coefficient of Variation

ederal
Range Rati3O...,,,angint.COeffltient:'

RangelatiO...and .AtkinsoWs .index.:

ni Coefficient and Standard Deviation of Logarithms

1.1i Coefficient and Coefficient of Variation
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consequeTit possibility of the need to specify value judgments in

order to choose one criterion by which to rank sets of school

districts. The actual incidence of conflicts when real data are

used is an empirl.Fal question whose .answer is being worked

towar y the School Finance Cooperative.



Models for Non-Identical Children Criteria

. Le itimate Differences Amon Non-Identical Children and
Univariate Measures

a`-. Introdtiction

The discussion in Part, II, Section Dl of this paper

indicated that legitimate differences among childfen could be

handled by the univariate children's measures it two different

ways. One procedure involvied the ,assigntent of differential

weights to classe of children. The second,proceddre required the

construction of an index that could be used to make treatments for

unweighted children equivalent. The two methods are different

versions of the same procedure as 'is demonstrated in footnote.

In the model in this section we choose the procedure of indexing

the treatment so as to make the indexed treatment comparable for

unweighted children.

The hypothetical index used in the model is a price index

that Varies across school districts, but has the same value for

all children in a 'given district. The assumption in the model is

that the only legitimate diffefences among children are those based

on differential prices. of resources.

b. The model and the: - measures

14-The model is constructed by applying a hypothetical

index to the districts in model A from the previous example.

Table 9 disRlays the expenditures and number of children in
,

. Distribution A, the price index applied to each expenditure level

and the price adjusted distribution* .labelled AA.

128



Distribution A
. .

Expenditures Number Price Expenditures
per. Child of Children Index per Child*

$ 500 1000 .95 $'526

650 3000 1.04 625

800 2000 .83 964

1000 1CCO 1.10 909

1200 1000 .78 1538
...410 :5000 .99 1515

1800 1000 1.17 1538

2000 1000 .89 g''12247

.2200 2000 1.13 1947

2350 3000 .90 2611

.2500 1000 1.08 23151.

TABLE 9...

DISTRIBUTIONS A (NON. PRICE ADJUSTED)._
AND;AN (PRICE ADJUSTED)

Distribution AA

Number
of Children

1000

3000

2000

1000

1000

\ 5000

1000

1000

2000

3000

1000

'dean

Median

Number of
Children 2100

Expenditures Per. Child A rounded to nearest dollarPrice Index



Y

Table 10 displays'tbe calculated values of the ten equity measures
for the price-adjusted distribution kA. If we now 'atsume for

Fitsimplicity that Distributions B through G in thee. example in the -

last* section were all prriously appropriately price-adjusted,
it is possible to show that the 'change( in treatment; for A reverses
the ranking of that distribution, with 'respect to at least one of
the others for each measure. T ble 11 shows those conflicts by ,

listing, in Column 2 'the ranking' of Distribution A with respect
to a second, distribution and in Coliamn )3the ranking of Distribution
AA with ,respect to the s nd distribution. The two qolumns

show a conflict between rankings based on A and those based on AA
(price adjusted) .

c. Summary

As with th
result from the p
thetical. Empiric

.

actual effects of

previous models, the confticts in rankings that
ce aciejustment to Distribution A are only hypo-

.

required fOr an understanding of the1: work is

adjustment. In a preVious paper by Robert
Berne some empirical work using data from
Was presented,: The

the (State of Missouri
co clusions based on the Missouri- data were

that the ind.exing did. ni;
. . ...

t change the ranking of the four distrir
the size of the equity measures was affected.

I of this, paper, ordinal usage- of the equity
firmer ground than is 'cardinal usage,

that the finding on invariance, of the rankings is especialli impor;e:
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E 10

COMPUTATION- OF. EqUirt MEASURES

FOR PRICE 'ADJUSTED DISTRIBUTION, AA.
.

Measure

Range

Restricted Range

Federal Range Ratio.

Relative Mean Deviation

Permissible Variance

glance

%efficient of Variation

Standard Deviation of Logarithms

Gi ni. Coeffici ent

Atkinson 's Index

E = 1.1

E = 2.5

= 8.0

Vale of Measure for AA;
17/

2085.0000

.1986.0000-

3.1776

0.3465

0.2974

451277.0000

. 43841-

.507

. 24694



Measure

1. Range

2. Restricted Range

3. Federal Range Ratio

foRelative Mean Deviation

TABL5') 11

*-
CONFLICTS WHEN .DISTRIBUTION A. IS
PRICE ADJUSTEi. (DISTRIBUTION' AA)

Relationship Between
Distribution A
and aSecorid
Distribution

'Relationship Between

Distribution AA ,

and a Second
Distribution

5. Permissible Variance

6. Variance

7. Coeffici entl of Variation

8. Standard Deviation of Logarithms

9. Gini Coefficient

Atki nson ' s Index;

E = 1.1

2.5

A equal. to

A equal to G

.. A equal to G

A equal to B

,A. equal to B

A more equal than B

A more equal tian B

A equal to D

A equal to E

AA less equal than B

AA' less- equal' than G

AA less equal lian G

AA more equal than B

AA less equal than B

AA leis' equal. thin B

AA -less equal than B

AA less equal than D

AA'more equal than.E

AA more equal than :E

AA more equal than.a

AA less equal than



Illegitimate. Differences' Amon ron-IdghtiCal Children aft
variate an Mativar ate-Measures

a..: Introduction

InPart II we discussed the use of bivariate and multivariate

measures as criteria for the eValuation of illegitimate differences

Among children. Figure 2 in Part II D biii (reproduced here)

summarizes the value judgments inherent in the alterhative measures.

In the models of this section, ,proptrty wealth per child is

used as the illegitimate differentiating characteristic among

,children. The models are constructed with hypothetical data for

expenditures per child, number of children at each,expenditure

level, and property wealth per child. The bivariate and tulti-

riate measures are calculated for each model and a comparison'

of measures across models illustrates the differing charac-

'ter sticssof the measures, as Summarized in Figure 2.

he.models and the measures

The models,are-constructed using two basic bivariate

distributions. The first basic bivariate distribution labelled

N in Table 12, is constructed as an essentially linear relation-

ship between expendftures per child and property wealth per child,

where. the expenditures-per-child part of the distribution is

identical to distribution A in Table 12 (univariato identical

children model) . The second basic bivariate distribution is

labelled P in Table 12. Distribution' .P is a basically cubic

olationship between expenditures per child and property wealth

per child. Distributions N1, N20.N3 and PI, P2, P3 (Table 12) ate.

modifications of the basic distributions N and P. Distributions



VALUE 'JUDGMENTS*

Are ,all-. thildren lalcen

into account?

FIGURE

11,4 ,.. .
ANSWERS TO VALUE .'JUDGMENT 'qutsTtioNs FOR ,SIX EQUITY

MEASURES FOR. PION - IDENTICAL CHILDREN

Simple ,Regreisfon .:Conttint quadratic, and Mho .'Or4Or Regressio
.;SiMPle ? Slope' Elasticity -..04tiCifty Slope Elasticity
Correlation (b1)

r. a in w'.. b + lb b + "lb

,

es Yes , Yes Yes Yes Yes

,..:.Improvement for all mean

...\lreSprvingliansfer$ in Not

cleOndent variablet. Necessarily

Senii:tive to equal

additions. in 4ependent.

OH'i,11q? Rio

eq.01

:PerCntagelifcrOStS,in
dependent ;variable?

. Sensi 0,1e, to ',equal

add4toni..in.li)depende:Rt-.-

yartalkle?

Sensitive. .to equal

percentgeintreaSes in..

indePendent variable?

Not Not
Yes Yes Necessarily Neiessarily Necessar411

Yes,

Yes

Yes Yes

,t

Yes S

0

0

Yes

.

S

7 4:

For a more, complete description
:set table. 3, For ,,expOsition .'ptOposes

, it isi0;UMed thatf, .isthe trealmOtIclepeldent the 'eSdent 'variable),
L



.::,N0M8ER OF-CHILOREN, PROPERTY WEALTH PER
.AND EXPENDITURE., LEVELS -PER-CHILLF,FOR

DISTRIBUTIONS'N,,, 112 , N3.; ,

'AND P 'Pl.

7

, The saitiefor N, N1, N2, N3
number of'.- Property Wealth
Children . per Child

1000 $10;000
3000 15,000
2006 21,000,

... 1000 25;000
1000 28;000
5000 ,32,000
1000,. 35,000
1000 39,000
2000 41,000
3000 59,000
1000 63,000

.,'

Total: Mean: '.

2100 433,619*':
. , ..

IIP *Rounded .to'
anearest; dollar

1

Distributions,'N, N1, .N2, N3

,Experlditures per Child.

' .
--"'-N1 ''" N2 . N3

.. ,

$ 300 $ 550r. $ 650 ;$ '6001 ,

650 715 ..800 -650
800 880' . : 950 . a

1000 '11640 11 50 :::.- 1

800

1.200 ...- 132b . 1350 1200'
1500 1650 .1650" lsoa
18013. 1980 . 1950 1800
2000 2200 .--.. 2150 .. .2000-:.
gm) _ 2420 '' - :.. .- 2350 -.. , . 2200
2350 2585''. .2500 .. 2350:'
2500. _

. 2750 :. : 2650' _2400

:..... .-, Mean: Mean: Mean: Mean:
$1650 $1650 $1650 $1500,

The same for P, Pl, P2, P3
Property Wealth

Children per Child

1000 $70,000
3000 15,000
5000. 21,000
3000 25,000
2000 28,000

, 7000 32,000
1000 '35,000
2000 39 000
1000 ;,59,000,
1000 63,000

Total Mean:
2100 $28,524*

*Rounded to
nearest dollar

Number of

P2,' P3 ....
.

.-Expenditures per Child -

P1 P2 ' P3.
.

$ 500 $ 550 $ 65

1500
650 '7718

1650
80

165
$ ;65°05C010

2350 - 2585 2500
,

2350
2200 2420 235b
2000
ltao 1320

2200 2150
1350

2200.

BOO 880, 950 800
1.800''' . 1980 1950 1800
2500'. 2750 . 2650 24100

Mean: titan: 'Me'an:
$1 0 $1650 ' $.1650 , $1500

15



.
.

Ni and P1 multiply each expenditure revel of .N and P by.,1.1,

thereby effecting an equal percentage increase in the dependent

variable. Distributions J1? and-132 add $150 to each expenditure
r

leVel in N in an 'e4ual absolute 'increase in

the dependent le. Distributions N3 and P3 .'make a mean
. .

preserving, transfer of $100 'per.child fro*, therhighes.t expenditure
. ,

level per child:-to, the lowest expenditure level ,per

Table 13 displays the calculated values for the eigtt bi-
variate

1

and multivariate measures for each istribution. Except
for the cubic slope and elasticity,' ail the measures show an improve-r
ment :w"en distribution N or P is compared to distribution N3 or P3.
This is as expected sincedistributions N3 and P3 lessen the dis-

parity in the dependent variable. The interpretat4on./of the cubic

slope and elasticity mea ures for distributions N and N3 show lex
,

equity:ifor N3 than .for N. This may be becaUfre a cubic functional

form is being inappropriately fit to a linear relationship. 'The ..s

interpretation of the negative values for the Cubic s'lop, and

elastiCity measures between P 'and P3 is ambiguous because it

not clear how to interpret negative values in the first place. On

the one hand a high negative value could be interpreted as more

equitable than a low one;' on the other b negative ,values. could'

be interpreted as overcompensation (one ht ask why additions to

wealthshould reduce expenditures ,;per child rather than tlaave, no
effect on the expenditures)-..'%.



Measure

1. Simple correlation

2; Simple slope

3.' Quadratic slope

4, Cubic slope

5. Constant, elasticity

6..Simple elasticity
at means

TAKEO

COMPUTATION OF DIVARIATE AND MULTIVARIATE MEASURES

Distribution

N N1 N2 N3 = p P1 P2 P3

.95776 .95776 .95776 .95307 .35823: .35823 .35823 33656

.04070 04477 ..04070 .03963 .0170 .01925 .01750 .01609

.04470 .04917. .04470 .04357 42513 .02874 .02613 .02475

06723 .07395 .06723 .07011 ...034688 .038157 -.034688 .033673

.9906 .37243 44449 55309 0309 48080.. .503)1

.91220 .91220 .82930 .88822 ,33278 33278 v30252 .27815

Quadratic etaiticity. 1,00185

it means ,

8 Cubic elasticity
at means

1 A0185 .91077 47652 149683 .45171 .42803 d

1 50681 1.50674 1,36982 1,57135 -,65962 659621 ,59966 .64032

. 1%)
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The comparisons between distributions Ni, N2 and P, P1 and P2

demonstrate the following results. The elasticities are insen

sitive to equal percentage .changes. (N, Ni and P, Pi) but sensitive

to equal absolre changes (N, N2 and P, P2). The slopes, on

the other hand, are sensitive to equal percentage changes (N, N1,

and\P, Pl) but insensitive 7to,equal absolute changes (I, N2 and

P2). The correlation coefficient is insensitive,to either

percentage or equal ?solute changes (N, Ni, N2 and P P1, P2)..

c.

The models in this section have ali involved differences in

distributions of the, depiildent.variables. They have shown.that the

correlation, slope, and elasticity measures can, conflict in equity

rankings between distributions because they respond differently

to various kinds of changes"kn the dependent variable distribution,

shown in the models, the measures also respond dif-

Summary

Although. notnot

ently to varioui kinds of changes in the independent variable.

Those*re;ponses are summarized in Figure 2.



The choice of a group is such a major decision in the construc

tion of an equity, conceptions that it is bound to have an effect

ori equity evaluations. The models in this section show that 'efEect.

The models all apply the same, criteria, Atkinson's index, to ,identi-

cal treatments so that only the group is allowed to Vary. The

treatments needed in the models are expenditures per child income

(per, household, and total education tax bill per household. Expen-.

ditures per Child are applied to the household's° by assuming each

household benefits in'proportion to its number of children. If .

there are no children, the household r:Ceives no benefits;

there are two children the household receives two times its dis-

trict s expenditure level per child, etc. Household income is

assumed to be gross total income (before any taxes). The income

tan rePtesent either annual income or the'.preient of life-

time income. The latter is an impractical income concept given the

current, state of, measurement capabilities but iA the hypothetical

models either income assumption is acceptable. The tax bill is

equal to total local, state, and federal unshifted taxes paid for

education. In these models, it is assumed that all children

attend public schools, so there is no need tJa include tuition with

the tax bill.

2. The Models and the Measures

11 Table 14 ,displays the hypothetical data for the 4 models used

in this Section. The models are labelled R, S, T and V. Each

model contains 5 school districts; each school 'strict hasfeither

139
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Although these models are the most complex ones presented .in the

paper, they are still relativelY siltple abstractions

The differences between the four \models are the following

R, S and T all'have 1 household per district and 1 child per

household, while V has 2 households per district and 1 or 2

children pe household in districts 1 and S. R. and S have identical

distributions of, e:cpenditures per child and therefore their

f reality.

children's equity ranking will be/identical. R and S also_have

identical income distributions, but their tax bill distributions

differ. The difference in tax bill distributions might arise

for any number of reasons, including diffeiences in house values

IlltAftproperty taxes); 'differences in consumption and therefore tales =

tax payments in cases where the sales tax contributes to the state

share, of ,education 'finance differences in exemptions or deduc-

tions and therefore differences in Federal tax liability, etc.

The difference in tax bill distributions means that R and. S will

differ on the household equity ranking. R and S will show ,that

children as a group can yield identical equity ranking while house-

- holds as a group yield different . equity rankings .

R and T have different distributions of expenditurei per c141d

and therefore their children'-s equity ranking will differ. The

income and tax bill cAttribUtibns in .R and T are constructed so that

the household equity rankings are identical. R and T demonstrate

the same kind of conflict as R and S but now children are different
II, °

, and households the same with respect to equity rankings.
.
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R and V have as ical as possible d' ribUtions of expen

ditures per child. The distributions ca not be perfectly iden-

tical because districts I- and 5 in V hav children/household

ratios higher than 1.0. The, children's equity measures differ.

-because of _the differing numbers of children and 'the household

equity 'measures differ bedauser of the Alfferences in children/

household ratios..

'The measure or criterion used in all 4 mOdels is Atkinson's

Index. The parameter E is set at 2.5. The children's fneasure

necessarily set a at 1.0, because only 'edu ion expenditures pet

child and not net income are included, as a treatment. (See Section

L.. II DZb),. The household measures set a at 0.2 and 1-a at 0.8;:educatiol\

is weighted 20% and other goods and services- 80%.

Table 15 summarizes the calculations of Atkinson's
-

each model and. each group. As specif ied abOve, the,:thee following

results >are achieved. R and S are identical for children but

differ for households. P and T. are different for -children, but.

identical for households R and V are different fore children' and

for household

3: Summary,

The group or who is the focus of equity concerns is

fundamental choice in equity analysis. The equity evaluation is

depending on how that choide is made. As,.likely to vary greatly

ilways, the, models in this section are constructed with hypothetica

data Although the magilitude of the differences shown by the

models is an empirical question there is little doubt that the

14



Model

TABLE 15

CALCULATIONS OF EQUITY MEASURES

FOR HOUSEHOLDS AND CHILDREN

Atkinson `s Index
Household Measure

. 022595

.024400

. 022595

,.031991

"Atkinsoes Index
Children's Measure

.031388

. 031388 .,

.012355

. 044822



Betause the difference( . based on the. .

group .are likely . to. Coctur, a fundaienl question about, the:toils.

of .school finance- reform. is raised. Many social scientists have

pointed out that multiple policy goals require multiple policy,

instruments. This may also be true in school finance 06fovm

where. changing State finance plans, may be one instrument inchpableb

of achieving the two .goals of children and household equity.
.

The household models are quite simpliStic'iven the reality

of tht financial enItironment. in ,school districts, and for this

reason more sophistichted work could be beneficial. The primary

focus of this PaPer is ,expenditurq disparity and children's

equity, and ft:A- that reason the household models are developed

only enough to' demonstrate the basic conflict between groups or'

between household criteria (next sectIOn F).



. Models. for Household., Criteria

1. Introduction

The last set of models illustrates the possibility of conflicts

between household equity criteria. The group (households) and

the treatments (education expenditures, gross incOme and tax
.90

bill) are held constant ithiletthe criteria is varied betvieen .

Atkinson' s Index and the, Hansen-Weisbrod slope. .A11 the treatments

are defined identically to those in the crevious'set of models;

k through lir;

Models and. Measures

Table 16 displays two models, labelled W and Z. Each

111 constructed as simply as possible with 6 school districts, 1

household per district and 1 child per household. Model W has

identical expenditures per child in all the districts, while in

Model Z the expenditures per child differ. The 'distiibutionv o

income, and bills per household differ between the models.

Atkinson's index and the Hansen-Weishrod slope are calculated for

each model. Atkinson's Index sets E equal to 2.5, equal to

The calculated alues of the equity

measures are displayed in 'Table 17, Mod 1:1V- is more equitab'l'e
.

than' .ModerZ ..according to the Hansen-Weisbrod slope bdt less

equitable according to Atkinson'Index.

Summary

As ill the,,case s measures the measure one uses to...,

evaluate household equity can make a difference in terms of rankings.

Atkinson's index is both more sophisticated and more easily related

o children's measures but it is also somewhat more difficult
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TABLE 17,

CALCULATIONS OF ,;EQUITY. MEASUP.ES:

FO HOUSEHOLDS

Hanen-lleisbrod
Atkinson' Index .Slo e



technically than is the Hanstn-Weisbrod slope. In reality it

would be difficult to obtain adequate data for either Measure,

although other eiaresearchers have recently managed to do' so.
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,IV. Conclusions About Equity Measurement Based on Conceptiont

and .Models: What Can and Cannot Be _Eliminated Based on
Theoretical Analyses and Sets of Re lat iye ly Acce0 tab le

Value Judgments?0.

A. Introduction

The previous parts of this; paper have developed and illustrated

. . ...

many alternative conceptions of equity in school finance systems.

Those alternative conceptions have been based on value judgments

about one or more of the three components 'Of an equity conception -

the group the treatment, and the criterion. ; In order to narrow- _

the number of cOnceptions and thereby reduce the number of possible

ways of measuring equity, it is necessary to choose among value

judgments for each of the three components. In this section-we

discuss the kinds of choices that we think are consistent with

widely head sets of value judgments and conversely those that we

think cannot. be made on the basis of relatively acceptable value

judgments. The choices that are consistent -with 'Adely held values.

are reasonable candidates for standards by which to narrow the num-
,

1?er'of
alternative"measures of equity, but choices that are -based

on relatively disputed value judgments are ones that cannot be used

to reduce-the:potential number of equity measures. Occasionally'-

we, make reference to practical considerations ta the choice -of equit

'conceptions , but where thiS is done it is clearly stated or implied

that practical probleins are lower order considerations than are the

yalue judgments. By this we mean that in our opinion value judgment

need to be expliciily stated rather than indirectly stated as they

are sometimes when for example practical ?difficulties such as datE
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collection, nderstandability or manipulation are listed as the

only reasons, for choices.
This part of the paper is 'organi ed as follows:". Section 11 dis-

cusses the component of an equity conception' that cannot be chosen

among on the basis of relatively acceptable value judgments

Choices among the components discussed in Section B must rest on

specification of the equity assessor's own values. Section C out-

lines the components that are able to be eliminated based on widely

accepted values. The conclusions from Section B 'and C combined are

summarized in Figure which lists the alternatives in ,each component

of an equity conception. In Figure 3 major:categories of aiteriiac..

-ayes: are underlined and options that can be chosen as preferable on

the basis of widely held value judgments are capitalized. Flgure 3

is more fully discussed in Sections and C, but one further explan-

ation is appropriate at this point. Every entry in Figure. 3,- exCept

the <one labelled Federal wealth neutrality standard, has been .expli-

ci.tly discussed in previous parts 'oaf the paper. The Federal. wealth

neutrality standard is included here because the -OE has specified

that it isk an alternative to the `FederalS expenditure disparity measure-

(FEDM) and a state is allowed to choose, between the two >the

1*
one measure that is most favorable to it For completene-ss we

have therefore included the Federal wealth neutrality standard along
-

the Federal expenditure disparity measure. The Federal wealth

neutrality standard was not included in our previous analyses for
with

two reasons. First, it did not, evolve naturally as-- a major_categorY.--

for either household or children conCeptions, and second,

primary eft314;,t have been devoted to- expenditure measures because
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they are the main concern of this report.

The Federal wealth neutrality-measures are included in two

:Places in Figure 3 as an, indication of the confusion over whether

it is fundamentally a children's 'Measure or a household measure.

It can be interpreted as an ex Ate bivariate children's measure

because it can be:argued that equal yieldsifor equal effort, the

principle upon which the Federal weaith.neutrality standard is

based is one interpretation of the construction of a system in

which child's education does not depend onwthe wealth of his/her

neighbors. On the other 'hand,: the Federai, wealth neutrality

'tandard could be seen as ,a household measure, if one thinks tha't

)equal yield. for equal effort is meant to make the tax system for

laducation more equitable across ta:Cpayers. ..Furtherwork is needed

to determine if there/areyet,other household conceptions that may

11a4e been overlooked in this paper.



B. 'Components That Cannot Be Chosen Among n the Basis of

Widely. Held Value Judgments

Th. Group:

The choice between children and. households is not widely

agreed upon. The lack of consensus on the appropriate group is

mirrored in the Office of Education dual equity standards; the

exp,enditure' ditparity standard clearly uies' children as the group

while the fiscal neutrality standard could be interpreted as a

househol or taxpayer standa.rd. Academic literature is also

divided in its choice Of a group. °Usually an implicit choice of

one or the other group is made,-but the chosen group is not con-.

sistently eithe'r children or households. Occassionally, academic

researchers, have argued against a househOld measure that is based

on the net be iefits of only one government program on the ground;

that it is th .distributional effect of all government activity

/**
.

that is of concern. .41) This argument ddes not seem, to have con-

vinced all researchers and thus we conclude that it is an insuffi-

cient basis on which to fhoose :children rather than households

as .a. group. In additiOn, in .our analysis we have not been able to

identify a conceptualization that can combine the two groups into

one measure, making the choice between the groups or-their use

simultaneously ,unavoidakle.

r.

. The Treatments

Children' 's. treatments must be chosen among the broad categbries

_outputs, and impacts. Except on the basis of availAbilil

of valid and reliable data and direct controls over the treatment,

there is no-widely agreed, upon choice among the three. Inputs are

156



most often used as the treatment both becaus of the data .

availability and dbecause inputs are directly Under the Control

th`e> schodl system, but many people conceptually prefer 'Outputs.
, .

Or Amp4cts',..

Household :.treatments. can be divided into two choiCes..

x`' .ost treatment is composed ofnet benefits (current or future

11c ion services minus tax,.bUrden) in relationS-hip to current

r future: income.

be, a widely held preference

composed of.

priCe in relationship

An 'ex ante treatment 1$ the tax

to property, wealth. There does nat: seem

1103. The Criteria.

Among 'the broad classes

householdS there are no widely acceptable, preferences. For

children's group both univariate and multivariate measures are

used as criteria -sometimeS Fin 'combination with each other.

part. the .1.ack of, choice between unirariate and bivariate

fora one versus although

economists seem to choose. the ,ex post one more often and school

finance analysts seem to choose the' ex. ante one more often.

to

is due ,to differences in the concept.raeasured.

For the household group and the net .benefit-income% treatment,

both.4tIcinson's index, and Hansen-Weisb,rod measures are :used by
. ".

rese,aithers. Thus practitioners have not tried'. to adopt either

measure, so our qonclusion of a lack of concensus on which Measure

to use is based

.ConClusions%

Figure .3 divides each-of the three

conception into major categories-and then subdivides each major
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category. The major categories are. all underlined and listed_'

horizontally, while 'subdivisions are not underlined and are listed

vertically. On the basis of this section!s diseussion, we can

conclude that none of the major categorie can be .el-iminated on

the basis of relatively agreed upon value judgments. Ifi.Section C

we will see that only at the subdkVisiOnA.evel can some choices

--.4be
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Components That Can Be Chosen Among on the Basis. of
Widely Held ,Value Judgments

Figure 3 and the diseussion in Section 2 show that no components
of a hoiiSehold equity conception ,can oe eliminated. Therefore the

entire discussion in this section *ill refer to subdivisions of the
major categories of choice in a Children.' s conception; (see the left-

.

hand columns of Figure

1. Children Group

Children as a group can either be considered as identical,or
non-identical. There is widespread agreement that the non-identical

oup is preferred. In addition there is agreement on some of the
classifications that serve to differentiate the non-identical child-
Oren and further there some agreement on which of the classifica:-
tions should be viewed as legitimate and which as non-legitimate.
There is no agreement on how to quantify the:legitimate differen-

,

tiating classifications. For example, there are many differences

acr ss states in the weights given* tohandicapped versus rlOn-handi-
capped children,, even. tfiough there is almost universal agreeMent
that handicapped *children should= be more heavily weighted. The

:,

problem of quantification of agreed upon qualitative distinctions
is extremely sieridus from the point of view of a. quantitative equity
measure. The Office of Education's regulations give, states wide

discretion.. We will disc-uss this procedure in more detail in Parts
IV and V.

In this section we are content to: list some of the qualitative
distinctioris among non-identical children that are bated ,upon widely

accepted views. Clearly agreed upon legitimate differences are, most



of the ones that the Office of Education has called "Special
.1 .

.

Cost Differentials". Quoting from the Office of Education'
, s

regulations these differentials -.ate:
"(i) Those associated with pupils having special
educational needs, such as handicapped.- children,
economically dis advantaged 'children, non-English
speaking children, and gifted and taYented child,
ren; :those associated with sparsity or density. of
population, cost oeliving,,. or- 45pecial socibeco

,
nonlic ch ad,e ris ti within the area-served by
an agency."

' .

In addition to legitimate differentials there are a number
f non-legitimate 'differentials- that are widely 'agreed upon.

,

Tliese non- legitimate class if ions include property Wealih

of th'e district and raCe, pthnicity, and sex of the children.
Although conceptually the legitimate, non-legitimate distinction

''is clear-cut, empirically, problems may develop if a legitimate
and a non-legitimate differential are correleated. For example,
. "

ethnicity, and bilingualism are likely to be, correlated so that
measures of equity ': may.: have trouble differentiatin them.

. Children' s TreatMent
Although choices among the major categories of'irrouts, outputs

and impacts cannot be made-, . Within the input category some subdivir

S iOT1S are preferred over others. Price adjusted dollar inputs and/or
resources and quality adjusted resources are widely agreed to be more
desirable conceptually as treatments than are dollar inputs. Prob-

1.ems .with the preferred treatments involve the construction of va3id

and reliable empirical measures of them. Although this is a serious
problem when ectuity measures must be quantified, is similar .to
the problem' of quantifying legitimate difference's among children.. .- ., . .

sOlUtiOn ,must be friund but the data and construction
1 f-7



o 'not,.Obviate the relatively clear-cut conceptual' preferences;
Children's Criteria
Univariate versus bivariate criteria cannot be chosen without

significant disagreement, but within each-category some relatirely
widely, held value judgmeats can 'narrow the choices.,

a. 'Univariate Criteria
In preVious parts of the paper, we have identified ten uni-

variate equity measures. Figure 1 (Part :IID) listed the value:
judguterits consistent with each one. One value judgment that is
fairly widely held that the-measure should display cons a t
relative inequality aversion. Only three of the measures, the
range, the restricted, range, and the variance, are not relative

Oinequality- adverse. If these thiee measures are excluded, 'then
there are seven fairly widely agreed upon ones tom use as univariate
criteria.

Two additional value judgments that are fairly widely held are
that all children should be taken into account and that transfers
from children higher in' the distribution to those lower in the dis-
tribution should be taken into account most of the time.. If these
two judgments a.re ceMbin.ed with constant relative inequality aversion,
only four measures remain appropriate for use as univariate equity
criteria. These four measures are the gini coefficient, the standard
deviatiOn of logarithmi, the coefficient variation, and Atkinson's
index.. Although the narrowing of the measures to the four just
named based on three value judgments the-judgments are probably
ittidely enough agreed upon to warrant such a narrowing.

.



lb. Bir .or` Aultivariate-Criteria . ,

;The :'choice at ,n.gmultivariate measures can be narrowed by once
,1 4 . .6 '

.again adopting the constant-relative inequality. aversion value judgr
.

. .

.. .

ment.' The judgment is particularly appiopriate for the independent-:

variab where its value can be _defined as arbitrary percentages of

a standard, such as property wealth as a percent of full market

value., That value judgment for either the dependent or independent,

variables (or both) eliminates the slope measures, leaving the,

correlation coefficient and the elasticities. If, in ddition.,

the judgment-that the measure should "be sensitive to equal additions

in the dependent variable (treatment) is made, ten only the elasti:

cities remain as appropriate measures for multivariate criteria.

The correlation can also be eliminated-because it is not necessarily

sensitive to Indian Pteserving transfers, while at least one_ elasticity

is sensitive. There is probably fairly widespread agreement on the

equal percentage value judgment on either

preserving transfer one as well.

the equal. addition or

.Therefore

mean

we conclude that slope

measures and the correlation coefficient can b e eliminated and that

the elasticitLes are the preferred measure.



' Value Judgments.. Inherent In The .Regulations That Define
-And Deicribe The Federal Expenditure Disparity Measure

The Office of Education in its' r.,ole as executive
daigressidnal- laws Chas netessarTly. made a number...of very speeifio

e

decisions about equity conceptions :.in !order
quantifiable measure to apply acr'os's all states.. Those decisons,
on the definitions of the group, the t;eatrnent, and the criterion

to arrive at one

,-... ,are Nriefly. summarized here V011owingi the . summary the alterna-
tives not chosen by the Office df Educalition are discussed.., Miring
,the.disCussion.. value judgMents involvedin Office of 'Education ..,.

,

choices highlighted.
10. Should be emphasized at the start of this part that the

discussion of Office of Education decisions and choices in this
report is in the context of the conceptual framework described

Parts I, /1 and III of the report. Ire are not evaluating the ex=
tent to wh,ich. the Office of Education' did or did not follow Congres-

. .

sional intent as stated by the language of section 5d(2) cif P.1,
81-874 as amended 'by P.L., 937380. 'therefore 'some Of the deviS ions

we describe .may ,be ones that were nec:essitated by the 4ringuage o

the taw. and alternative deCiSions might-require .a change in that
. . .

law. Our. putpose in this report is to evaluate the FEMI. in a

broad context. A

Decisions on:.-the 'Grout,t,.
In its spectfication of the 'Federal expenditure disparity

1

.measurer, the Offi e .of Education OE) uses a children's
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group concept rather than either a district, or a household concept.-

The district is an alternative employed by many schooi finance

scholars in their evaluations of the equity of individual state'

equalization programs. In

one
_
ConduCted for a state :legislative bodY; the district may be -en,'

an individual state evaluation especially

appropriate Unit of analysis if the impacts on, the political j'uriS

didtions relevant to each .legiSlator are to be highlighted.:'At the

Federal Ievel,.the intra-state considerations are not as

relevant and the children's COnCept is more reasonable. The choice

between the children and the household concept is a value judgment

and the lack of consensus on the preferred group is possibly: re-

flected in the 0E' s spe ci fication of a Federal, wealth neutrality

standard to be used at the discretion of each state.

Further specifications of the children's group ..made by the

OE include the exclusion of all non-public school children and the,

specifiCatiOns of the definitions of the pupil count and of the

appropriate ways to combine data on pupils in states with a variety

of school district types. The OE's decisiOn on pupil count has

been to allow each state to use the pupil count it employs in its

state.aid program and if, the state uses a pupil weighting or other

system to account for, student differentials to allow- the state to

choose whether or not to employ the system or selected parts of it.

The state is to choose between pupil' counts corrected for differen-

tials and those not corrected on the basis of the one that yields

the most favorable value of the equity measkres.

The OE'% decision'On different district types is again to

allow each state _to:choose between two



avorable. One altei-native_ is to: i&nore different district types_-

and the second alternative to calculate weighted average' of the

equity measure calculated separately for each district type and

weighted by the proportiOn of childreti- in each type. The IA

as'sumes tikat the second alternative:will be adopted in most cases.

By allowing the states to make their' own choiceS the OE eschews

the decision-making 'role. At the same time it eschews the possibility-
.

of making cross. state' comparisOns on a -consistently defined standard.

In the rest of this section we briefly discuss the different Possi.-

-'.f.--

bilities for choices of pupil counts and-combinations of varying

district organizations with the objectiVe of identifying -the kinds

of decisions that 14ould have to be made if a consistently d'efined

Standard were to be computed for all states.--

1. Pupil Count. Alternatives

Pupil count measures differ depending on the basic population

Count and depending..on how pupil.sl within the basic population are

weighted. The basic population cOunt can be a membership-based_

.measure or an attendance-based measure-. The membership measure-

includes either all public schoOl pup='s that a district must upport_

financiallty if they choose to enroll (membership) or all public
5

school pupilS that a school district must provide with services if

they choose to enroll (enrollment). The attendance-based measure

is calculated from the number of ,pupils in attendance on a certain

day (S), during the school -year.. Attendance counts will never. exceed

membership counts and will almoSt :smaller. The identifi-
,

lia.tion
of the gainer's and losers that result from a 'choice of one

measure over the, other depends upon the relationships between the



alternative measures and districts or pupil characteristics such

as urbanness, percent of, disadvantaged pupils, etc. 1-or example,

larger urban school districts usually have a high abSentee rate.

Thus, the pupil counts in these urban districts will be higher

compared to other districts if a membership rather than an atten

dance based figure is employed.-

Given a decision about membership-based versus attendance-

based counts, further choices

for different categories of pupils. The 'weights can be constructed

as simple multiples of or they can be translated into classroom

mus t be made about relative weights

r -instructional units.' In the latter cases standards are set

for nullib-ers of pupil's (and for teachers) per classroom or instruc-
',

tional unit with the possibility that the standards can vary across

different, categories of pupils. The value judgments inVolved in
,

weighting systems depend both on the categories of pupils chosen for

special weights (qualitative decisions) and on the actual value of

the numerical weights assigned to the categories (quantitative -deci

sion). An alternative to the current OE procedure of allowing wide

discretion to states on how they weight pupils is to develop a uni

form weighting system to be applied in all states for calculation

of the Federal equity measure. This alternative may or may ndt ,be

consiStent with Congressional intent , but is is not as far-fetched

an alternative as it might at first seem to be because of the in-

creasing involvement of the Federal government in the provision of

funds andAor the issuance of regulations for two large special

groups of pupils -- Title I disadvantaged' and handicapped.; Currently

there are data on a nationwide basis for Title ,I eligible pupils and

11%



pupils': These data

Could be utilizecri4long with Cohgressiohal wording on both pro-
,

to establish

;,

;grams and 'weights 'from states noW.using such weigh,

uniform weights for these two groups. If this were' done then all

states ,.could be required to include the categoricals directed to

these pupils in the numerator and the weights for the

the clehomina or when calculating the Federal measure. There would

pupils in

not 'of course, be any need to specify that the :uniform. weights' be

used in the state 'program .or that categoricals necessarily be

established :.for :Elie two groUpS by a state. The only requirement

ld be a consistency in the calculation of the Federal measure.

Alternatives for.-'Combin'ing Measures for Varying District
Organization ryOes

There are at least three alternative ways to calculate a

single)value for an equity measure when a state is composed of

varying dist'rict types. An example of varying district types

the division of a state into K-12 (unified) , K -6, and 7712 districts .

The OE choice of separately calculated measures that are combined

with weights equal to the proportion of pupils in each district type

is one alternative. A second alternative is to ignore district

types and calculate one measure based on the, -expenditures per pupi

regardless of district origin. A third alternative is.cto construct

fictional unified district (K-12) for all districts by pairing all

hon-unified districts until K-12 combinations are achieved.

The OE .alternative of a ,weighted average of the separately

"calculated measures is not entirely Satisfactory because the

weighted .average is unlikely to yield the same value Of the equity



measures as would result if all disticts were unified. At the.

extreme if ,each

weighted

district were made into a unique type the

measure would be.zerO. course the measure based

on unified districts only would not be zero. In general an analogy

can be drawn between the variance of a sum of two variables and

the weighted average OE measure. Jutt as it is incorrect, except

in the case of independent random variables, to equate the sum of

'the variance of two variables to the variance of.the sum
.

ignoring a positive or negative covariance

thereby

may be incorrect

to sum the equity measures for multiple district -.types thereby is-
nofing the "between group" 'interaction. The OE measure for inultiple

district types may be -lower or higher than it would be for one dis--

trict type, but it is unlikely to be the same.

The .second alternative to ignore differing di rict types,

is problematic if non-unified :districts have different. average levels

of expenditures based 'upon some appropriate differentiating charac-

teristics (such as grade 'level) of the pupils. In such a case the

unified districts will average out the difference but, the non-unified

district will not. The'third alternative of fictional combinations

will 6e difficult to achieve practice.due to non-overlapping

distriCt boundaries.

3. Summary

The OE cho

alldw diversity depending on state choices. The problem with such

ices can be labelled "pluralistic" in that 'they.

.

a pluralis tic< approach is that each state may be evalUated on a

(unique standard, making ,cross- state comparilsons difficult. The

problem' cannot at present be entirely resolved both for practical

. 8



data reasons and because of a conceptual lack of development with

-reSpect Some recommendations on .'hOw to progress some

what further in -terms 'of comparability across states are discussed

in Part IV.
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.
Decisions on the Treatment

This section will follOw the same outline as the previous one

,

on the group decisions. First the DE choices-will be summarized

and then alternatives to those ch8ices Will be briefly enumerated.

The OE- has made four specific Choices that affect the measure-

ment of the treatment. First, the treatment can be specified as

either expenditures or revenues. Second, the exbenditures or

revenues must be. current and thus canndtinclude.:outlay for

capital or fo,- debt servce. Third, Federal funds accountabi

,the Federal government (such as Tltle. I funds) cannot be in uded.'

FOurth, revenues or expenditures taken into consideration pnder the

State aid program that are designated for "cost differentials"

can be included or omitted, wholly or partially, at the discretion

of the state. There are a number of alternatives to each of these

choices 41*1 those alternatives are distussed next.

Revenues or Expenditures

When the dollar measure is close to total dollars there is

little, difference between revenues and expenditures. If, however,

subtractions from the total are to be -made °there will be differences

in what, can be eliminated depending on k4liether the revenue or the ex]

diture ,measure is used `Revenues can usually be examined bY source,
.

including local, state, and federal sources. .These indiv dual
0,

sources can be divided further by type of program such as general

and Categorical for state sources or Title I and impact aid for

Federal sources.
Expenditures can be identified by purpose such



operating, debt service and capital .: exp,enditures.

expenditures category can be further divided into instruction,

utilities and maintenance, transportation, food service, etc. And

instructional expenditures can be filither subdivided. The OE

dollar measure is fairly comprehensive but in some states both

revenue and expenditure data will be needed for calculation and

that reason it is incorrect to say the two are alternatives .

example, revenue data are needed to eliminate Federal funds unt-

able to the Federal government,and expenditure .data ,stay beneeded

for

to eliminate debt'. service if debt service revenues, are combined

with operating revenues. As another example, if there is both a

state and local contribution to-transportation and the local

. contribution is made from the general fund, then in order to

eliminate,transportation from the OE measure revenue data would

be .required. for the state contribution while expenditure slata

wOul*be required for the local Contriblion. Although OE'coUld'

Consistently.require either ...an expenditure-or:a revenue .measure.,

there would: be. no purpoSe unless.a much narrower liar measure

(such as instructional or clatsroomieaCher. dollarsywere.to be

dr in' some cases the_specification of one or the other

make.impossible the presently specified inclusions and exclusions.

Current. Dollars

The obvious alternative to the use of 'Current dollars

well Ctrrent dollars,alreadY

nclude expenditures on maintenance of the capital, but-all other

dollOs.-sPent on'capital...as

171



outla.ys associated with capital- are excluded .

to assign a dollar value to depre,ciation

of return (opportunity cost) , then A real alternative to

dollars would exist. iut since .this, is beyond the state of

art, the .choices must be made among available information on

taiptal outlays and. debt service. Be,tween the two, debt service

is preferable to capital outlays -because it is not

better approximates the value of the stream of services over time

However debt service is also an imperfect

measure beCause its yearly time sequenCe is' sometimes determined

actors other'. 4.an the life of the investment Ourcehased and its

rate of utilization. It is possible for example, for one school

district to be using the services of a,.building for which it has ,,

no debt. service, while another district makes 'large debt service

payments on a building that will exist long after the entire debt

is repaid. The use of debt service to represent current

utilization is Clearly not very accurate. Conceptually, there is

a case for ineoluding ihe use of capital services in a total current

dollar measure but the available measures are very weak.

Accountable Federal Funds and Cost. Differentials..

Many of. the revenues or eXpenditures identified as accountable

Federal fundS and Cost differentials are also knoWn as categoricals

bedause they are Available for certain limited categories of expen-

ditures . The OR regulationS allow ates wide discretion on whether

to include or exclude these funds, .except that accountable Federal
,

funds must 'be excluded. This discretion is fairly clearly intended



e consistent with the law Section ld(2) of' P.

as amended by P. L 93.7380. This section reads in part:

"The terms 'State aid' and equalize 'expenditures'
. as used in this subsection shall .be° defined by the.
Commissioner' by regulation after, consultation with
State and local educational agencies affected
provided that, the .term ' eclua-lize expenditures
shall not be construed in any manner adverse to
a .program of State aid', for free public, education
which provides for taking into consideration the
additional costs of providing free public education
for particular 'groups or .categories_ of_t pupils in
meeting the sPecial educational needs of such
chi.dren as 'handicapped children,. economically
disadvantaged, those who- need bilingual education,
and gifted and talented children."

purpose of this report is not to, determine if the, OE

followed .Congressional intent nor:to determine if the OE could have

chosen alt.einative ways to interpret' Congressional intent. The re-

port -purpose its , rather to evaluate the FEDM in _the :context' of

a conceptual framework, as developed in the first _three. parts of:

the report. Therefore -the comments; we make, anyplace in parts IV

and .V or tthe -report and the ideas we describe for passible inodifi,

6ations of the FEDM and its use, may either be capable-of implemen-
,

tation by- the OE, or they may require that::CongresS change .the

language ,a:Of Section Sd(2) . Again we "do mot purr.ort to have .studieci

the extent to which the OE followed Co.ngressional int.ent. .there

fore none of our comments should be construed to reflect. on thiS isSue.-

A more consistent treatment of categorical type funds across

states could be effected If all such funds were aither Included or

excluded or the same ones were excluded (included) for La_

The consistency is a serious one for two reasons. First states

have constructed state finance systpris with differing shares of total

dollars in' categorical (general) classifications and



1.58

reasoning behind the shares has beenan.

14- equalization motives play

equalization one.

(large), role in the Construction
- .

of categorical as well' as general aid programs, then there is a

'good case for making sure that both categoricals and general aid

are cons id red together in an equity measure. Second, the probleth

of the inconsistency of the usage of pup'

heghtezzed by the inconsistency in the treatment of categoricals.

Categoricals and pupil weights often rpg4r to the same classifica-

tions of students and if a state chooses to use one but not the
IA;)difficult-to-interpret equity measures dn ,

result.

The exclusion of accountable Federal funds will be problematic

if states, have built their own finance systems' in response

Federal funds. In most catei, such as Title I,
,4

a state to give, less state aid than it would have without

Federal program, so even if: a state has managed an illegal substi-

tution of Federal aid in place of state,aid, it.. is probably still

appropriate to exclude Federal funds from the calculation- of the

FEDM. The "problem arises if a state has set up' a weighting system

and its Own state aid dategoricals in such a way that the weighted

pupils \are treated ''equitably' from the state's point of view only-
tc.

if:Federal -funds' are included. Th't. regulations allow flexibility
in the pupil count used in the calculation of the equi ty measuz-e

but as discussed previously, although possibly consistent with tho

.

law, this causes inconsistencies -across states and between nUmera'-.

tors and denominators :of the expendfture per pupil, measures.

some extent, then, the problems of how to treat

differentials", pupil. weights, and accountable Federal funds

State. 'cost:.

interdependent.

are



An additional p4iblem arising from what OE has broldly
labelled "cost differentials" is that, price levels
resources may vary within. a state. The OE could require that
price index be developed for each state and the Federal:measure

for educationa

be calculated on the basis of price adjusted current dollars.
The relaistic possibility of such an alternative depends on how
quickly the technology of price indices can be perfected. It is
,important to note that the problem is one of intra not inter state
price 'differentials.

Interstate ,price differentials will not affect
the equity measures if a relative inequality averse measure is used
because the between state price level differences are equivalent
to equal percentage, increases for all
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Decisions .on the Criterion

ThR Federal eXpalditure disparitY measure defined 'by the OE

is the same as the measure we have labelled the Federal range

ratio. The value judgments involved in its use are listed i

Fi and summarized here.

Value JudgMents Implicit in Use of. Federal Expenditure
Disparity 'Measure.

1. Some of the pupils are, not taken =into account.

Improvement is not always shown ior mean preserving
transfers.

. There is decreasing absolute in6uality aversion
(sensitivity to equal additions)

There is constant relative inequality aversion (no
sensitivity to equal percentage increases)

Changes at different levels of the distribution are
recorded differently.

Neither the mean, the median nor all levels is used
as a basis of comparison.

Based on the discussion in Part IV on_ preferable characteri

of criteria, we may note that the Federal expenditure disparity

measure 'exhibits two of the less preferable Characteristics. F

it does not include all the pupils in they measure. The justific

tion for the exclusion. is that the tails of a distribUtion shoul

not be overly influencial in a measure. There:- are,loWever, bth

ways t'o circumvent the problem of atypical tails, namely by the

use of measures that give less weight to the values xis the tails

In addition, many people consider the lower tail; at least, very

important. Second? the Federal eipenditure disparity measure fa



Percentile enloenditiltes i"e -involved.

judgment because m At ,?etople would attach some iMportance

pupils in the middleVof the distribution and probably in at least

r .the loWer tail as Will.,
.

,

The OE'has a,ilumbe'r of alternative equity criteria. from which

o:'choose.. TheSi.lteinatives. are all_the'univariate.MeasureS pre,.

viouSly, discussed (see Figur.e 1). The alternatives may be narrowed,fi-`:

to those with -tire thrkp"preferable characteristiCs--of congtant

tive.inequality a0ersionl, inclusion of, all pupils, and sensitivity

mean pres ving,tralisfers. There are four 'measures that

.
, . 9

satitfy these. Chi! teristics, :those being the. coefficient of

aTiation. the' aini oefficient, the standard deviation

ithms and. Atkins oh s s. index.

final decision for the criterion is the way in which equi-

table and inequitable situations are de,termined. This decision is

really composed of two ,separable issues. Fisrt, there is the issue

of which states are. sufficiently equitable so that they may include

impact aid is local reventies, second, for states that can include

some portion of impact aid as, local revenue, there is the question

of what portion.
. . .

The:::existing regulations

4

treat these two issues sepaiateIy.

Only states that exceed the 25% cutoff for the FEDM can count Impact

aid as local revenues. Howdver the portion of the impact aid that

dan be so countea:as determined by a different criterion that as

desefibed in the provision of the law that specifies the use of

equalized local' revenues" as a percent of total revenues .



Not,e%that although the existing regulations include the

treatment of the two issues separately this need not be the case.

In theory it woad be possible to use either'the PEDM 07 the equal-'.
.%

i ed local revenue criterion. as the single criterion for any state

and district within the state provided triet the portion. of. impact,

aid counted as locaf revenue does not excee4 the provision in. the

law regarding equalized local revenues.'

Note_also that.the currentutilization of the FED'1 is as a
,

cardintl cutc!ff. Although it is preferible to use the univariate

. . .

equity measures ordinally (for ranking) rather. than cardinally, the

OE has either choice tf:it wishes ioset an.absolute rather than

a relative .e. top 10% of the states) standard. There are,

however, choices involved in the application of the absofute

standard. The OE standard is applied to make equity a black and

white phenomenon; a State s school finance system is either.

equitable (< 2S% disparity) OT Inequitable 2St disparity) .

An alternati o the cutoff is a more gradual standard where

&
degrees of equity are recognized. A furthe'r discussion, of a

graduated "equity standard will be presented in Part VI TRecommen
,

dations). In this section the graduated standard is cited as an



D. Conclusions

Many bf-the OE. s specifications for calculation of an equity;
measure- are the only ones that are reasonable in the light of dp.ta
availahility or conceptual. development. F°T exampIe,.in thit .%
category are the alloyance of either expe,nditures for capital.'
Other specifications are not so clear-cut, given the alternatives
available. Three aspects of the regulations in particular starid out

. , 'as i.n need of further thinking. The three are .the criterion- the
applicati.on of the. criterion in a non-graduated Way and the wide
latitude given the states to include or exclude cost differentials
and pupil weights.- The last two are especially important With re-
spect to their intended and7unintended` incentive effects; Wide

latitudes on cost :differentials and weights :rcould encourage .states
to manipulate their state finance systems in order to score bet'ter
on the Federal measure the.re'...uiere .s,Lgnifi.cant .amoiin-tsOf..money
available ,The norigraduated: criterion.._ could discburage progress:.
j_n states most' :in need of it those furthest from, the equity. ,cutoff
.althqUgh it must be recognized that ''the enCourageme of equity may
not he a goal of- the program'. Many, of the aspects of the regulations;
discussed in part- will. be 'referenced :in the next one wheri.the... . . .

recommetidatioxis are preented. y



VI. Recommendations

In this part of the paper we discuss recommendations

that follow, from the Previous analYSes. Thro ghout the Paper many''
. .

issues'relating to equity measurement have been discussed. How-

ever, for the most part, the recommendations fo\cus on the use of

disparity measures in general and the FEDM in particular since

these measures are the overriding goal of this report. Before we

discuss these specific recommendations

selection of thelconceptions of equity

lations is presented.

a brief.comment on the

to include in Federal regu-

Conceptibns of education equity can be formulated by selecting

the group treatme and criterion that comprise the conception.

One of the major conclusions of this.paper is that there are many

conceptions of equity that can beitormulated and that each 'incor-

porates numerous -value judgments. -A.,summax'Y of the various combin-

ations of group, treatment, and criterion was presented in Figure 3

in Part V. Our reconlatendation regarding the various conceptions of

equity is 'that OE should expliitly identify the deCi,sion processb

)
-

4

which certain toficeptions are included in Federal regulations and o

conceptions are excluded. Since the selection of a conception is .:a

choice among value judgmts, we arerecommending that OEsidentify

probedure.by which they elect amanCthese,value judgments.

Once the pdssibility is (recognized that multiple. conceptions_n

e called for, even afterapplying standards:expressed-bY:Coniress,

the courts, oE. will, be faced with the Problem of utiling two or n

standards at the "saMe time". With 'this possibility iv mind-two

additional recomiendationi are-Tut .forward. 11 0



Firgt, since there is likelyto be .conflict among the concep-
,

-tions equi,
-

should use measures. .ShoUld

exPlicitly.decide whet} er to use them alternatively (satisfy one

Or the others), Simultantouily (satisfy all at once) or in parallel

.(satiSfy one of three for 1/3 credit two of three for 2/3 crtdit,

etc.). The op:tion to use the measures alternatively is more

pluralistic and the least'demanding since it allows' greater.dis-
cretion to the states and does not centralize the decision-,making

,authority. The simultaneous option, while the most stringent,

might be appropriate if the conflicting conceptions are all strongly

held goals. The par llel optiOn is 2, compromise between alternating

and Simultaneoils. Complete equity- of all conceptions is not required

Ofor "credit" as in the simultaneous case, and equity on one donc'ep-

.tion does not equate to credit'for complete equity as .in the, alter:.

nating case. As the law is currently written, the consideration of

'these three options will interact with the proportionality require-
.

ment for equalize'd local- revenues.

Second, there is a need to undertake continuing empirical work

in order to measure the rebable extent of actual rather than hypO-
_

conflicts resulting from choices. The school

highlighted many potential conflicts, but-the

thetical

models of Part

data were imaginary and in fact constructed to yield disagreements

_rather than agreiMents. Actual school district ehavior may yield

i.tbstantially less conflict than is present. in the'hypothetical
.

models. Although empirical results would Be helpful, we register

410one caveat.conceAliang their potential use 'Data On past behvior-



can never be used with 100% certainty to predict or define the

future and this is most true when changes are raPid and non-mar-
,

ginal and theories of change are primitive . In the world of

school finance there have been ,and cont ue to be significant

changes the effects 'of which are not always accurately predicted

by theories. For that reason empirical results should not be the

overriding determinant of equity conception choices, but rather

value Judgment differences should be kept n the forefront.

Otherwise we may find that two conceptions that empirically do

not yield conflicts this year may begin to do so in the future

and a choice based on empirical agreement may turn inadvertently

into 'a value judgment choice.

Regardless of the Procedures utilized by OE or, others to

select equity conceptions,.based'on our iesdrich. and analysis

it apiiears likely that a disparity measure that focuses on child-

ren will be utilized in Federal regulations. With this in mind,

the recommendations regarding PPEDM, specifically, the FED, are

presented in four sections. First, a series of recommendations

regarding the group, treatment, and criteria in the FEDM are put

forward. The second set of recommendations is related to the-.

issue of interState comparability. Third, he use of a specific

value of the criteria as a, cutoff is discussed and alternatives

presented. Finally, a set of recommendations is put forward that

suggests additional ways to make choices among alternative equity



A; Recomme'nde'd
Measure

1. Group:.

Disparity measures

)

are generally 'selected when concern foCuses

on children. Since ;this is the case, Children are the obvious

groUttfor any PPEDM including the FEDM, Not only are Children the

preferred conceptual perspective

shouldcbe calculated using the children (or pupil as it is sometimes

called) unit of analysis. This procedure has the effect of 'weighting

distribution by the,number. of pupilt in

a- disparity' measure is calculated.
Since children

e the focus, this weighting gives each child/ rathet than each

?district, equal -itportance and iS :therefore -recommended- Note that .

the PEDM as currently defined in the Og instructions is calculated

k

using the children. or Pupil unit of analysis and we recommend that

if alternative or additional disparity measures are utilized, then

,
.

they too should be calculated in this waYs

2'. Treatment

.0uv 'analysis has concluded that th,:re'is'.no ,clear7cut,..conceptual

agreement About the ollokte' among "the, tftree major ti7eatpentcat.egories

t'utputS, and impacts. ; howeVeri 7.0.4eSpTeael'

agreement that the measurement: of oUtpUts A! difficult -and 'the

measurement of impacts almost
impoislole given our present state o

4
knowledge and skill: , Measurement problems are genprally not insur-

mountable and for that reason we recommend continued support of

efforts' to ilork toward satisfactory Trasttres of cutputs and 'impacts.
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meantime the input. treatment .should be"' as close as poSsib

to the .dollar' ofs'real- resources.

and revenues should ideally be price and cost adjusted. As we have

previously mentioned, prick and cost. indices, are not yet reliable

valid and available for all states. A number of researchers are

This meant that expenditures

continuing their efforts to refine such indices wad these, efforts

,±..

should be closely. .followed sot-that their "methodologies can be-
,

adopted forO he 'Federal measure in the future. Until further

research is und stake , the-use of simplified price or cost adjust-

meats is n recommen ed since it is not clear that some adjustment

is more .accurate than none all

Criteria

Our" analysis'' has not identified a best expenditure .disparity

Measure but it has eliminated several members of the per pupil

expenditure disparity measure Class as less desirable than others .

,

Four per pupil. expenditure disparity measures -stand. out as_mo,st

preferable on the basis of three va.tue"jud.gments. .Those-fout..

measures are the coefficient of 'variation,,the gird ;.coekficient ,

the standard deviation of logarithms and Atkinson's Index.. We

recommend that the OE consider the use of one or more of these

Measures in place of the current Federal expenditure. disparity

meatAre. Two of the measures, the gini -coefficient and the coeffi

cient of variation, are fairly, widely usea by ethicational analysts

and would not be extra.ordinarily difficult to introduce. Atkinson

Index and the standard deviation of logari*4thms are less well-knowii

'and -for that reason possibly more difficult to. introduce. Further

more the standard- deviation of logarithms doesnOt show an mProN



meptAor.illedn-presexvirigtransfers..ai, the very high etur, of

distribution and may be unsatisfactoxy for that reason. nolie'ver,

...Atkinson's Index)might be worth the ettra explanatory effort

because of its flexibility in setting exact value judgments and

because it might be Used in a household MeasUre as well.



_ The Issue of Comparability Of Treat:Tient And Pupil Counts

Across' States

In any Federal regulation of state programs there is a

tension. between the need to take. legitimate state differences

into account and the .desire to design regulations that have

meaning. In

ization Plans:

their 1974 report, "Public Law 874 and State Equal-

The Problems of the Legislative Prohibition of

Section 5(d) (2)", the Library of Congress recogniZes this tension

in the setting of equalization criteria (see page 30) . This ten-

sion is also present when the decisions on how to take into account

student needs and State categoricals are considered.

We -find that- there. are concept.4alproblems with the method by

'which the current regulations ..are structured with regard to student

needs, counts, and state catieoricals. The law does offer

snecif uidelines on this issue and we are insure whether our-

,
recbthmendations are -withili_the. bounds ConTessional intent.

Nevertheless, the issue is important so that we put forward these

recommendations recognizing that it may imply a change In the.regu-

,

lations and/or the law:

Ideally the treatment would include all local and state (and

perhaps Federal) revenues or expenditures (including all catigori

cals) and pupils would be counted and weighted on a unifrom basis

,.across states., This ideal is not presently possible because the

,.quantitative and to some extent the qualitative dimensions of

:.weighting systems are-not widel greed upon. As an intermediate

step it iould be preferable to have eaciv state be consistent

its own choices Such that all categoricals ed either included or

186



exClUded and student weights , availablef,'..., re us ed-,when cate

goricals are included but not .used c...hen they are etliided.

Furthermore, if weighted pupil measures are included in the

calculation of the disparity measure, they should be an integral,

not a peripheral part of the ttate aid prozkgram. This Pro'oedure

would begin to move toward an interpretable measure where the

treatment and the pupil count were consistent with each other,

if not across states. The procedure would,

eliminate some

at the same tim

of the discretion for manipulation which poss bly

serves as an incentive to construct school finance programs so that

at least one combination of treatment -and'-pupils will score -high on

an equity Measure. While it may 'seem .farfetcVd, under the current

nstructions a state could construct a, weighted student. measure for.

a iery sMafirCa-stegoricar'iiidgAiti' and then utilize this: peripheral

weighting scheme in,lithe calculation of the disparity -measure. The

reconimen change could be easily implemented by simply removing

.the total discretion the states now have over bdth treatment and

pupil Cbunt
In order to increase interstate :-.ompa.-rsbiliti and utilize

as broad:a measure of resources as pi-4sible by

.s

cads or special cost differentials'
that OE should Seriously investfgatne the possibilit

Federally .defined weightect pupil count in the calCul,

incruding categori-

resource/pupil variable, and the disparity measure. Since data

disadvantaged' pupils and handicapped pupils are or will be

*available for all districts, Conceptual development ccf and agree-



ment'dh./weights, not data availability,:are the 'problems to'"



The Ptoblems Asociated With The. Current Regulations 'As
Incentives To Increased Equalization

The current regulations are designed .i4entify ,states.

that have an equalization program while, at the same, time,

protect Federally impacted districts . ,The current regulations

.are not designed as incentives to encourage states to develop

more eqUitable school fin ce plans. However, since' there

tendency in any organization to utilife... existing prOcedures

.rather than search for alternatives , the incentive '.'effects

of the current regulations sliould be indicated case the current

regulation's are, suggested for use as' -incentives in the future.

of ,the °Federal.is is especially important given, the current focus

government on equalization in the states,;

There are both theoretical and. incentive effect reasons why

consideration should be iven to alternatiVes to a strict c&toff

level dividing equitable state's from inequitable ones . Theoreti-

cally we are on firmer ground When in ''measure is !uied

. .

ordinally rather than cardinally. The OE has little choice but

to (Ise a measure cardinally because reankings that specify only an

order- are not satisfactory for seztilakg standards toward which states

cfen strive, That is an ordinal us-age of the measure would mean the

regulationS'wouldgfloave to say that the bottom X% of the statet were

.inequitable 'and no Tatter hOw equitable every state program were to

becOte, there would always be a bottOm X% .

cardinal, ratIter than the preferable ordinal

Given the`it ed for

usage, a' graduated stan-

dard would be less strict and somewhat less removed 'from ordi



;

centiye effects of .a strict cutoff are inakirbliraate,
.

that'the most 'inequitable states may be the most cl.sceliraged

rat er. then the most encouraged to iiriprove 'their. finance systems.

Also, once having achieved the admittedly arbitrary Federal stan-

dard a state has no incentive to improve further. The current.

that there are no decreasing "costs" of inequity

as the equity cutoff is approached, but rather th~a little

inequity (26%)
lot (126%) . Just as the costs

or benefits of most other Phenomena (such as pollution on the bad

side and a well-nourished population on the good side) are accum-

ulated gradually rather than suddenly,',it is possible that the,

regulations imply

costs of inequity are~ gradually increased'as.a state's school

finance system achieves a higher and higher value of the Federal

expenditure disparity measure. Thus, if incentives to equity are

a goal states should be rewarded for this gradual improvement.

In order to circumvent the problems involved in using a

strict cutoff for the Federal measure, we recommlod that a graduated

scale for equity be Considered if ikeniveS are Thehgradu:

. _
ated staleCOuld coordinate valUesof the Federal caleasure with

. 1'
.

.

percentages of Federal impact funds to be counted in s_tates' pro-

grams . The selection of the values b 1 the, measure and the percen-

.

tages would necessarily be somewhat arbitrary, but could perhaps be

guided:by empirical. data on 46.current:levels* of equity measures :

across ,states -so that the lou equity. and high equtiy- levels :prOViUe

sikas an obtairfable and continuous ..
For°,example' the \curre

\ .

2.56, cutoff is4 obtained by about .four states and is therefore quite:

a difficult standard.
mason i.t may be deciaed that a

state" is 95% equitable if the 25 9.; cutoff is met but that, for exam;



9 0 % equitaible if a -30i-leVel is met, %-.4if 'a 35% level-is met,.'etc.

The subsequent levels od percentages and 95% could be

',determined by a review... of the actual levelsotfihe 'states at .

present. It is always difficui.t to set an indeit;iVe: scale even

when the concept for the incentive, such as the: eictirnal social cost

of pollution levels if known.. With equity incenI4ves, we have no
.rk

efficiency standard such as external costs to bsei making the prob-,

leinof scaling more difficult yet. 'However, but as pollution stan-

dards can be set using empirical data and knowledge df incentives

so could the equity standard be set on a "practical" basis, yielding

possible improvements .both thee4,,etical.,y and incentive-wise.



Serther Refine Choice of Equity Measu;tes thrdigh Concurrent
Use Of Value JudgmentcChoices,,,Empirical Analysis:, and-
Practical Standards of DesirabilitY

Perhaps the primary finding of this -anaiysiS' has been ,the,.

extent to which the choice Of a measurable equity :Sta.ndard
r

depetids;
-

on a selection among different Ialue judgments.. The-re is no way
,

that wed have discovered to oircumvent the necessity for value

judgments, but there are three procedures that may be combined .8..

with the value judgment to help rationalize -chi:aces. Fiisf, the

OE could

ested school
. .

encourage discussion of the value judgments
,

among inter-
.

finance groups in order to .asc'eftain if there is'.

Significant agreement on any of the values. For, example, views

might be solicited'from Congress, Congressional staffs, state. .

department of education personnel, judicial, proceedings,, policy
. -.., .

analysts and researchers. Although statistical'equity measures apanalysts
.,.

, _

I not likely to generate avid interest even among school finance
,,, I

groups, it Is possible, that a wider-,airing of tne. issues .could rev

a wider consensus than has been so far ascertained in our analysis

. .

'
Second', further empirical work in addition to

undertaken by \NCES, the School Finance Cooperative,

that already
_

,and other;

a.nalysts,could be helpful in determining which hypothetical, confli
\ /

among conceptions are likely to appear in the actual data ,Althou

conflicts that do not exist in present_ data cannot be entirely

ignored becauie they may appear in future data, the currently exis

conflicts Could provide short-run guidance on areas oftmost concer

'Finally, after agreement on Value judgments ane empirical,wor

have .narrowed the range of conflicts as much as possible',



tactical standards of desirability ,might be'devised to 'give
'guidance tit the 'remaining cholces. The praciical standards could
ilude the following;
- Cost of Data Collection and 'Ca,lculation

prefere.Vle `measures of :treatments; pupils or criteria will
require .varying amounts, of resources to be a_ llocated. to data
collection and criterion calculation; :A judgment about the. .

ibenefits of turther; refinement Veraus the costs 'coitld be (and no

:dou":tt' already is) used.:.by the Attention, should. .be, paid' to the
p that initial investments of .resources to learn calcula-
tion methods lar accumulate b'etter data 'may yield Iowier fut
as 'well' as increased beriefits in equity measurement. Specifically, if the

were to switch,froin the use of the Federal expenditure disparity
emeasure to on ofthe more preferable univariate measures, an. ,

..-
.1'initial increase in calculation time

,spent by _state departments .o

education or. OE perionne might result.,. Howev er; the one time
- e' .

increase in learning time would quickly diminish and that invest-., . . .
. .

m.ent time might be _warranted by the _benefits of .a preferable
measure.

Understandability. of lhasure to Concerned Publdc
It is important that a.users of the Fedor'

able, to interpret its meaning vterr
school finance systems-.. Among'.the -impprtant users are Congressmen
and women and their staffs, state '- department of education personnel,
school teachers, and educational. analysts...-. Some of our rec9mmenda-

ns such as Comparability of. treatments and pUpil counts .Should
4,

improve understanda.bilit*. Other tecommenclat.ionr., such as
telect.ion of a different summary measure, might temporarily.



decrease underitandability wit in some groups The decrease
would be expected to be tem rary and perhaps quickly icome
if a somewhat familiar measure such as the coefficients}

variat n o4.the:gini coefficient were chosen.

Error Proneness of Quantification of Conception

It desirable that whatever: conception is chosen as a
tandard fo/ quantification be:capable of

o that u ers can be reasonably sure that

without :signi icamt changes in the results

imProv ent m y have to be traded against .

in the early tages of the development of

a .P ice or cos

els ..of erro

summar

ade devoid of

f.values, furt

desirability..Ca

consistent with

accurate Calc cation'
1..eplia.tiap. 1.1. :Occu'

.. .,P .: . '- 0,

Soietimes c nceptua1:)

_...erroe'proa, i,ess, especi

a. new pr oc edi a such 'as
. \

-OE. might opt \for low
index. In such .cases the

proneness until lie* procedures Can be standardized:

while the choice of. eqUiti Measure \crnnot be

value judgments, it pos si that wider discuss ioi

er empirical analyss;;and

be used to make chciices less arblt ary and as

widespread consensus, as possible.,

actical standards of

4



PART I"I.

!Page. 10
.

.

/Additional gument in favor of children as a unit of analys

are pe-esua§ively presented by Stephen Mi chelson, "What is. .a 'Just'

System for Financing Schools? An Evaluation of Klternative Worms
in "Future Directions for chool Finate . Reform," editor 1 Betsy Lev

Law and Contemporary Problems, School f .Law, Duke University,

Winter-Spring r974:
,

' f .

/*peter 'Stowe has made the foIloWing suggestion on how to hin
V.bout7Orivate !school children: . -:-I i

....

"An" alternative taterion might be that' the "subgroup excl. ded ..
from the :.equity criterion may be so excluded ;if: that sub oup

haS)-taken.:attion, to eXClude themselveS from being direc iy
affeCted. by'the-arAtnt concernect'wlith eqUity. That is, ociety
is Concerned withWd.ucational equity of-children and- c oses, 1 :

as a yhicle to deliver educational-eqUity the filh,arici g.:o.i.H., .,
.e. \

-.4 hbols .,; .
Those children (holiseholds) who iwi11 lly

remove 'i.hegiserves fi-Om the vehicle of :control take flip n 'them;,.

Ilk ieez ;the" burden of obtaining 'an .equitable, educatio. aridl.,
.

lv'
. hence need not be.:objects of concern to the -State!..!'

. , i ..

Page 11
,

' .

_/A 'similar taxonomy is msenteld inlJack Leppert, Larry 'Hux'el;
..

Wil*er Garms, and Heber'.FUller, "Pupil Weighting. Progr s in School '

Finance ReforMk- School' '=Finance Reform: A' Le islators ' Handbook?;
' edited by Jofin J."Ga lahan and 1illiam H. Wil en, Nat onal Conterd#Ce

of State Legislatures; Washington, D.C. 20036, Februa y; 1976: ' ,

44

,
.page 15

;'

_/Of course,
ices..

Page. 20

disttict with Iiighel` costs 'ma} also have higher

... V ..'

-\1!,

.

, -.. .

/I Value i'llainPn'ti':-diS'pute .over the unit. of analysis is Illustr t6a
. .

, rin: an exchange: between:W.: Lee Hansen and: ?urton b isli..rpd on one 'side
"r

- arid, Josep i W : i.icGUire on the` other ,ire !,:ommUnicat :1 o S The DiatriUtion
... of Subsidies to Students in.

,,.
alifornid POilicHaghe Education: Reply .

and -Rejct?Indet , " :''SoOnal v a . uman..ReSOurces ;.:..:r; , No. 1, Winter 19 7 g :.y

J. McGUire:01a;Ms'i:that-Zhe'.Ye,1evantr,grOup -.; or,. diScuSiOns of equity. in
14fo'rni4sYs*eOl'of, higher:eduCatiop, is'families:10.7thlieads aged

.7''611. ' vir'- 1..t:p-Hansen 'd'iicl-13. I/61.01-0d- \respond; on- page 138 "the question

.
poPulatilon\jof .faiiiilies of .toiidge.: students ;has no, 'cqrrect!-H answer .;1.-1,4.;.

than thdone we: 11144*:' , Moreover, we'-Secc no. baSis in a.cholarly researclic
for termng our comPariS on 'improper! :Aitre levant '.,,.'biased ' ... . , or ''

In anY', caSe, .j..'t Is no:It cleat' that NkGUire I s 'Comparis'on :ii .:iinore usefill

of ,which7PopillaOn ShoUld be used. as' a base for with the' ,

4inVidi4uS:.' ...:.,Iwe iiiiiP1Cy adOp[ted adikfelint'411iY3..-Oichiltham.McGuire 195\
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180

r

1 S.
1

. 1/
5A

.-
1,.. or'', example, we can de-, ribe the prevailingyWeat.

of da'iparticular location using!; criteria such'as,',teraPern
-. 1,conditions, precipitationr- etc . ._,However,, the.,.lodtiOnv:,

,a vant s..or disadvantages Idepend upon one/s va as.id.

farmers ',. umbrella ,manufacturers; taxi drivers 1 !ate, 11
''.','11different Valiies . . - . -, ; .11i-0

.Page 24

/For similar .treatments. see H. ' Levin, The Effet of Differen.

Levels of Expenditure on Educational *utplits" in R. L. Johns et al: edS
The conOmic Factors Affectini the,,F nancin of EthicatiOn (Gariesville. ,

.... ..

loricka.:1- ationa iucation ina'n'e groject, 1670);.I-Ni 1. : Levin,
"Effects of "Expenditure Increasei \ o-h- Educational .Resource ..A1IOcation .

and, Effectiveness," in ..1.-: Pincu . School Finance in. TfaAsition, .
pan:bridge, Mass: Ball.inger, 6 )., \\J. E. McDermott and S. P. Klein,
'.'The:, Cost- Quality" Deb-ate' in S hood:. Finance. Litigation:,. Do Dollars.
Make. 'a. Diffetence.?" in -11:'' vin, ed. Future Directi ns fo.r- School'"'..
Finance Reform; (1,exington, Alass .: Lexington, 1974);, S. Ichelson,

i )

"Vithat is a , ''Just' System fOr Financing Schools? An Evalu tion 'of
Alt.ernative-Referms," in 'B. Levin, Future DireCtionS ;' R. Berne,
"Equity and Public Education: Conceptual issues ox ljeaStiremento.' / --.

Working Paper No'.. 4, Pliblic 'Policy Researchoinstituteli Graduate School
Of. Public Administration, New York -University,. October, -197.7:

. J

*7 _/. *See alSo W. N. Grubb 'and S'. Michelson, States, and. SchoOlt;
(LeXiniton, Mass . : Lexington-; 19,74) :

conditions c
re, -wind
;weather
rline pilots

9
ely ' to have

\ Page 26

. If/See . Garms`,,, J. W. Guthrie, L. C. Pierce', chool
The E-Conomics and Po'litics of Public Education, (Eng lewoo

Prentice-Hall, 197,8J :
1 ,

nee:

Page. 27. .

.

/See F.:3 N. KerTinger, Foundations of
2nd ealtion, (New York: Holt Rine art,, Wirt

/* .
/**Ibid#

..lehavioral J
ton, 1:9731p,

/**1:This is similar to the notion of interpersonal .comp isons'
in u'Ility. functions., See Appendix 1. and A. Sen, On Economic E iialit'l

(NY: W.
1

. IT.: Norton,Norton 1973) -

e-.
-

Ii

/., .See Kerlinger, 221. cit. pp.: 437=438.

1HI.
-

/*****See .4ppendix 1. Difference `here is defined
,

up to a
.positive linear transformation.

.. . "..-'7' I; .. ..
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for example,. .E. E... Lawler III.; Motivation in Work
Organization, (Monterey, Cal.: Broaks/Cble, 197-3) -Chapter 3.- .on expectancy theory.

.

,Page \ 33 _

, .

/Revenue and expenditure measures can be 'combined. An example
would-le. local and state revenues' less expenditures for debt servidp.

,

7

,-Page 34
. '/See Be ne, 22,.. cit., pp. 49ff, where data fronyMissauri,v

,unadjusted an price a.aTisted, are examsned. T.

Page 35 ,

_/J . S. aleinan
, al ;. , Equality of Educational ,Oppo.rtuni*

(Washington, D 1C. : U.S. Goternmen't Printing 'Office,: 196).
I.Al. j.*See J: S -. Akin and I. Garfirikel, "School ,E:xPeliditures, and tlie-

3111/onomic-Retu ns to 'Schooling," Journal' of 'Human .',Resources, 12',
Fall, 1977., pp. 460-481.; G.' E. 'Johnsonand ',F.. P. Sta.fford, "So7iai.
Returns to Qua tity and. Quality of , SchOol'ini" Journal: Human ..' :
Resources,- 8, pring, 1973,-' pp. '1.39-155; Q.0,13...-Li.nkYand.:E: ,C..:.Ratledg.e,

:fSocial- Re,turn . to Quantity-and4Utlity -df Education: A Pirther ,-tatenent,'. df Hutantesources',
/.

10,: Winter, 1975, .-'`pp a -7'8-89.
For some c,,tiAtrary.:pvi.denCe see0'7- D: `ID: "Direct anA.Indirect r
Effects on Earnings of .8chodiing' on- Socio-Ecphamig, Background," :

Review of EConorliCs- and' Statistics:, 55, ?ajr, 1973, pp. 225=Z3.3i'.-and. .
T. I... Ribich ,and:'.J-. L'. Murphy, '1The Econ ilij,c ..lteturns to Increased
Educati1 onal, Sp ending," Journal of HucL Fes.eurcesr, Ili...Winter,, 1975,
pp 56-77: . a

A ,' 7 i - .
.'5

0

Page 3 6 ' - 'I' -: - : 4- i. ,i. e
./Reference .:hete is.. to the.iNatIonal Center foi- Education Statistics '.-

ElemeEtary-SeCondary Gene. 1 Information Surirey' (ELSE.GIS) .-
. .

i. ,J , -

. Page 37

/Price adjustments are also consi&7 red Vic''" differc.i.nt.iatinkg
charaFteristiss among chirdren in' an earlier part of th4 paper.0 .

'

:4

a
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rage 37 . (.ontintied.) I.

/*See H. Brazer, rAdjustint,'for Differences.Among SchOol Districts
- .

in the.. Costs of Educational Inputs: . A Feasibility Repoi-st,"- in.E:. 0: ,Tron, ed.., Selected Papers in School Finance 11.974-,,(Washington, D.0,Office of Education). H. Brazer and AF /Anderson; "A Cost Adjutment-
,Inglex -for Michigan' Schoe Districts," In-IE. 0. yron,**,, Selected
Papers in School Finance-, 1975, (Was,hington, D,.C.: Office of Education497

.47: J. G. Chambers, ok;'-- Odden' and P.E. Vincenit, Cost of. Education IndicesAmong School Distric ; (Denver: Education ,Commission of the States,
1976,) ;W. N. rubb and 4.. Hyman' "Constructing Teacher..: CostAtndlces: fflethodologi al...ExploratiOns With Califor4a Unified SchOolDistr.icts," 'in E. 0. Trail, \ed., S6lect1ed Papers' in $chool Financed,

1975; i ,L. W. Kenny, .D.- Denslow and.I. . Glafman, ."Measuring aDitferenCes,Among the Florida School Districts_ j.ii the. Cost. of 'Education: An.Alternative Approach," in E. 0. Tron,/ ed., Selected Papers in School
'Finance, 1975;and V.' 0. Tron, "Introdnction and Suguaary," in Selected4lair-Ter-7s in School Finance, 197:5 .. 1 .,

_ ..

.

/Akih and Garfinkel indit'ectIy

Page -40,

test this possibility.,.

/Florida, for examp
distribution system. S
Issues and Methods" in
Finance Reform: A Legisl
Conference qf Stat,e'Legis

,;.

Page.. 41

11

le, btilds cast adjustments in the state aid
W. N. Grub6; "Cost of Education Indices:
J. c-,a lahan andW. H. Wilken, eds. School

ators' ',Handbook, (Washington, D.C. : NiFiT:0Eiallators, 197-6).

/An ;example would be(/ "1000

:Page 42

.

."

/G. E. Pugh, I. N.,Kiilalea, and B. 'Loatagan,, ucationalorTunitv, the Conce t Its Measurement and A licaton-AWashington,
abelledM4D.C.: . -DHE , 1978)... The measure

in Pugh et al", seePp. 31ff.

,
/See S. 1. Carr011, T. S. DOnaldson, H. J. Kiesling aiid .1"., PinciaS.,.1-low Effec-eive Is: Schooling? A Critical Review-of Research,(Englewood

Cliffs-3--,N.U.:.,Education Technology Publications, 1'970 and E. A.
tHantishek, "A Reader,' s- Guide to ', Educational Production. Functions°
paper'.presented at NIE National'Iniritational Conference of -SchoolOrganization. and , 1978 for. 'reviews .

1°(`)...JO
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e :43 (continued).
PSee S.' ."Instructional TechnolOgy and Its:Relationship-

m: Quality and -Equality; in Education. in a DeVeloping Nation A Case
sttio.: of nstruction7Television inalexico, unpublished Ph. :D. 'dissertation,
Stanford Universiiy.,. 1975, R.. Miii-riane,. The Impact:, School Resources on.

ft44.e Learning:" off-4nner. City :Ch.i ,(Car.brio.'ge , Mess.: 1p75).
add A. S. Surrime't§' aria B. 1,....violfe, "Do Schools -Make a Difference?,
American EconciMia Revi4w., 67; September, 1977,' pp. .639-652.

ae
/,See,. for .eiample, P. Taubman, and_ T: 11.1es,.Hikher Education and

Eafrtings, (NY: McGraw -Hill, 1974),pp. 175-17r; .5. Bowles and. lifithaientis,
Schooling: in Ca.-Oitalist .America,,(NY: .Basic Books; 1976) and -1-17N.
.T'EffectS 'coif Expenditure Increases. on Educational Resource :Allocation ende Allocation d
Effectiveness,1,1 for discussions.. of t'cognitive skills.

page 47.;

/ker linger ,

/ *See Hinushek, ,o13. eit.,
,

... /**See ilsing-,Athielleraent Test Scores to Allocate Title I °PunAS,
eport to tne, National Instity.te ox Education, (Wa.shington. D..C.:-. National,

W, N E, September., 1977).

/*See S. Berne, 'IrEiluca.tion and Earnings: Expectation and
,Outcom'es.. The '.Experience of Recent high School Graduates; r unPubSished

,

Ph.D . dissertation,. Cornell, 'University 1977 for a review of earninas
, . 0

functions.
/**See especia.11y Bowles

AMeria`W H; Sewell and R. M.
Earnis4s, (NY Academie 'Press,

-.Page '49

and Gintis: Schooling in Capita.list .

Hauser Education, Occupation' and
1975) ,ate Taubman and. 1',rales-, op. cit..

/See Using Achievement Test Scores to Allocate Tit
op. cit., p.

e I Ftinds ,

Allocate Title I. Eun,d's'
estimations ::o the cost to produce a national data base -tor

7lievement scores :are presented, and the interested reader is urged
consult this document. DePending upon ,a set of -assumptions, thre

year testing -,costs are ..estimated' to range between $7 .'=end $5:5, mialion
: .

e

ft9



/Also, many of the earning's functions are only estimated for

high ichool graduates

/See Appendix) 1

/*R. .
:"Optimal 'Fiscal Reform' Of -Metropolitan, Schoolsil.i

AmeriEan Economic Review, 68, March, 1978, PP, 107-122.

- .
/Inman'.s. formulation also. allows! for privie scVuol .iptnding aiic

tax t*on effects br :these are not considered .herei,...
. . . -.

, .

/Much of the wol.k on the value-judgmet approach. iS taken frbm

/ an rearaler paper by Robet Berne 2"EquitY. and -Public -Eduoatt0A:

0 1.1Conceptual ,Is$e) of Meastrement," Working No. I?UPaper o. 4, Pl3blic -Policy'

Research. Institute, TYrk University, October(
/Appendix 1 pro Div' more detail on technical aspects of SWF 's and

h possible use in the evaluation' of equity in education:

t.'

JI

4% ; /**All of these 'characteristics, as well as some others; are

more rtilly described in Appendix. 1 .

I

_ *
Tage.:,,&2

/Anthony:- Atkinson, "On the Measurement
of Economic Theory, 'V. 2, 1970. .

Page 63

/Ibid.

e

Page 65'

4:

of Inequality," Journal

4.

4.

lAmartyi Sen, On Economic Inequality;' (NY: W- W. Norton, 1975);

AlriartYa Sen, Collective Choice : -aria SocialWelfare, ,San FranciscO:

PoIden-Day, 1971.) ; D. M. G.Newberry, "A Theorem on' the Measurement

of Ineaual i y.," Journal Of Economic Theorx., Vol. 2 197.0 ; . Das gupta

David Starrett., *trartya Sen, "Notes on the Measurement of Inequality,'

Journal: of Economic _Theot-i'r , 1972, .
.

°

/*The SWF -used, in Atkinson ' s IndexAs also symmetric,

/ **The SWF 'used in Atkinson' Index° is not .cotTCave when

.



°

/Appendix _1 more. fully describes tne.-difference between' ordinali/and .cardinal.
2 -

Page 67*

J /R., Berne; cit.
-

ige z.70_

. j The human iniaginatiOn-is, very creative when comes to inventing
new measures ,. so it cannot. be said that the list is an all- Inc lusite one..

.'
:appropriate, ..

-
ndix:. 2 to this tepOrt contains a definition` and, where-
the 'iaat,himatiCel formula for each measure.

/**There are litany ,other range ratios that could- be considered,
but. .tEey all exhibit the same value judgments as' the federal range
ratio. Some of these other measures are 2 . .

1. The highest district' current -operating expenditure (COE)
per pupil' divid-ed by the lowest Aistric COE/pupil .

Z. Theitatio ok C4/,,pupil for,.each decile tb the COE/pupil for
prcenti 1

I

e.the 9Sth
3. The ra.tib Of COE/pupil for each quartile to the COE/pupi1

for the 95th=percentile. . - , - . -.
The iatiO.'of 'CaE/pupil.- fore each decile to the norm meanean -'44
COE /pupil.

5. The ratio of &E/pu.igi.1- ror each quaiitile','-io* the mean,
COE/pupil. *.

6. The ratio of the iikterquartile difference in COE/pupil to
the mean COE/ptip'il.

Page' 73
't . ..

r /See the' papers by. Harvey E.:Brazer and Ann P. Anderson-,.. "A
Cost Xdjustment Index for Michigan Schbol'Districts". and,,W. Nortbn
Grubb and James *Flan, "Constructing Teacher CDst Indices:', MethOdo--
logical- Explanations with California, Unified. School Districts,"' in
Selected Paper,s in School Finance, 19.7, USOE, USDHEV1, for alterna-
tive viewsk about which =causes are allowed to count'.. .

ic
. c .



r-/An, alternative way to represent thelkind',of 'information
proviaed. by a. linear regression' slope is to 'present, the mean or
raed'ian value of t)ie -dependenth yariable for each decide of the'.independent variablt: If there._ is 1 correlation between the dependeni.
and -independent ,VariableSi thin it should shoW up ag an increase .

(decreape).-iin' the. Mean. (nledian) :Of, the dependent by ,deCile-,of the
irid.ependent;i: , This kind-of preserkatiOn is attractive, because itis easil 'Comprehended by statistiCally-unsophisticategreaders.

. ;-

In a dition' to these measures', Alan Vickrod.. has devised a way toconstruct, a "biyariate Gini-'.'coefficient," often cited as Hickrod's:Gini. If ekPenditures per pupil is the .dependent Variable `.a:i4.propertlvalue per the independent. the HiCkrod Gini :would be
constructed ras folloWs Experidritutes. per :pupil' would be ordere4 on
the basis. -Of:the. co-eresponding 'property value per pUpil, where property
value per pupil is Arranged' front. low to high. Then the percent of
property :value- would be' placed'. on the' X 'axis. and the corresponding .percent of expenditutet' On the Y axis. The first point would be (0,0)and the.. las.(.(1 ,1) as '-us,Ual. But in .between the .11iCkrod-I,orenz curve..

cross the .45°. tine. Iniither 'words the Y. value (p.ercent of
eXpenditures) could exceed its cgrresponding X .vague (percent of wea1.0In such a case, tke. Gini coefficient ,calculatiOn is not...clear

2 contains the formula for each:,Of these regression/*Appendix
statiTtios.
Pa.ze 85

/The discussion in the paper has benefited.greatly .fr.
PoberT lnmanvs work, op cit., and "Micro.-Fiscal Planhing in 'the-
Regional, Economy, A General Equilibrium Approach;"'JOurnal of-PublicEconomics, April 1977, pp. 237-60. .

' /*This. assumption .is problematie because some 'of the' other .goods
and .services are publicly provided and taxes paid -and- serVices receivedmay not be equal. Robert Inman (orl. cit., 1978, p: 129) -has specified .',,...

Y to equal total annual income minus -local and State. school taxes minuspriVate school tuiti.orr.-plus the annual value of the Capitalized ,changesin the value of a household's residental plot. . .,

Page 87

1W...1.`. Hansen and B. A. Weisbrod, "The Distribution or Costs
and Benefiti of Public.Higher The ;'Case L Cal_ifornia
Journal of Human Reiources,, Spring 1969, pp.
"The Distributional,,Efxects of Public..Higher
JHR, 1970', pp. 361-370; R..t W. Hartna
riaman-Hansen-_Weisitrod Controversy.," JHR,
J.; W. McGuire,, "The Distribution. of RuE7i-dy
Higher Education,t! JHR; Summer' -1976, pp. 34

2Qe.,e'`89

.

17.6-191; J.
Education in :.3.Iifornia.,"

A Comment on the
11 1970,, pp. 519-523;.
o Students in California
.353-

e
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':Page .97

, /This Paper is a conceptllal one and althbuh 'there is-some ..
existing :research on ,the .empirical dimensiors of many of the, listed

.

_(*Many of the variables, are discussed in other 'parts of the. piper.

.

var4ables , a 'review of such' research is outside the scope of 4ithi.s paper%i
.\

.
Page 9d'' .

.
?

-..,

/See ieferences 'to price index work'in' Part _.II Section
I

.

.,..yase 100 '.
It-'

/See R. Berne and L. Stiefel, '''''.A' Methodological Assessment of C
s . . #

EducaFional Equal4.ty and wealth 11/4.eutrality Meastkres," A Report to the
School FinanCe- Cooperative 1978 for a further discussion grid `some

.

empi3ica.1 results pn alternative ways to account _for' capital services .

Page 105 .

AK
; IIPP /We .do not use the ,pe centa.ge of student measure. in the models
becaul-e it is neither ,commonly utilized 'ill practice nor theore.tically
superior, to other measUreS. , ,,

...

/See Robert,Berne 'and. Leanna. Stiefel, "A'MO (.1(ologica.1 Assessment
of Edaational Equality and,Wealtli Neutrality Measwes," in Report to'

. the SChool Finance Cooperative," July, -1S78. The Report contains cal-
: .culations' on the nine measures and others for over 30-states for several .

''),-ears in the 1970's,
3

/The equiiralence c4 indexing and weighting dependent on the
'correct specification- of, the index:. We will use ,tle following g symbo)s
to show the equivalence sin" a ,simple nd'a mdre complex

Tu. = treatfnent level in istrict .children of type-
' 4 (for examrle :treat,ent ICvel for ha:dicarped).

Tit, = treatment level in istrict chiq.dren, a type..
exaMple, nton-haAdicapped).

.1 '- number of chiadren, in is ,rict 1, type 1
classifidatLch (11andigaPPed);-,

P-2 = number of children\ district i, type) 2
class ificatibn (non'- handicapped)

i2*
p . 4



:

188,7

qage. 114. (continued

it +Pi2

= unadjusted average treatment per child district i.

. = weight assigned to all children in district i (for
example, price diffgrential-weight)-.,

Ar = weight assigned to children type 1, .all districts.
W = weight assigned to children, type 2, all districts.

a

ExamPle one: Adjustment made for prize differencet only
across districts.

Weighting. Precedure: ..

Weighted Ti = P
P.i2 Ti2

. Indexing Procedure: .

Indexed Ti Til i2,Ti2

P + P

Wi Pil ± Pi2

Wi

il Pit Tit

Wi (Pa Piz)

Hio.ghted:Ti

Example two: Adjustment made for price differentials and han-
dicapped, non-handicapped.

. Weighting procedure
Weighted Ti = Pil Til + Pi

. Indexing Procedure
Indexed Ti

where index =

Wi (141 P11 2 3.
W P.

i2 T1.2

lyi (Via ± Ig2P12)

P- P.

it il i2 Tit
Wi.

2

Weighted Ti

204



(continued)-

/*AlthoUgh the index is hypotheticl, the range of values is
chosen'from'empirical work by. Harvey Bnizer and Ann P. Anderson on
cost. indices. See H. Brazer and A. Anderson, "A Cost .Adjustment
Index for-Michigan School, Distri cts,",in E. 0.-Tron, ed' Selected

4r.

Papers in,School Finance, 1975 (Washington, DC: Gffice of Education,
15-75).

' -Page 135

/See .Robert Inman, "Optimal Reform of. Metropolitan Schools,,,
..cit., and Susan C. Nelson,- "The Equity of.Subsidies for Higher
ucaTion', Papers in Educatlon Finance, Paper. No 5,'Education,

Comtission of theStates, Denver, Colorado, .February 1978.

/We have previously called the measure the Federal Range. Ratio.

/*The Federal wealth neutrality standard is a complicated measure
to caTculate, but the principle upon which it is based is the simple
one, of equal yield for equal tax rates. Section 115.64 of the Federal
Regulations of March 22, 1977 giVes examples of how to calculate the.
Federal wealth neutrality standard.

/The fisoal.neutrality'standard could also be interpreted as
a childrents.concept on the groundS that ar"non-neutral"
system discriminates against the children in districts with low
property values per child.

/*For an example of the choice of the household as the group
see Robert P. Inman, "Optimal Fiscal Reform of Metropplitan.Schools
The American Economic Review, March 197?). For.an example of children
see.Anata A. Summers and Barbara L. Wolfe, "Intradistrict Distribution
of School Inputs to the Disadvantaged: Evidence for the Courts",.
Journal of. Human Pesovrces, Summer 1976, TT. 328-42.

/**For an example .of this agrument, see Joseph A. Pechman,
"The lastributional Effects'of Public Higher Education in California'
llouraal of Human Resources, Summer 1970, pp. 361 -70..

.
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Page 144

_/"Ins truct ions for Determining ihe Percent of Expenditure \or
Revenue Dispaertity in a State School Finance Program Under :,S. 115\. 63
of ,Federal RettiLations of March. 22, 1977", 2, .U:S. Office of
Edueation.

P.a. e 14.5

/The ten measures. are the range" restricted range, the
range ratio, tie permissible variance, the relative mean

deviation, the variante, the coefficient of variation, the stan-
dard deviation of the logarithms , the Gini coefficient, and
Atkinson' s Index.

/*This jud&aent is consistent with a, desire to control for
inflationary increases, if. dollar ,values are not in real- terms and
if inflation is uniform across school

/**It should be -noted that the standard deviation of logarithms
does not shovi an improvement foil all transfers in the upper part of
the distribution while': the other=ree show improvements for transfe
anywbere in the distribution.

/yie intend to keep the discussion brief because the jchoicesT.,w
outliFe haVe beeli discussed by many other's and are not new It is
important, hoever,. to,, reference these chioces preparatiPT1 for
the recoMmendations in Sectipn ,yI.

/*Differences in, memberShip and enrollment ,1411: depend on the
balanEe 'between the number Of pupils: exported"to 'other, districts
versus the number imported from' Other 'districts, .

Page. 15S

. /Further discussion of thiso issue of consistfmcy betwaen the
_numer-itor (treatment) and denominator (it}pil .count. ";will be found
in Part VI. ,

Page. 165

IA 'recent thorough exploration of using date. for over -2,0 state:
is avail'abl/e in "A Methodological Assessment of Eriucation Equality
and Wealth Neutrality. Measures:, -A"Report to. School Finance Coope'l
,ative", by Robert Iterne with the assistance of Leanna Stiefel, July :



° /For example , see, the analysis In Pugh, et al, op. cit.

Page 173..

As discussed i Appendix 1., it -is possible that even an .ordinal
measure goes furthe than the ,average person's ability to make ectuity,
deciiions. Amartya Sen has suggested that incomplete rankings are
closer to most people's intuitive assessments of equity.

I; ,
.

._

Page 176

( c /National, Center \for EducatiOnal Statistics, 1978, op. cit.
and'Bgrne, Stiefel,- July 1978, op. cit.
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APPNDik

TechnicalyAppendik on.' .
\ .

SosCial Welfare and Soclai Choice .AnialySis to

MeasuremenX of,Equity in Education

\INT4DUCTION

The evaltation of equity in social ptems his been approached ().
.

in two different, and until recently, related ways. One approach-`

has wrestled withthe highly abstract and theoretical proklerns of

-how the quality and qyantity of Society's.well-.being associated

with alternative socia.1(,states can be determined.
lir
h-as developed concepts of Social Welfare Functir. (S'''F) and

tocial Choice Functions, (SCF) to aid thinking about how to make

are essentially req.stribution decisions. The. Social Welfare

Function which-swas developid first, is conceived-of as a way two

': assign a. real value (number) to every possible configuration of
7

.

states of the world. The Social Clidice Function is:both more and

ThiS literature

less demanding . It is more- demanding because it requires
.

specifiCation 'of t4e way in Which, Members of ,a. cOmmunilty or gtoup

s join to make Value judgements on the goodness and badness cf
. -

alternative Social Configurations how the Social Choice

ninction generate,d) -It is less demanding because it need not

result in a real valued ,function that aSsigns a :rtuber. to every

alternative. <In fact, it be no ITTb`r...%. than' ranking

.tetter, worse: non-comparable.'

This literature on social decision-making has remained

aparate, until the ear y 1970's, frOm work of empirical



. \
researchers who statistically .meaeure. the40.gr e Ofitecoilom4

..
The empirical researchers hay.e n. using measures'--

such as gini. coefficients -and cOefficients
both positive and normative .purposes.' The nor

have' been piirsued by either ra.nking, .different

(incomes across countries, earnings byx etc
to least equal or' by using the exnpirice.1 measu

say how much more .equal oje I-distribution is th
Because thei-empirical measures can be use

to, either rank or assign a real:value, to alter
they. have a :clear. parallel. to SCF1S.

scholars, such! as Amattya Seh; .Atkinison.
. .

have i-pcently 'bettih .to 'make the sconhv...t,,ionS..an have prove

.

aria;t4op.

atime 'purposes

stributions .'
cost equal

ardinally to
-4'."E!..)e, other

horma ively

tive
A

,and D:

f

M. G. NeWberry,

.

,number of reveaiingcthedrems that tell us some thing abou

kinds of socia4,' values and choice mechanisms 't

When a gjAren statistical, measure'. of inequality

It this literature or the type- of- S'efF.

at are impl ed

s used normatively.
-implied. by

statistical measures that is Tev.iewed here. : T review will

emphasize . the folhwing three .`issue's:
of equd.iy -.inhereht in a,lternatiye.: spec

2. How does rthe .,choice,_ and cardinal uses ofs

alternatqve' sta.4sti-ca.I'me;sures ol-ineq.uality. elate to

are the' concepts
of SWF s?.

specific SWF or SCF and its implied concept' of equity?

what practical consequence) is the paitring. statistical', rneasures

with SWF 's and SCF 's for, policy issues in,educat ion -equity?

The discussian will be organized, into faur1riait's-. Part' I will

discuss some definitions of technical terms such as orderings



. \ .

ymmetry ec' used in the. SWF an SCF"literature. Part' II wila
.

y )
\ , ,

.outlin et4eral 'ffereni. foilqulation's of,spe ific SWF's\and

CF!i, Al.ving. a hypothetical :example of their possible app*Ati,,

to eduoatli.pn' equity... .PartiIIwil)..describetherelationship: .1

.., between tho'specific.formulations of SWF's ana statistical stIminary';:,
... .

measures, Ind-Tart IV will evaluate what we know and,how usefill ,

,

that' knowledge is:for thinkingiibout equity In educ*.i

t
PART. I: A DISCUSSION OF THE MEANING OF .TECHNICAL TERMINOLOGY USED

IN SWF ANDSCF. ANALYSIS
4

nNifider to discu%s thg/ormulation'of alternaive SWF's and

theirreltionship to empirical ineasures of,inequalityi it is

.0-conVenient to use the terminology reva nt in th4;iterature

sooial.choice. The releyan-tterminorogy is. listed and explained
.

fip:thp-:following paragraphs.. IDAthis section, whehgiving exar!iples,

-arguments (elements) of-Social Welfare or Social Choice Functions

will belabelledindividU* -1 well' - being " In.the of
the cpnCernis more. likely to be witrguments such as.pupja0.1

well-being, distriClt expenditures, taxpayer net income.etE.' The

indayidull toll-being will be'assuMtooccUr in "social states ",

;again somewhat'jnappropriate to(t*%pecifit case of ,education.

Because witernatva equity conceptions: kn edUcatflon have not yet

. been discussed an because this sectiOh is an exposition of some

technicalities, convenient to adopt :the conventional

terminology.

1. Rankings*(quasiordering, ordering, ordinal and cardinal)
_ .

Basic to any eva14.tion'of social .states; is the ability to specify

ow one state: compares. another (for example better worSe,



ind,kffej-ent. non-camparable, how 'much better 'etc.). This rating

'f 2.1 states is called a ranking 'andthere are several ,ways to
3r

\

cone e°;
'of,

the !he ranking . One o'f,
,

the leaslt aemanding ways is to

speq.fy a..quai -ordering Ivhich requires that the ranking be.
,.,.. . .. '

. transitive antl reflexive but rlot complete.. T,hese, requirements; 4

can be explained using he following example... S4ippose one wants.

4p'!' compare the equality of the 'dist4bution of ind vdual well-
beilig in thralternative socdal states, A, \Bi and, C. The ;

compaiison can ,be. siecified y stating whether a social, state 'is
preferred (TY) to anbtlier, at least as good as), another (17),
indifferent to another (T), or not 4:opal:able (NC): Not comparable

means that it is uriknown. how the states compare and-no elecisiOn, .

can be maae. The proe of reflexivitymeans thatppft social
state is at least as 'good as itself, something that ,might, seem
obviims. Although rankings that are not reflexive will not,b-
considered, the condition is included he're so as to be technically
inclusive. transivity means that if A P` P O, then A F C, also
if A17 B T, C then A is C. This is an appealing. property of
consistency., but oe that -decisidrts by . so popular a method of
ranking as majority vote do not meet. It is not re.quired that

states be capable of being compared to all others; some pairs`
may be non-coireparable thus ittakin the ranking.incomplete.
Incompleteness is upsetting when one wants an answer about

.relative equality in all possible situtions:
be a fairly realistic depictipn of one's ability to rate different
social :.states since some social states may 'have such different
distribupions that one;&an not know how to -compare them.



An ordering ydhking that .is' in a.dditioni to being

flexive and transitiore is complete.

A ranking thatis ordinal requires that real numbers be

assignable to each doial:stati. The realntmbers, serve only

position each soci state with respect'tcNthe-others and any.,

-piasitive mohptonic transformatfq does equally well. A posiiive

0flonotonic transfprmation Is a set of new ntmbers that leaves

each staee.in the same position'as the old'humbers. For example',

thosordinal ranking 1, 2, 3, 4, gives the,same information as
f

C- 99 100, 9000% An ordinal ranking differs from ailordering

becauie the latter involves no numerical-scale at all There t

are some ways_ of thinking about rankings,

*hat can be translated to an ordering' but not to an ordinal scale.

The mos,t demanding and at the Same time the most informative
N 1 -

-ranking is a cardinal one With cardinalityCthe value of the, numbers

do patter, up to a positive linea .transformation . That is the
a '

.,..Inambel...repreSented-by-ly).can also:be represented by (a' lby) '13 >0.

What cardinality means is that difEerences in two levels of well-

being can be meaningfully ccmpared. Fox, example given a

cardinal scale one could say that the:differenCe,between levels

f 10 and .'20 is twice 'thet of the difierence

betWeen 40:and 45.. A linear iransforMatiOn will notChhnge:the.

between differences as the following'example:ShOwsi

of well-being



Cardinafity is useful. because- it allows quantitative rather than

merely qualitative comparisons between changes in Nell being.

2 :? Interpersonal Comparability
'I ,

Even if the tstictes requirement on a ranking were met ,, that.

of .casrdinalitr, there would still be considerable trouble

.evaluating inequality -if the we of One individual 'could..
,

not- be compared-to another Cardinality: (or any other- Ordering)
.

says nothing about these.: interpersonal conipariSOns. The ability
ia1ce interpetional comparisons is , needed' in order to evaluate

. situations such as the" following. :.Suppose A.is a- social state
. .

and xl and x2 ate the well-being of individuals X]...and X2. In

cirde'r to eva,luate the sociapstate it would be nice to 7know how

xl and x2 compare . . Even cardinally does not help if it is not
known how X1 's cardinal., scale compares to X2' s. Because with

ca.rdinality the zero point and the size ofthe interval is
arbitrary; _cardinal differences in welkrbeing between two

individuals may make use of a. different 'origin: and interval for

each and so make the interpersonal comparisons nonsensical.

For example suppose X1 's cardinal scale reads 100 while X2 's

reads 4400. ',.Nothing can be said about the relationship between
s

xl and x2. X2 might be better off then Xl 'if, for example, zero
" .

1 .

for both. is equivalent in well-being and an interval increase of

1 is also equivalent . Or they might be equal .if

equiVa.lent in well' being to two liundred for X2 and a unit

increase' in well-:being for X1 is equivalent to 2 units 0f.,

increase for X2. Or might be better' off' than X2 if zero for

zero for X1

Xl, is equivalent to 400 for X2 and a. unit increase is the same
a

213



bothA. Without the ability to comparo the . cardinal scales,
the, individual well:-beings cannot be coxnpared. And wfthout knowledge

of hOw X1 compares to X2 it will be difficult, to riake value judge-
ments on alternative distributions. Note that everi, when interpersonal

compar-ison is possible (that is we know flow individua.ls compare
one to the other in terms of well-being) , 'still the largest elialuation
problem remains.. *I,t \is still 4Lecessa, y to decide which distributions
of well-being are better.; this problem may- require not only knoWledge

of lithi-ch individual is better off, but' by how -much as well.
4 3. Symmet ry and Anonymity

Symmetry (used synonomously anonyrnity) is a oblz_ditiron specifylrig

that it does not matter, in deteritining social well-being, which
od.ividual is in each position in a' distribution. The individuals

are perfectly substitutable dive for the sther (there are no gods
who must always .be- best oif)

4.' :Inequality Aversion

nAn.,Oft-referrca to aspect of comparison of social- well-being

between several social 'state, for distributions is the response of
the soe-i-al well-being to equal proportional ~arnd equal absolute
changes iii each element in the distr ution. If the level of

-well-being is invariant with respect to 'proportional sh&fts in
every element, this is ,refeTredto ,.as constant relative imequalit
aversion If the level 'of well-being'. declines with. proportiona
.increases' in each element, ..th:: is rekerreci. to as inCreasing

elative inequality aversion. ...The sathe relationthips -with abs0Aute
Ni

akifis in each element are. referred to as 'Constant absolute
`IF
inequality aversion and increasing absolute ine uar ty= a,versio



Pigou-Dalton Condition.

This 'condition is ri raed after two_ scholars who ecified' it as a
property of measure ts of inequality. 2 In the context of SWF's

t states .that any transfer from a bettpr.-off .to a worse-Off

person mast increase the level of, social well-being as long as

the 4ransfer does' ,not reverse' -the' order di'. the' persons. The
: .. . .

condition has been further refilled to spepify the ,degree of

sensitiVity of_social well-being to transfers from better-off

to worse-off at various levels of personal Well-being. The

refinements have' not been given specific names , but t ey can

be classified as fellows:
.

a. Greatei increases in social well-being if transfers a

made at high levels of individual well-being.

b . Greater intreases in social Welt-being f transfers are

mddlelevels of individual well-being4

Greater intreases in social well:%te44-4 if transfers, are
low. levels of individual well-Being.

, .

Sensitivity to transfers on

Sensitivity. to ,t,ranifers

the same side of ,the mean.

same side of the median.
:SelisitivdtyO transfers on different ilaeri. of mean.

Sensitivity:to transfers on different si'les of pedian.

6. CoiicavitY

COncaVity4 is 'a mathematical property of continuous functions;

describes the7cUrvature of-.the lunCtiOn. in-terms

inclicateS,howadditions to one indiVidual'S wellbeing, 'given the

well-being of everyone else, are to affect social well-being. If
- 4

raNfunction is strictly concave then marginal increases in any

215
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individual's well-being , ceteris paribus on everyone el*es will

have 3 diminishing, but pOsitive, impact on social well

less and less importance is attached .to °increases in in.d.ividual

well-being as'. the level bf individual well-being increases .%

Actually strict concavity is a stronger 'condition than is needed
.-.Strict clUasi-;concatity will do equally. Well. 3 In either case,' the

strictness" is needed to rule out no cirtlAture and thus, '_'situations

marginal,;,inc,rease, in 'any one S' we 11-being' has a .

ipostive constant or 'increasing ,iMP-act .on socia.1 well-being. ..'

7. Separabili5y, Addititity, ancl.Multiplicative Functions

The contribution cif an increase in an individuals well-being to.'

the social well-being may either be dependent on the 'level of

ryone else is well-being or it may be independent of ;titerfone

else's well-being. If it is independent--that is if an increase

in an individual f.s ;well-being increases social well-being the same

4

amount no matter if everyone 'else 'is desperate or ecstaticthen
the SWF is called separable . An .example of a separable function

is one that is, additive If for example we let x,y and z

_resent the cardinal measurement of of person's _X

Z, then a SWF such as the -fol 0:Wing cvg.e' is an additively separable:

= any ,constant

The contribution of x to S does not depend on:y

hand a multiplicative function is
,-example illustrates

c't
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.

x s contributiOci to S will be zero hen n dighe'r v'or z is 'zero; and

will increase y or z inc eases, as long. as toth' and:'z are

greater Akan zero.

PART DESCRIPTION AND CHARACTERISTICS OF SOME ALTERNATIVE
SpECIFIcATIONS -QF SOCIAL -WELFARE UNCTIONS AND, SOCIAL

CHOICE 'FUNCTIONS, WITH,:HYPOTHETCAL EXAMPLES OF
APPLICATIONS TO EDUCATION .EQUITY \'

Social
-

Welfa.re 'Functions Satisf Rawls Princi e

o JustiCe

John- Rawls has conceptualized" a now. :famous Trincip lc of jUsti`,Ce based

on fairness. Witlieut ehter4..ng into the extensive debate° over the

relationship of Raihsiati .justice .to Rawlsiari fairness,. we wi).1

simply summaiize--the derived justice principle most useful' in social

welfare analysis. That principle states that the social welfare.

analysis. That principle states that the social state that makes
. .

the 'worst-off individual'.'best-off , is just.. This maximin principle

can be extended to provide an'odeting-of social states. .In each

social State -.the worst -off individual s identifie Then the

worst-off individuals from each social state are ranked. Vis

one another across all states,. The state with the "best of the

worst -off" :individuals is the :Inci's:t preferr,ed ,sta.te. and the state
.

r. .

With "the worst of the worst-off", individuals is the least'prefer ed

state; the others are lined .up between L according to tree "wo::se-

offness" of the worst-off:

Rawlsian Social Welfare Function has the following

characteristics: it is; ordinal, interpersOn'ally comparable and

sytmetric. It does not meet the PigOu-DaitOn because:

none of the indiyiduals except] the worst-off Matters to the SWF.



-Therefore all kinds of transfers from better-offto less well:off,

take place without affectin social welfare, as long as thett

.worst-of are not included' in those transfers . The Rawlsian SWF *

exhibits both decreasing relative .andcOnStant abSolute inequality '

ave'rsion. This .is because the same proportional or absolute change

in everyone 's well-being will increase the level of the worst-off

person. The Rawlsian function is nedther, additive nor multiplicative ,

again because it does not tare what happens to anyone but the

worst-off individual.4 It is

An example of an application Of the Rawisian principle

justice to education would be the following. Suppose we are
_

interested in eValuatin the justice of
....

different distributions of

current operating expenditures per pupil (COE) . T.:hese different

iliStribut ions might, be the ones .observed across.: the states, n

the:tni ed States, ',criVen year. Also, suppose- that the level

of-Well-being is to be measured Straightforwardly. by the leAl

of tCO Then the raiiking states kfrom ost-juSt, to least jus,-.

-would correspond witn' the descending (irr.:m nigh to low) ordering of

the lowest CO. in each state. Note that, this ordering 'would ignore

almost all t-he info .ration .provided by 1.`ne state distributions

and conversely would use °rill one COE (the :Coyest) for

each state .. Since states often have over SC-n.. 31 districts:,
over,.5,00* pieces of information. would

On the, other hand, maximum .'....

ignbred for each State

'vou"1.1 .be T1'lace on. the wOrst

Which. is of course what the Ka4sidh principle advocates-

Also note that it would

the least and the. most .just state are, because. the Rawlsian-

not b.e possible. to determine how far

principle only provides an ordinal , not- a carcin4_ ranking



2. Elitist or Nietischean SWF

Just as the Rawlsian SW F ignores all individuals 'except the worst-off, The elitist SWF ignores all but the best-off: Although
clearly not an egalitarian

motivated SWF the elitist formulation
has not been wiffiOUt

advocates. The idea behind the elitist
function is that society should strive for the highest possible
satisfaction (adhievehent, happiness, etc.) in its members and
that.: way to assure this is to reward the individual(s) mostcapable, of prOducing

satisfaction.' (achievement, haPpiness) . The
elitist formulation eihibits all tire sire technic :.1. properties as rthe Rawlsian.

One might, the elitist SWF to education by simply reversing
but this mechanical interpretation wouldmake little intuitive sense. What is needed- to provide any appealat all to the elitist formulation is a definition of'best-offthat does not depend

solely.on..:,the. level, of. COE:.: Suppose that
pup.i.,Is are ranked

learning, perhaps. as measured by scores on

o wor:t7off by ir levels

achieveheilt
It would be likely in such a case that the nlghest single levelof learning:would

result frOm.,an all.Ocation of. all' reSources to
`the..pupi1(6) with the highest learrcmg level. . This is likely tof.be true even if.. pupils

with-lOwer.l.earning levels .are .abIe.tomake greater adVancesfor

desired.final reSult: depends

given level of r-!sourc

bath 'on.7,chere.tn!:,

on how ,they advance. Pupils with high initial

s Uecnilse

begin

the

leVels have .a head.
Therefore, the elitist",SWF function would rank distributionsby the'allotation or COE to: pupils by level of learning. The



ributiOn givingthe highest COE to the higheSt learner would be

&Most equitable and the distribution giving the lowest COE to 'the

ighest learrier.would be least equitable.

This example shims over the problem of determining levels of

. learnin5 and in particular the issue of whether the levels Sliould-be
r

defined acc ding to their current manifestation or riodified to

.hol&Constant backgreund.--::if-onlyeurtent:ManifestatiOn i's, used,

the 'desirabl'e' distribution. ::of COE is:.likely--to be anticoMpensatery

3. Social Welfare Functions Satisfying Sen Weak Equity Axiom

.Amartya Sen hqS suggested weak axiom

on Social Welfare Functions and manages

one as the Utilitarian-type function

isf:stated in terms of the relationship between two individuals,

110p. levels of well-being and an rargument (element) of well-oeing

such as income The axiom says that if given the sane levdl'of

income, individual one has a lower, level of well-being thanl

that puts some mild r&strictions

to eliminate such a popular

His weak equity axiom (WEI)

individual two, then individual one should be give!, more income.

This axiom provided only a quasi-ordering, 'where social states

can be 'classified as worse if they dp not meet the,axiom's

requirements andbetter if thedo.: 'Howe4y r, .t.Wo social States

that both give ;rose incorie tddhaividualS type two, are'non-. 4

cbmParable.

comparisons. rtaiTeS: liLtle duidance.pn the final:disPerSiOn'

The WEA is 'Symmetric and :.requires interperSorlal.

of income or well-being, bec.ise _i:ec not sav hew much More. .

income the. disadvanta ged indiVi rceiVe. T4eHamount

could be very small in ore and extr-mely, large in anotLor,

just so more is received, the two states -would- meet the axiom's
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LL:. requirements andi'cOuld,notbe .compared to 'one another. . DeSpite:its
,

evident weakness:, the WEA is. still ,useful because it. may eXemplify

-sOMe.peoples intuitive ideas.about,equity.and'it does manage to

rule out the utilitarian function.

COE's might again be used

illustrate an application of Sen s WEA to.,educat on.
k The WEA

.

forces an-evaluationlof well-being gained by dif erent pupils from

the same level of COE. Suppose we could compare weV-being of

different classes of pupils such as physically handicapped,

educationally handicapped as Nasured.8y reading scores below grade

level, geographically handicapped as measured by above average

in a slightly different way, 'to

- '

resourceCoSts, .economically by average

income of parents, andjion.:handiCapped-(ill others), In' addition

suppose we were to order well-being gained from the same COE from

low to high in `the Order listed .ahOVe. "suppose we'wereto-

claSsify.eachitUdent by one group only, that being .the -lowest

welfare cne iftherewere overlaps .Th.e'equitable'stateS would'

beoneS for which the leVei of COE i ere allocated :Lo pUpilgyoups

from high to low consistently with' the order listed above. 2 Inequita
o

- .

statps would` be all others,

Some

Note that we could go not further than this two way classificati

equitable states could Conceivable distingDiA, each pupil

group bya $1.00 difference while others had differences of $100*.

or .over. Yet theiestatos:woUld both Le aCiLtabi :nd mon-

Comparable._ Likewise for

. ,

one state might

Simply have gotien.one group out

large dollar differences. between

f. order, while anothermight have,

roups ordered exactly backwards '1



Mythe WEA,,4eCificatiOns.-These tWo:stateS!*ould:be'inequitabIe

,r'andmon-comparable to each -other.

0' *cl. Utilitarian or Bentha:IiiteSWP:s

One of the most widely used,SWF's in econoqics has been

utilitarian one. This Specification of Social Weli e says that
:1?

.

the siMple-suM of individual's Welfare is be 'the measure of
. .

'-.
.

.

social welfare. ,Ifjndividual 'Welfare is represented by, U- (x).
. 1

,

- .

(the utility:i receives:frOm sOtial state then-the.utilitarian

. n
:SWF equals E where'n = number: o£ peOple in the society.6'

i=l' 1

This specification af the SWF is additive, separable and

:symmetric. It is also a
.
cardinal mea4ireand uses: interpersonal

111hparisons as.,can be. seen by the .following descriptibn. One way111,

to..compare-Social.Welfare in state .);.ta-that in staterzii to

maculate the difference in utili v received by all i in

If the sum$of the-differenCes.i.s:pasitiveis.creferred'to

The-losses of any indiViduaIS Must be compensated by the gains of
.

other individuals; losses :and gains acrcss indiVidu

ama comparable.

The utilitarian SWF is not meceSsPilI7

is or not depends upon the specificaticn cf ne

ls are measurable

!utility. funCtions

'ofthe.A.hdivals: A.Arety:cG.qaonmption is

that

and is con

utility

utility' is a,±uncAon lncome r'

ave with respect to that incemp (diminishing marginal
.

.

In this-case the SWF. will be concave 1th.respect to

e a.1*).
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Even with the assumption A-concave individual.utility
functions, the tWF does not necessarily meet the Pigou-Dalton

,

condition because some individuals may derive. More utility from each
given level of .income thari other individuals. In that case;"
adding income to any one individualwill increase Social. Welfare.
at a diminishing rate, but switching income from a high income

, .individual could: result.in a larger subtraction .of individual
Utility (and therefOxe social welfare)

t4an'addirigthat-,:income-
to a'low income'

individual till increase individual utilit-j?. (and
therefore social welfare) ( \ote tha't this example also indicates.how Sen's WEA may be violated by utilitarianism. The individual'
with higher utility at any given income'llevel wouldbe given more
income by a utilitarian rule, not lessi%as specified 'b the Sen's
'WEA.) he common assumption of identical concave individual
utility functions would meet the requirr.ments'of the Figou-
Dalton,condition. In. the case of identical utility functions,
transfers from extr.emes of the incomes

disti-Abution .(very high to
very. low) 'will .add more to SW than transfers at similar levels
of income Of course if individual utilities e( identical;
Sen'S MIA is not applicable..

It is somewhat difficult to devis. Ilust7ation of
_utilitarianism applied education bef.a.ise the requirement '
cardinality is such a difficult one tc Yieet. If =e remain withLO

examples
4COt eples wemUst,

Seh'L WEA. ch-aluate. the
.well-being -tthais associated with COL. Houever,: dissimilartoSen we must do More-than ,order the Well-heing; wemust also assigna eaidinally usable number ,to it. Perhaps,the examplewould at least be mritht Spirit

of utilitarianism.



'.13e we ,continue Vith the .groups of pupils $tod, au
p. revo.us example. as beini; the .only ones "td- have distirtUishablyi

different :levels f welsoell-being for equal levels, of resotcrqles,.. For
.

3,
EcPcsitional ease, the groups will. be labelled 2, . 3, 4; andiP5
where:

v

1 = physically handicapped
2 .= 'educationally. handicapped
3 =, geographically handicapped
4. = economically, handicapped .

S -7- non-handicapped

Now suppose that 5 well-being for a given resource level is
assigned, a cardinal value of 1.0 and every other graup's
represented in relation to 5's. Then, as an illustration-,, suppose
the other groups are assigned cardinal values of well-being
follows.

ilerb F 1

The Is are cardinal representations of levels of well-being: at
equal resource levels. Now a, utilitarian type measure of each.
state's social welfare can be de itFed:

where Pupils: the number' ol

be a weighted sum of wei 1 -being

pupils in ,each
sgroup.

The states: would_ be

-cardinally, highet

weighted by the percent
rare e d ,

o loe'st in social bstr-t e size 0±."'Ehe

ord.i.raIly and;

Social Welfare, indicat0r.,



This is, of course, an almost completely perverseexample,
but it does illustrate

one potential Of utilitarianism. Because'
the well-being levels are constant (they/do not decline as COE
increases) there is no diminishing marginal utility. In addition;
the welfare of the worst-off is pres to be the lowest per
dollar of COE. The combination of these two asSumptionsabout
utility means that a. state may possibly raise its Social Welfare
if it spends more COE on group 5, (alf others ) anand 'less do the

worst-off group 1 (handicapped). Whether this is true will partly
depend on the percent of pupils in each group, but since group S
is likely to have the largest percent, ihe perversity is likely to
be true. As with classical utilitarianism, there is nothing. in
the forMulation that necessarily encourages,t1le usual notions
of 'equality.

S Social Welfare'Functions ,That Avoid Additive Separability.
Because the asSm-otions of additivity and separability are so

some, there hasibeen some.
restrictive end so.objectionabl to

J. devoted prOving,thebrems, and-in general using

specifitatiOns of SWPsH that avoid thoseassumptions., A comMon
alternatiVe specilication 5\1F is Symmetric and
strictly quasi-Concave. Implicity thin. ,SWF requires interpersonal
dbmparisbns t need not be defined

utilities but rdther can be a

other variable conr;r2r11).

additive separability.

of indiVidual

direct function of-income (or some

.A.d(.;42.ce

This' formulation will be referred .te in part TH., en
measurement, Wherejts.-applicability to education Will be more
obvious."



,
.6. '.jSome--Exernples-Of SocialChoice---Functions

y, p e op16:; particularly s-, been reluctant not only

-:to make the assumptions of additivity and separability, but also

-those of cardinalitY and interpersOnal comparability. The

literature on social choice- has avoided of 'these assumptions

.:by concentrating on the 'prOblems of .how- to devisetuleS for-

:'combining individual orderings into social orderings or quasi-

orderings.

The basic idea in the social choice formulation is to begin

with a 'group of 'n' individuals and 'r social st and to

assume that each of the 'n' individuals has an ordering of the

'r' states., Then thos6 orderings of. 'r' social 'states are

.combined -into one social ordering' of the states, with certain.
. ..

.

.

.

-s ecifications on the characteristics- o.,i. the rule generating the

licial is seen:- if there exist- any. rules

of choi which permit all the spesifications to be -met..

The most famous example of this type Of model is demonstrated

by Arrow ' s impossibility theorem: Kenneth Arrow (1G51) states

four specifications that the rule .generatisng the social ordering

must meet. .1. 'The rule must .work. for-every pass; 'le

of individual oerferenceS. For example cannot be

con_ igurat ion

restricted

to a configuration of preferences that resuits : in angnimous
9

agreeffent on all choices: 2. If revery individua- prefers one

social state td another, -than so must the social
3 The social ordering cannot be based on one In Lividual ' s

, A

orderings; it carrot be dictatorial. 4 . Social Choice on two

a ernatives must dei).end. on individual choices on ..thpe two

a ternatives only and not on Other iir7:616vant alfernatiVes''..



7.

Q

a

These foUr specifications seem mild and 'reasonable to most people.

ArrOW prove's there is no social rule, that can meet all fou'r

requirements..

Much of the effort in the social choice field has been

devoted to finding combinations of "desirable" or "reasonable"

specifications that can result in rules generating' social orderings

or in finding which conditions can be met by a specific rule:

For example, majority. vote is a popular rule and although it

does not meet Arrow ?.s fo4 r..spetifications , there . are other

"eorabinations itdoes meet.?

The strengths of the Social Choice approach are first;the
1

attention to how..the ocial ordering is generated and

f strong as suript2rons interpersona

li:ty, sepal-ability etc; Its -Keaknesses for'

those hare nterested in tbe and nie asur ement

of equity_ are that he results generally- iden fy a process

rather :than an outcOm and', that there is :no Way;: to trans late the'

results into measures o Of course, one car clearly

conceive of measuring equity' by processes . not outcomes, as : h

following. e-Kample illustrates
Although U. bit' strained , iw is pc Ofzips .t.Cr devise

'an educati on example in the, spd.rit,.Of aC.F,"'s :':;:vdthout use of -the
,.: ... . .

. .

tcchnical theorems).,: by 'cOnCentrat:ing .on: the process of revenue

'i.; eneration. 'Ate 'might begin :by':stai.....:r,i-: :`.:.:.,..i.ticn:_t ,,y.cl wou1:4
. .

want .the state-local cholce of COE to meet

following might seem appealing in the 1ate 1970'

1. Local districts must not have a COE imposed

ictatorship -.o a. sorts),..

(non:-



.No -child,- -should have less..-than "adequate°

.;iserviCe :define in tenni: of _a COE ...figure.
,,

3. The decision on the tax rate should determine the COE:

he Guaranteed Tax Base sYstems of' the 70's for,,,,school .districts'

..(that blydget independently of` municipaliti,es "and have a required.

minimum tax.,...rate: would Meet these specificatibns. Note that

this example is only fin -the spirit of the SCF model.. The actgal
'

model's are much tore technical and narrowly defined to decision
.

rules such; .as majority voter The .usefulness to the analysis of

educavion equity would seen to be the emphasis on process .

A second example using the social -choice formuiation,more

strictly could be labelled a Democrat': c Si F.8 Under certain

conditions, the majority vote rule will result in a victory for

1111, voter with the median 'Preferences. I Democratic is used .

Mously,witn raa'ority rule, then

interp eted. to mean that social states

-Democratic SWF could be

are ranked according. to

'the, ':level of well-being of the medi4n individual or group. In

education' -this 'S'v!17 might be applied' to i.he. di:stril:r-Ltion of COE.

distributions would 'be ramked. accord"vg to the level oP.

spent on the me:iian pupil (or by, the meiian_ districkt) Depending

on, how differe;:t :.arrangements stimulate low, middle,,

and high districts to spend on COE; thi SWF 'coulfi c4nflicit

rr

.

significantly with the Rawlsacn tn.Cmin.in;,,;.) or Flit (max max)

specifications. For e.;:c.mple,

that benefit the middle of -the

urn out to lead to

.

finance arran.f&fferits

dis'tributi,on. (the mod

perdi by the low

,



spending districts. .Simil-ar'tb the Rawlsian and Elitist SWF, the

Democratic one ignores 'every grouji but.:one.

'PART RELATIONSHIP,,BETWEENCliARACTERISTIC OF SWF'S AND SOME
.S.UINARY, MEASURES OF .INEQUALITY

A. Some Relatively Non-ControVersial Results

Based priMarily,on the work of Amartya Sen, the f4Illowing tab
..: ..,.

displays'-the.:,mostgeneral Characteristics of, the SWFthatis-.

implicitly usedWhena specific summary. ofmnequalitY:
. .

,

... .

, .

.

.

is calCulated. When the Lorenz curves are nonrinterse ing, t1.4

general characteriStiCS-of::the-SW:Fiareaar as :we'ileed go:

Although these generar,haratteriiiits:Itontain value judgments,.
-;* AI 7

the judgmentsa.te:probablyonesmost people can live with easily:

measures ,ote:that althOughthe SWF_.is:cardinalitfthe-sUmmary measures are,-

.only ordirally consistent with it. and should therefore be Usedrfor.-
. .

Yanking only -in,ihe-ne±t section, a CardinaImeasureds discussed.

Table A

Relationship of ,,v ..
0 1 7

Characteristics of,SWF tc Measures of 'Inequality
. . -

.:-trictly quasi-concave.
symmetric

.

dtrdinal .

-either s: me size ponulation
.

same tozal.:intome

G.ini Coefficients
from non-intersecting

i:bb.renz .curt es

diffetent size Populations and
§ame mean income.

-Pigou-Daito.11)..

- strictly concave
Ymmetric.

- cardinal
-Pigour-Daltoa

.

. Standard Deviation
gf-increasin.relatiVe equality aversion.,

. .

-constant absolute requalLty:avesion
. . 2"q4 .



,
C'Olt'ave at high: income, levelsmine'CTIC '"

'.- cardinal
. .

;-root
.Pigou7-Dalton

.kiriore - sensitive to transfers- at low.iricoine7'.constant
relative.-inequality_aversiondecreasing' absolUte inequality :.averslon:::' ..

.

-strictly concave-symmetric
-cardinal.
-Pigou-Valtori ;/

_;.constant relative inequality aversion ,decreasing absolute inequality aversiOn%:equally sensitive to transfers at all levels.of income

tand.ard, Deviationf. LOgarithMs

Coeffici ent of
Variation

not strictly concavesymmetr ic
'>Ail:ardinalipt

onstant''relativelinequality. aversiontec easing absolute inequality aversion

Relative Mec.n

Deviation

liThen Is It Necetsary To Bed More recise?.If the -Loren4 curves do not 'eross, there will be. neecor.flitt.tween,:the rankings based pri
gini'.Loeffi.cient, the coefficientvariation, 'arid the star.dard deviation cr'f the lc;go_rithms: If thecurves do cross., there may 'be- confl:-ics. If tehe Lorenzyes' fOT tWO d.istrIbtutions c,r6s5. once and the glnicoe,ticlents, .

.
,

...

identical; 'then -.tile distribution watn the... Lorenz curve--that is _

ler to the left of their intersection will be 7H-Inke more equal ,:--:he :standard deviation of
rd_-: to the"- yl

the .1.6,garithms and

In most empirical studies;
.conflicts it

a -oided, the characteristics of

C-rOss;.

the SWF must

20



I

in more detail than in' table A. Anthony Atkinson and-others have
shbwri that the. SWF when transformed

,into an index of inequality,
. nresults in .an

irOex'exhibiting-constant.relative inequalityaverSit
,,,must be of the form:10

e
b > 0

SWF ,(y) = A .,', B log y e -1

'i > 0-:.7.-..
,

.
.

6 Choice' of e is crucial. ."As [ ]rises.we attach more
a

weight totrariSfers at

weight at. the tap. The uniting case

the 10Wer end f
6tOtribution.,and less.

.

at one eit-i.eme is [e]
giving the fUnCtion mini[yi] Which only takesTatcout of'YtranSf.

.

.
.

.
. . ,to the very lowest income grcuP (and is therefore no.. strictly

.-
.

4,..
.

concave), at-the other, extreme. we [e] = .0 givina the linear..
.

;1-1-,?-1,.

tiltilityfunctien which ranks
distriatIOns.soaeladcording to

.-
4.1total inco.r.:e`

On having specif,ied in more .det'ai'l the SWF, it is pos:SAje
construct measUres of ?'equality that will provide an unambiguouc.
ranking and can be usc;.(Lcardinally.

At'kin"Son tra;,forms the SWF
such 'a-Measure

Wrileas of.the'concep..t Of:the equn:ly distributed
equivalent level Of income; whiCh

hej00s!Cy:ibE...3.This is the
PNT capita income 1:hat ifequally

would'give''the samelevel of social weifare as Lie existing
di.'.7-ti=nift.:off. measPr,t-of inequality is:

Y.

EDE.



minus of .the ratio

incomencoe to ther, existing

of the equ 1 y distributed equiv lent

Mean income.
y
EDE .is' less than or equal

equality] to 1 [coMplete
o u I ranges from 0 [complete

irtequality]. when e is greater than Cr equal to zero::. AtkinSon
has a convenient interpretation of I : I 0.3, fel.' exaMple,

it2allowi us to say that if "incomes were 'equally'distributed,
:

then: we should, need: only 7096. Of :the, present national 'income

achieVe the same level of social welfare

particular social welfare function) ."12

If we use the SWF, specified prevaously,

(according to the

for continuous functieris:

becorieS

e

proportion of indiiduals with
income equal: to yi..;

The advantage of the 'Atkinson measure. 15 that having

peci...ied the StYF there are no Conflictf- 3,1 ranking distributions.

he disadvantage is that there is no wny to _specify. the value of
he "e' in the SWF to suit everyone. 1, footnote 6, t:le

alue of. e will result in SWF 's ranging from thtlt Rawl's
a -that of Bentham (e = 0) tc that of the Elitists (e a,).

There .is no good way out of the bind. Lorenz curves will
. .ldtedly cross, making necessary more ,specific 'characterization!:

F. SWF.. thair.these table A.



PART. IV.: HOW USEFUL IS THIS APPROACH; EVALUATING EQUALITY.INL
.EDUCATION?

The approach results ,in two tangible

.examples of SWF and.SCF-formulatiens.applied. to education
.

.

some help in thinking about different concepts of equity. .Second;

outpUts. FirA, the

Part III's correspondence between the SWF

MeaSureshelps demonstrate that the...treasures dlearly have

impliCatiOns. As for the first output, much is left:unanswered.-

There` is'no.discussion:in the literature:on SWF-'s'and SCF'

how tO_CoMhine::multiple arguments into a choice function,: except

statistical

to say that a single utility index of the several objectives must

be ,formulated, 3 eXample-, in education the likely, concern

not .only with, COE and 'their utility to eurrent.pupils, ipUt also

tax burdens -among families,.and the. Utility of.COE to .nonstudents

and to future citizens. How-can theSe multiple arguments be

included in the SWF? 'The second output on the normative:itplicatThn

statistical measures is important but that point can :be

more simply and in less space.

Perhaps the most-positive output is

specification of SWF' shows that in o).-r to use- a statitical-

summary measure that provides a complete ordinal ranking, it is-

necessary to be fairly specific about how to eva3uate equity.

This specificity is likely to go beyond what many people feel sure.

about. -.,On the other hand, '9. spe; !,cztior. .s.uch.

to agree on, se.proVf.des only an

incomplete 'Ordering.. The les,son may be tntt-the"-use-Of summary

measures, :especially when:used cardinally; asks .:too much Of our

abilities to think about and agree upon conceptions of equity...

We may be on firmer conceptual ground with. less complete measures.



FOOTNOTES

;See ja:nesJluirk. and Rubin SapoSnik
. Introduction to General-

tguilibrium Theory and Welfare EcOnomics , McGraw7hill', NewYork,, 1968, pp IT and 18..

The two..schclars are: INgh yalton and A'. C. Pigou.
. H

,A technical definitien of :these terms is clearly described in:Amartya Sen On Economic ineuality, Y.. W.: Norton, 'New York,
'1973, pp. 52 anti .53. _

SidAey Alexander, "Social Evaluation Through Notional Choice ',
,Quarterly Journal of Economics, (WE), V88, No 4, Noverils,eT19T4, has formulated slie Rawlsian, Elitist, and Utilitarian

SWP,s as versions of the same SWF with different choices for,- one of the parameters
. A slightly modified version of his

'PTesentation is the following:

Let: U. = utility -o th individual

'number of individuals

= welfare indicator in

Utilitarian SWF:

Raw is i an SWF :

Elitist = I E. U.
a4-io

Li=1
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ootnotes continu.e.cp
.

4.

The differenee in the SWF is . -is the choice of the paramete4ta...,

When. .a = 1., only the, total welfare, not how it is clistrib
4-

'..'ed, ,

matters. When a70., the total. does not count at all, on]. ihe

distribution is important . When a+-co, all the utilities a 'bye

- the smallest will go to..tero before the smallest, leasing the

smallest to determine W..; . -ivhen ;a -±a,: again only the distribution,

maters. In this .cas.e,7the largest utility. will dominate as

.a-+-.6 and the largeSt Utility 1.,,-111 therefore deterMine Wi . .Rawls

does not. accept this formulation because. he e-sees the ",three SWF ts

as distinctly. different conceptually and thinks it-/..iT!'innacCurdtf

to. present them as simply different of a nia,``eMatical

pa.remeter.- ,. (John Rawls, "RePly.f.to Alexander and Musgrave"

"QJE, V88,. No. 4, Nov. 1974, pp: 6437646..

7 See Amartya Sen, Collective. Choice and Social 14, lfare, Holden-

Day Inc, San Francisco, 34?70; Chapter 10.
.. .

... Robert. dooiet and Elharian Helpirtail, "CrPtimal' Income TaXatien.

for ,Transfer Payments tin_ der Dif.fertint Social. Welfare Criteria",

p..3-, 1974; pp. 656-70.
- .

SWF defined as a function of invme not utility. If SWF is

function of utility, then SWF is:ordinal.

This SWF the sane one used by, Sid.ney Alexander, as described

in 'footnote -6. The parallel will bt:, shown more'clearly in a

few paragraphs . Alexancier uses a = e,, as the crucial

parameter.
Anthony B. Atkinson, "pn The Mer,.4surement

of Economic Theory; V 2, 1970; v...257.

. Atkinson, on . cit. , p. 250.

equality", Jeurnall

Rebert Cooter and Elhanan. Helpman, example, are able to

combine, the two arguments of tax burdens and ,..:erking _hours into

a single utility- index by making utility .a function, f 'income

and leisure. Income in turn as a- fl.-.n4tic.n of taxes aid a:na

leisure is equal to all non-work, .li6,fr.s.
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APPENDIX 2

Definitions and Formiilas for -Measures of Equity

UNIVARIATE MEASURES:

I, Range: The difference between the highest' and the lowes't

observation in a distribution.

2. Restricted Range: The diffeTence between two specific points
in a-distribution, usually 'defined in percentiles. k' common
example is the difference between the 5th and the 95th percen,

tile. A second popular restricted range is the interquartile
range, the difference between the 25th aad 75th percentiles

3. Federal Range Ratio: The differences between the'observatjons
at the 5th,and the 95th percentile divided by the observation
at he .,5th percentile.

4. Percentage of. Students: The number of studetns with observations
that fall+jC% above and below the mean divided by the total
number of students.

Relative'mean DeV5.ation: The sum of the-absolute values of
the dif4renCe between each obserVation and the mean observation
divided by the aunof all:the observatiOns; 14111g the pupil as
the pnit:of.ahalySis and expenditures per pupil ashe.treatment
-the_formula is:.

r

number of pupil in'district

mean per pupil expenditure in district i..

mean per pupil expenditure over, all pupils
r

.number of districts ;2431 .,,,,



Permissible Variance: of the observations
\ -

sum that would result if each observation

to the median. The formula'

p.

ion`

J the median level per pupil
'expenditures

. Variance:- The ayerage of the squared deviations from the 'mean.

The 4ormula '''using the pupil as the unit, of analysis, is:

N N

number of pupils in district1
mean per pupil expenditbre in district

= mean per pupil expenditure over all pupils

N = ber of districts

Coefficient of Variation: The square root of the variance

divided by the mean.
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9. Standard DeviatiOn of, Logarith : .The square root of the

average of the squared .deviations of the logarithms of the

obServations . The formula, where the pupil is the unit of

analysis is

lok X - log

where:

1=1

= number of pupils in district

mean Per pupil expenditure it distric

1 g logarithM of the mean per pupil expenditure in
district i

log = mean of the logarithm of per pupil expenditures

N

1=1

P
is' 1

log Xi

N = number of districts

1 . Gini , Ceef lcient : Derived from the 'Lorenz curve which is

constructed as follows . If the observations are ordered. In

terms of per pupil expenditures from low to high, they can be

plotted on a graph using the percentage of the population on the

X' axis and the percentage of the expenditures accruing to the

populdtion on the Y axis. The plot for a distribution where

expenditUreis per pupil are the same, for the entire population

. will be a 45° line, .assuming equal .units on each' scale. :Tigenty

Percent Of the population will receive twenty percent' of.. the

expenditures, thirty pertet of the Papulation; reNiVe:. ,



thirty percent the expenditures etc. If per pupil
) .-

exPenditures are not distributed equally, then the distribUtion.

will be represented by a_curve below the 45° -line. X percent

of the population' Will teceiveY.perCent of theeXpendituret and

t.somepoint X will be less than Y. The Gini:coeffiCient is

then.defined.as the perceritage,of.the,area below. the 45° line

that is between the Lorenz curve and the 45° line.

There are.many forMulas (transformations of each other)

for the Gini coefficient, One such formula is:

1

where:

Ait

(2L P
i=1

2.

21. 11:

.7 number Of pupi1S-in district

= mean per pupil expenditure in district.

= mean perpupil.expenditure otter: all, pupils

N = number of districts

Atkirisson's Index, using a SWF with E o and not eqUalto.one.
The formula is:

'where:

--1
1 1

N
_

N 1-E
E
1=1 1 u 3_ 3

1)'= number of pupils in 'district

mean per pupil expenditure in..distriCt.. .;

.

Mean perpuPil'expenditure over all'pu141,s

= number of districts

= value judgment parameter to be set equal
a constant > 0 and not equal to 1.



BIVARIAT,E MEASURES:

. Simple correlatiN between dependent (Y), .and independent 'ocy
variables:

'where:

1=1
Y."

= X-

Ex-

= number of Observations

2. Biirariate .sloPe coefficient fr.= regression'Y.

Elasticity frot '..biyariate regression, defined at means:
X-

= bi

Constant elasticity calculated from regression:

In Y. 'b InX-
1. 0

bi

Slope from quadratic regression; defined at, mean:

-2
1.

Y. b
o

b
1
Xi b2 Xi

Slope = bl 21)
2
X

241 1" I



6. EIastiCity from quadratic, regression, defined at means:

(bi .2132'17)(

Slope from cubic regression, defined at mean:

2

Slope = 2b25 + 3b,3Y

Elasticity from cubic regression defined at mean:

+ 2b2X. + 3bX
xv"



Taxpayer Equity in School Finance Reform:
The School..Finance and. The Public.Finance Perspectives

Introduction

The forMplation-of concepts of equity in 'schOol finance,Nform is '

_ ,

CsplicatediAnd is,nOtkvelue free exercise.. As a result, discustiOns, and

analyset of equity are -difficult and,.attimes, confusing. The Purooe.of'.
,

this-artitleisto tortout and 60ain_certain.ConcePtfons Of,equitY.,1,eN

idaarly thote known as. taxpayer equity.
.,

Many:examinationseof:equitY in school finanCeclassifyrequitY concerns
. , - : . . . .

into at :least two broa&§roupings'or,tyPet:,. ',One type is generally.expreSsedas

a concern fot40iIdren. .lostOftenChildren! equity: is using Auni..!-

90

variate dispeesion measure such as the cOefficiint of variation or the Gini

fficient or a more complex measure that, incorporates differential student needs.-
: e e , ' 3 3 I. T 7 ; f '

.
Considerable attention has recently been devoted to developing an analytic-,frame-

work for assessing, the equity implications of edUcati,on finance reform for childen.

.

.

The:-otherfaquity typajs:-UsuatlypreSsed .as :a concern'-fOrthe taxpayer. Several
. . ,. . .

:;:diffarent formulations of taxpayer equity have teen introdUce.d'in An ad .hoc manner

into'the'School finanCeliterature and these. tend tvbe somewhat differnt' from

-taxPaYee equity fOrMUTatiOnsfouhd in the_ public .finance literature. The alternA-

1. See, for example, T.L. Johns and D.A. Magers "Measuring,the Equity of,State
SChool Finance.Programs", Journal of EducationrFinave,' 4, Spring, 1,978.. They

. also classify "adequacy" as a:,conceen but we'consider adequacy to be a separate .

-concern from equity. See also the Office of Education Reigulations that have been
written .to Alpasure equalization in PL 93-380, in the Federal'Reoister,.TuesdaY,
March 22, 1977. A

2. See, for example, R. Berne, "Alternative Equity and Equality Measures: Does

the Measure Make. A Differeilqe" in E.O.. TM", .ed., Selected Papers in School Finance,
77, Washington, D.C.: U.S. Office of Educatfon, forthcoming and L.S. Friedman and

.
Wiseman, "Understanding tne.Equity Consequdncef of School Finance Reform",

Harvard .Educational Review, 48, May, 1978.



. .

tive formulations of taxpayer equity have led' to some confusion in the school ,

-finance literature and in this article we intend to' isolate the 'different..

:-.

... .
. 4

equity formulations so that, hopefully, this confusion can be reduced. Before
- ,

. .0

a large amount of empirical work is undertaken to measure taxpayer equity it 'is

,'important to be clef on its Conceptual underPinnings.

There are mul.tile formulations of taxpayer equity. in school, financ

and some of the COnfusi.On the literature seii& from a ;failure. to .reCignize,

On.,..the one hand, .there..are cases yhere taxpayer' equ-Ry ..is eqUated with

1 ,
': ambiguous formulatien such as "equal tax rated", formulation that is equitable

Only by definition. On the other": hand, .less ambi6Uous formulations such as "equal

yield for equal effort " are utilized without erence to other, equal ly plausibled:
,

equity:formulations. A useful distinction that has.' introduced into the

school finance literature. is the distinction between ex ante and ex post, taxpayer
.

equity hese -'formul ations can be used to identify conceptually different for
r 1 7 ? ' ^ ..f" , '', 7 ,' : ' '

mutations of taxPayer equity. 3
& .

.

et
... .

,

_

Ex ante taxpayer equity is, generally evaluated by:examining 'the charac-

teristic's of a school finance plan or scheme while ex post . equity involves an
y.- . ."=7.

I

assessment of the actual spending pattern's- that result from a school finance plan

and the school districts' response to that pinan. The distinctions between .eX ante

and ex post can be made clearly by relating these alternatfve formulations of

equity to the District PowerEqualizing ( OPE) school finance plan. The bRE, by

its nature, produces a situation where,- if every district were to levy identical

3.. The. terms" ex ante and ex post.: haVe been Used exp.' iCi tly cir implicitly by

' in J. Pincus,: ed. School Finance in Ti-ansi on, (Cambridge , Mass.: Ballinger,
S.M.. Barr° , "Al ternatiie. ,Post-Serrano Sy ste, s and Their. Expenditure Implications"

1974);' h1 S:. Feldstein; "Wealth Neutral it and Local Choice in Public Education",
American Economic Review, 65,- 1975; L.S. Friedman, "The Ambiguity .of, Serrano:

Aik Two ,Concepts. of Weal th Neutrality" , Hastings., Constitutional( Law. Quarterly, 4,lir Summer, .1977; ,L,S. Friedman and- M. Wiseman, ",Understanding the Equity Consequences
of School Finance Reform".



tax. rates.,. equal spending -would resUly Since this is .arra'ssessment of the Plan.,

her than the results of...a, pin, equity ,formul ations that are - concerned with.

the presence of DPE or .equal yield for 'equal effort, are ex ante formulations..

If equity is assessed by...examining what .districts actual ry' spend: Rnder, the DPI

or other-.Words how they set their tax. rates ) 'and, the's'Pen'dIng is related
,

distritts'.ability7to-pay,, the 'formulation would be -congideretf.an ex

post axpayer ,:equity one. Thus, -some of;the confusion in-,!the school fina'rice

literature:stems frcm a faiTurg to _make the. ex. ante/ex. post

: ForMulatiohs of ti-i0ayer in schobl finance yobld by their

nature, introduce an additional confusion since they are different from the.

fQrmulations of taxpayer equity commonly found, in the public finance literature
For ex.ample, school finance formulations..Of taxpayer equity utilize either
sper,ding or effort related td-weal th -while public finance formulations riormally

ill ne e1 ther:net.:41,enefi ts. or costs' and ;"5:enefits :Combinatibn With ndome'.

1h the ..sections to 'follow we Will further. elaborate: the distinctions

among different formai-00ns of taxpayer equity.' First, we approach taxpayer

equity-,from the gducation or school finance perspective and we, examine the

conditions under. which a DPE system leads to taxpayer equity,. ex ante or, ex post.

,

'$e.00nd, we:.intrOduc'e citions..Of taxpayer equity that are More consistent%with
,

'Pub.( iC finance ytekit,c-.oy. taxpayer equitY but that can and have been applied to
.

educatiph. In",toltk,caSes we discuss .al. fernatiVeY equity formulations and ill us.-.

trate thesek with examples.

Taxpayer Equity FroM the Schobl Finance Perspec:tiVe.
17%

Historically in school, finance, 'concern for,. taxpay equity has evolved

ltaneously with the D'PE so that it iS ,natural _ffr the two-to be eqbated, at



least in some people's minds. Therefore, in this section we examine under what

conditions ,a DPE could be considered equitable from a taxpayer's point of view.

But first we need to explain several additional aspects oftaxpayer eqbity.

One way to examine taxpayer ,equity is to ask whatdifferent taxpayers

give up in Order ,to :obtain education When we measure what people give up in

order to obtain something else we can express what they give up as a price, a

ratio of exchange between two goods.. In well-established markets, money serves

as a medium of exchange and prices are expressed as a ratio of money foregone

to. one unit of a good' received, Once the money pride of two goods is established,

is.possible to derive the ratio of exchange between two goods directly:. For

example, if the price of strawberries is $1.00 foregone for one pint of straw-

berries received,While the price of raspberries is $1.50 foregone for one Pint

received, then the pf.i e of raspberries.could be stated as 15 pints of :straw

berries. Since for public educatiOn people do not "give up" something as they
, ;

-

dowhen'they ilurchaseStraberrias but finStead'give up.reSOUrdes.,Niataxast.wa

can refer to the. price'facinga-taXpayer a5a.taOrice.....1n...:the case of'a tak

pride, the!.releant ratio.,of.exchange.for,dny indimicklattaxpayqr is,..the-number

of tax 'dollars that. must .paid ii(Ordertoohtaiii:.a unit of a.public good or

service or the ratio ofeXehange'hetWeen one:Ipubliclood-or-sarvice and another,'._

Before we illUStrate 'theteVeral.ta* Prides'.hat are reTevant and,re.

lateitax prices to.the DPE; tfie connection between 'tax priceS:and .equity needs:

. , .

For this discussion we will define..equityas.the equal treatment
,. .

.

of-eqUalOhoriipntal agility). and the unequal ':treattent-Of unequals(vertiCal

4. The bobk, J.E. Coons, IJ.1N. Clune, and S: Sugarman, "Private Wealth and,.

Public Education, (Cambridge, Mass,: Belknap Press, 1970) exemplifies this

Aft evolution.

ql,



.Thus, for horizontal taxpayer, equity we can inquire whether taxpaydrs

IIP, -
;iiicihave:the same. ability-to-pay face the same) tax pridelend forvertical

equity we can assess whether ta*payerS Who have a greater Oil ity7topay

appropriately higher tax paces Note that these fOrMulations of taxpayer

equity are ex 'ante; tax prices do not Aepend upon

are determined by the school finance system.

individuals behavior but

As an alternative to these ex ante formulations the relationship of

school spending to taxpayerS' ability-to-pay, or ex post equIty,' could be

examined. In this case, horizontal equity would require.that taxpayers with

the same bi 1 i ty- to- pay receive the same spending and veil,tical equity cduld

require that those with a greater pa laTger amounts-

of educational spending than those with a lesser ability-to-pay. 'Note that in
. . .

this ex Post formulation tax prices do not enter into the evaluation of equity.

Allyer, tax prices are relevant to ex post equity considerations in an indirect

way.

When we. assess` ex post taxpayer :equty the actual spending.,deCitiOns

of the districts are .examined, but those spending decisions result. from the

prevailing school finance plan and the district's response to that plan..

The. assessment of ex-.pOst:equity ,can, f. course, be'stlaqe viiOvut reference,

the plan'. : However, if those concerned:with ex, cost :equity desire to change:the

results:: or spending patterns.,. they must alter' the. school finance plan...

-same tirri,:,the"link

most plans allow a fair 'degree of .leeway.,fOr' indiVidual district response:

between a.,.givmplan and- deSired results. is not simple 'sinde

Thus ,

those concerned with movement toward ex post equity must be able to predict

model ).'how districts. Will respond:to schOol finance.plans endthiSfs' where tax

ices fit in since it -can be shown theoretically and empirically that districts



'respond 'to tax prices.

In the -remainder of this section' we will show the way' in which tax

prices can be formulated, the asSeS,S-ment of ex. ante equity in terms of tax prices,
and the effect of a .DPE; on 't ax' prices. Also, we will indicate how tax prices can
affect district responses to a' finance -plan and how a OPE may predictably lead to
inequity, ex post, on account of tax prices and the particular ability-to-pay
measure utilized` in schbol finance.

We begin'by describing six simplifyin'g assufnptions that make the
tration of the, way that tax prices are formulated and related to taxpayer equity
clearer. These six assumptions are as follows:

1. The local tax price-,-- OF the tax dollars paid directly to t e local.school district per unit of service, are the subject of this analysis.
2. All households face identical resource costs-(or private inarket.purchase prices) for education services. The same is true for other public goodsand for private goods. This is.clearly a simplifying assumption and places whereit affects the conclusions will be stated.

3. Each household in :.a district receives identical levels of educationservices ancridentical levels of all other public goods. In order for this assuinp-tion to.be valid for education either each household would have to contain identicanumbers of children or the 'externalities' associated with education would have tocompensate those households ',nth fewer children. Any other 'assumption unnecessarilnicomplicates the analysis of equity and tax prices- without changing the generalconclusions.

4. Education and-other public goods -are financed at the-local level bymeans of a locally determined single rate property tax on 100% of market value.-
5. The school district and the municipality that.provides, other localpublic services, are coterminous.

The-DPE plan guarantees a tax base of $50,000 per_family or $50 perfamily for each mill of propertx tax levied. Pre-OPE, it can be' assumed'that thestate government allocates state aid by means 0:E"a flat grant per Pupil.

5; '.Tote that .districts respond differently .according to 'other oharacteristiCsbesides tax prices including income 'and the preference. for edutation.: See M..S.Feldstein,, "Wealth Neutrality..."; N.14; Grubb and. S.M. MiChelson, States and Schools(Lexington, .ass.; Lexington Books, 1974); ELF.. Ladd, ."Local Education ExpendituresAlk Fiscal Capacity, and the.. Composition:of:the PropertyTax Base", National Tax Join29; June, 1975; P.E.- Vincent and E:K.,Adarns, "Tax Base Compotition and Family ;ncor:1-2in Measuring School District.Fical Capacity"; Paper No 12, Education 'FinanCe Cente.Educatior, Commission of the Eitates; Denver, Colorado, March 1978.



40.
A hypothetical example, is presented in order* -illustrate the calcUla-

,

Zion of the tax prices and their relationship pre and post DPE: to the t-a-tT.ate,

individual home values, and ex ante and ex post equity. The example is composed

of three all-residenttal, school districts , each of which contains three houSe:.

%

.The assessed property value for each of the hOUtes is displayed in Table 'I.:.

Three tax:prices are calculated all terms of the tax'bfll (or tax

bill equivalent in the case of private goods.) needed to Purchase' $100 of the good

in question The amount purchaSed is standardized to $1 oa for4wo reasons:. First,

the $100 figure allows easy manipulation of-tax prices. Second;: - dollars areoften

used to represent services in the school fiTlarice'and public finance literature find

, .

given assumption number 2 on identical resource costs. across householdi , the

4.

dollars co.uld,,be,converted to units of service that Would be identiCal, for all

:households,';without changing the Condlusions78

.

The three tax prices for each household in each district before the

initiation the.OPE plan are presepted in Table 2. In addition, the mill rate

that would be required to raise the $100 is also included in parentheses next to

each tax price. P-' is the tax bill for each household that is incurred when edii-

Cation spending. per .faMilY is increa20 Ly $l 0O t. Pg is the incremental tax price

required to finance $1.00 of other pbbItc.Ocids and services per family ancr.OR-is

theincreMental tax price equiTent for .$1 00:Of prPiatefgoods.. and.servic.es

6. .We will refer to education per family ather th-anchild. By.assuMption

they are .,i_dentical and the family .referenc9 clarifies, the analysis,

7. The existence of non-residential propvty further complicates horizontal and
vertical equity comparisons. The authors ;Ilave worked out 'examples with distActs
containing: non-residential 'property, hut--;,b4se examples are not included here
because they are not essential to the arguments.

,IL For example, it is possible to convert either to $1 of services by dividing
ilp 1 results by 100 or to real units by dividing the $100 of services by a
resource cost index.
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Hypothetical Assessed Property Values By District

:HOUse 1.

-House 2
House 3

--.-

District 1 District 2 District 3

$10,000 $15;000 $ 30,000

20,000 20,000 40,000
30,000 40,000 .50,000

Total District
Asseised Value

Assessed Value/Household
up or Family

:$60 000; $75,000 - $320 boo
.

$25,000:. $-40opo-



: ,Pc

PR

E/PR
PB/PR

Tabl

Local -Tax-Prices Per S100-of a Good or

,Pre-OPE':

District-1

'House 1

,($10,000)
$50 (5 mills)
50 (5 mills)

:100 (10 mills

.5 .

.5

House 2
($20,000)'

100 (5 mills
100 (5 mills
100 (5 mi1,1s)

. .

House 3
(130,000)

PE
150 (5

PB 150 (5 mills)
P loo (3.34 mills)

PE/PR 1.5
1:5

District 2

House "-1
. ($15,000)
$60 (4'mills)
60 (4 mills),

100 .(6.67 mills )

.6

.6.

. House 2
($20.,000)

80
80 (4 mills)

100 (5 mills')

.8'

House 3
- ($40,000)

160 (4'ffiills)*
160 (4 mills)
1.00 (2.5 r6ills)

1.6

251

Service

District 3

House 1
($30,000)

$75 (2.5 mills
75 (2.5 mills)

100 (3.34 mills)

. 75
. 75

House 2
($40,000)

100 2:5 mills)
100 2.5 mills)
100- 2.5 mills)

1

1

House, 3:
($50,000)

125:(2,5.pills)
:125 (215-mills)
100 (2j/mills)

1.25
1.25



per family., PR: does not -differ across households and can be used as a convenient
0 -

numera ire to which the other two prices can be compared.. The comparison to the

numeraire is effected by forming the ratio af the- tax price of education to the

.private tax price (PE/PR) and the ratio of the tax price of other public goods and
. .

services .to the private .tax price (PB/PR). Because, pre DPE, PE /PR and P13/PR are

,

equivalent for each household, for equity cons cderations we need only be concerned .

of Pg will always be 'compared -to the numdraire, PI/. We will

with one of them 'and- therefore we will concentrate on PE/PR.' Throughout the rest

f the paper, PE

henceforth refer to the ratio PE/PR as, the tax _price of education and the ratio

PB/ PR as the tax price of: other public goods:

. .. Although conclusions will be .discUssed .after presentatiOn of tax priCes
.

under a DPE..., :we can observe' at this 'point that in terms of a -concePtidh of taxpayer:

:equity that relates tax prices to house values neither horiZontd1 nor vertical

equity standards are met pre-DPE.. Generally a finance syttem i s= judged. to be

horizontally equitable if equally situated 'households are treated equivalently:

Vertical equity standards are met when households that ,are unequal are treated in

'appropriately' di fferents.ways. Vertical equity. usually requires that the ratio

of tax _burden- to sOme measure of' househOld well;-being such as .residential weal th

be at .1 east constant as wealth increases_ (i e. a -prOportfonal tax 'schedule);

Sometimes a progressive "schedule. of tax burden is required,- where the ratio of tax

burden to wealth increases as the level of Wealth increases. Pre-DPE, neither, the

horizontal nor. the vertical equity standards.- are met.: Houses of the same value.p:

different tax prices as seen by lOoking at PE/PR for the two $20,000. houseS:

Districts 1 and 2 .(11,ancl.8); vfOIatin§ hOrizontal equity.. At the, same time,. a

9. Note that PE/PR :arid PB/PR are identical: pre-DPE becaUse .education and "other
public goods are financed. identically: at the local stand state, level



se; of. loWer valUe payS"a higher tax price than one of higher ValUe as can b

looking at PE/PR foy=-.,the ,$30,000- house 'in District) 1 (1,5), and PE/PR for

. .

-.more 'comprehensive conception of If taxpayer tquity, but for those who are inter

:'rested in. a conception that relates tax price to household residential wealth, the

the $50,000 'house' in District-3 (1.25). Later, in section III, we will present

pre-DPE system is not equitable,
10

Table 3 presents :the local tax prices for each household in each district

-after the tiation of the DPE system for education with a $50,000 per family .

(child) gu antee.d base. This time PE/PR and P3 /PR are not identical for each

hoUsehold,,.-,The signifitance for ex ante-taxpayer equity of the difference in PE /Pp;
. ,

and PB/PR for each household is dependent on a value. judgement', The value judgement.

determines' Whether edudation should be considered a uniquely iMportant service,

qualitatively different from other publicly provided service's. If it is so.

then ex ante equity evaluators may be content to look at the tax price of

edUCation,. in isolation from the rest of the-'f'inancial environment _facingt a household.

In 'such a case,- the DPE provides ex ante taxpayer equity according to the limited

donception. that relates tax priceS, to hOuse values. 1:10uses of the same value pay
. '. . . . . .

exactly the same price for -,$1-00 of educati,on .(horizontal equity) and",higher,

houses always pay a higher .tax price for $100 of education ;such that 'the ratio of

tax price to household residential wealth is constant and a proportional tax schedule

results (one version of vertical equi

Theexistence !of ex ante hbrizontal and vertical taxpayer equity post

OPE when education is considered a unique .godds, is consi.stent.with -Ole equity

concept that is. measured by-the "equal - .yield for equal effor(t" criterion

10. Although this conclusion is based on, a hypothetical example, its validity in
the real world is assured as long as school districts are not perfectly homoaeneous_

ipth respect to distributions, of residential wealth.

11. If vertical equity is defined to mean a progortidnal tax as used

above, then the existence of ex ante horizontal and. Vertical taxpayer equity post-

DPE, when education is considered a unique good, is -precisely identi dal to "equal

yield for, equal effort".



Table 3

Local Tex-Prices Per 5100 of a Good or Service

District 1

House 1
($10,000)

PE $20
PB 50
PR 100

-PE/PR .

PB /PR'

Post-DPE

District 2

2 mills)
. 5 mills)
10 mills)'

2.
.5,

,

_Hotie 2
1($20;000)

PE 40..12 mi 1 1-0
WPB, 100 (5 mills)
PRI7-100 (5 niillS)

PE/PR
Ps/PR

House 3
($30,000)

PE 60 (2 mills)
PB 150 (5 mills)
PR 100 (3.34 mill

PE/13v
13s/Pit::

.6
1.5

House 1
($15,000)

$30 (2 mills)
60 (4 mills)

-100 (6.61 mills)

.3

.6

House 2
($20,000)

40 (2
86 (4 mills)

100 (5 mills)

House 3
0,($4060)

80 (2 Mills)
160 (4 milli)
160 (2.5 mills)

.8

2 4

District 3

House 1
($30;000)

$60..2 mills)
75 (2.5 mills)
100 (3.34 mills)

.6

.75

1; .

House 2,
($40,000) ,

80 (2 mills)
100 (2.5 mills)
100 (2.5 mills)

.8

House 3'
($50,000)

ipo -(2 mills)
125 '(2.5 mills
100 (2 mills)

1

1.25



The consistency of the two concepts can be seen with the help of Table 4 which

Whows the weal th per chi 1 d far each district and the spending per child' (equal.

yield) that ..thou-Id result' from a. 2 mill taxi-ra.te (equal effort). All three di's

. tricts would spend $1.00 per -child -If each levied 2 mills.- Table 4 also shows

the local contribution and the state contribution to the spending 'per child:

In section III on taxpayer equity from a public finance perspective, it will be

shown that the method of financing the state shar,e, and in particulir the tax

incidence of the particular revenue sources used at the state '1 evel , are important.

In the .ex ante school finance conception stated either as horizontal and vertical_

equity or equal yield for equal effort, he particular state :taxes used to raiSelr

the revenue for state aid are not.. relevant.

If the equity evaluator. -does not think that:education is Unique but

tather that it is one among many beneficial -goodS and services and that a tax;;,.

s entire range of option's is important

cif education and the tax price of other public goods and :services. roust .be considx

ered together. In such a case, ex ante horizontal equity no longer exists because

houses of the same value pay the same price for eduCation but different prices

for other public goods and services. For example, the $20,000 houses in Districts

2 in. Table 3'bOth pay. PE /PR. = .4, for educatibn, but in District 1 the

. .

$20,000 house PaYs PB/PR 1 for other_ public goods and 'services and in District 2

the $20,000 housa pays PB/PR = .8 for other public goods and services. The house

in District 2 is better, off when both prices are considered (no horizontal equity).

Likewise higher-valued houses (house 1 i n District 3, Table 3, for exaMple as, corn-

pared to ,house 2 in Districts ! and 2) may pay more for education but be more than

compensated by a lower price for other public goods and services (no vertical



Table 4

Equal Yield For Eaual Effort and
Ex AnteAaritontal and Vertical Taxpayer Equity

Wealth.per child,

District i

$20.00Q'

District 2

$25>009

District 3

Tax rate in mills

Spendinj der child

-LoCal taxes per child



Ihe,,eqUal yield for equ'al effort criterion 1:not...capture .the in .

, .

ui ty ;that may be . percei ved. as a. result of differentia 1 tax prices. of other public
.. ..

.

.,goodS and services. As emphasized before, equal yield for equal. effort looks at

: the ex7ante horiiontal and 'vertical eqUi ty .of. ed'Ucation' alone:t, .

The general, conclusions that, can be draqn from- the presentation of

.tax` prices pre- and, post:OPE, in Tables 2 and 3 are the .fol lowing.

1. Taxpayers face different tax prices for education' after -a OPE,. even

though ..the mill, rate for an increment of $100 of education is the same for all

taxpayers post-OPE (see PE/PR across houses pOst-DPE, Table 3). The mill rate is

not conceptu4.1ily the same as the tax pride. .

2. The tax priCe education ;varies pcis.itiVely with house value- after

the DPE, but ex ante vertical and horizontal equity do not necessarily, existbe-.7

cause the tax priCe of other public, gbOds may be 'relevant as well . When the two

ilkices are looked *at post-OPE, horizontal and vertical equity dolippt exist '(see
. ,,

9E/PR and Pg/PR for hOuse 2 'in, Dtstricts 1 and 2 and houte 1 in. District 23-, Table, 3)...

3. The identification of the relevant tax price is also important when the

conception of. taxpayer equIty is. an ex post one, Ex post, taxpayer equity requires

that we knot./ the actual _expenditures devoted to' each child's education .and the

relationship: of those. e.kpendi turei to a measure of ,the characteriStic of 'the. tax-

payer such as weal th Or income. The expenditures per child will be related.to.the.

tax price of .education because school districts 1,011- respond to the-tax price (as

well as other variables such as income, edUcation 1 eVel s ; and age-. structure of

residents of the district) when determining hoWpluCh to spend per child; There.-

fore, in order to understand the ex post ,hous,ehOld 'equity cohsequences of.a" pro-

posed school finance system, ,eie must understand how the school district will respond

to various tax prices in its determination of -expenditures per . child.

410



"r . TherA are two require Aquisite bp an 'understanding- of school
.

- di stric
_

ponse to various' c'ea X et tstabl i shed in school finance plAris :.in

-,, ...

First the theory ar- model of, - gdvernment, behavior must be specified.

A common theory usedIturrently-i 1 the economics literature is that a school dts-
,

trict't, response is deteemined, by preferences. of themedian voter, 1-
2

. This median

''voter theory is the one adopted for this- discussion. The secood prerequisite to

Under.standing school district' response is a- deci sioen. on whether, to :1 ntl ude only.

the tax price of education, PE/PR,- de whether to include the tax price of other

goods and' services as Well , PB/PR, in. the median voter responte models. We will

outline the expected influence af:!each" de., cition, on- sthdal ..district retponse.Model
e .

that predict education'. expenditures per child.

For eXpositional purposes we make the following assuPtions and theh

use Tablet 2 and ,3 ':to. derive the expected eXpenditure per child that :results from

:mediarF voter response. models and the ex pOst: cations- ofthelexpected

expenditure decisions

represents Median voter (House -2 inik.

2. Households' with higher valued houses' have. larger anual'Incoftles
. (House 2 in District 3: has a higher-annual income than House 2 in Di strictt. 1

and )

The Aemand for education by the median -Voter is a. fuhctiap of. taxi,
prices,: income, and other variAbles, such as edudation, 1 evel and, age of distrit
residen-ts. .. ,The- other 'yariabi es are assumed to 6e the same for al 1 three. median

voters our example ,- to. that ediidgiiqnal expenditures :Will be determined. by
median Voter ,response. to i rx prices- and Ana* :a lobe. it it assumed that hi gher

..tax prices-of 'ed060 on result .* in lower spendlhg;..higher prices' of .otiler Public

gOkisand services:resul higher education qending.:because :th.ey'. are SUbsti-
tutes for education; and _higher intomes, result in' higher edutatiOn-. spending be-
Cause education is , in economic terms,,., a nor a I good.

12 ...See,, for example; Wagner, The Public : EcOnomY, (Chicago : Markham,. 1973)
pp. 38-39 Bergstrom and R. P. Goodman , "Private Demand for Public .Gpode" ,

American Economic Review, 63, Zune,. 1973;..W.A. .McEachern , '!Col 1 etti ve :Medi ani Vot0rAIL
Hypo thesi s", ;rational Tax. Jour.naI , 31,.,June 1978,
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1,
Given these assumptions, the-results 'el e .expect' Are recorded

,blue. 5: and discussed below: Pre-015E we would expect District 2 to spend
. A

more beciUse to price of education is.lower to the Median

n District 2,-incOme is the same for the median, voters in both districts,

the -tax' price of the other public good is the same as the tax price of
.%

educatiolfop each median voter. 'We mould exitct'District to spend more

per-chilci!than District 1 becaust thp tax prices ofledUCation and of other goods-
. a

and serviCds;are identical in both .districts for .each household,while income

in District is highei, than in District 1. It Is.tiA`,Olear whether District--3

would spend more or less than Disti<4,-: 2 because whi,110, District has a higher

tax price for education and for other goods and servyps than does, District 2,

it also has a higher = income than does District 2. ..,
0"-..

Thu4:.

ex post hoiI zontal equity-would be violated pre-DPE, since houses

Of equal value(HoUse 2 in Districts 1 and 2) spend different amounts per child

(more in District 2)-. Furthermore, one.yersion of ex post vertical equity is

violated sinceithe .district with the higher average assessed value per child

(District 2) spe.n

child (District 1). This finding for ex post vertical equity.

situation prevailing 'tn-most states

pen child than a, di5trict with lower 'assessed value per

is not unlike the

.Post-DPE i f the, median voter's education dcisions O not depend on the

price of othergoods., then Districts' 1 and 2 shOuld spend the same becauSe the

tax price of education is the.ame and inoOme is' the same, District 3's spending

inrelationship to Districts 1 and 2 is Oncle.arlbeCause while the tax price of

education to the median wAter. in District 3 is higher, so is income.
1

If the price,of other public goods does influence the median voter's

decisions on education, theRTpost-DPE District 1 should spend more than DiS'trict 2

11Ikecause while the tax pricetlof education are the same tolthe median voters in
I:. 1



'fable 5

PREDICTED: EDUCATION SPE110111G PRE AND.POST PPE.'

k 4

Pre OPE'

Education CoMpat'ed Education.

5pendll

leis than Olitrict 2

District 1°

Olitrict

less than Disolct 3.

Districti

Post DPE

'(Tax price Of educatiokand intent

influence education ,spending.)

Educatfon Compared ., Education

Spendlt -

Zistrict 1 equal:10 District 2

,OIstrict

pistrict 2'

1

(Tax price of:education tax price of

other:public goods; and incoMo,f1f,luehte,

'education spending..)

1,41

I;-

Education Compared ..EduCation

To;

District i greater 'than tilStr ict 2.



:71

h'Districts,. the tai price of the other goods- and services is higher in

District :`1 and thus education,,would be substituted for the other public goods

and,,services'in District 1 tb a greater extent.tftri in District 2. District -3't

spending per child in relationship to Districts -1 and 2 cannot be,predicted be

cause while the tax price of, education is higlier in District 3 than in either

Districts 1 or 2 and the tax price of ,other goods and tervices is at least as

high as in the other two districts', income istrict 3 is also highest.

EconomiC theory would predict that median voters would respond to tax:

,prices of other goods as well as the tax price of education. Adopting this pre-

diction, the conclusion that District 1 will spend more per child than Diftrict 2

postrOPE is most likely. This means that the ranking of districts by expenditures

per child reverses the position of Districts 1 and .2' pre- and post-OPE. a post

orizontal eqUity is again likely_ to be violated post-DPE because'houses of thi:

same value spend different amounts per child. ;Ex pbst. vertical equity measured

rbtTelattngidistriCt averagespendfng per child to dittrict average assessed' prq-,-

perty valUe',-across distriCts may be viol -ated post-DPE depending:Upon'hOWdiStricts:,

respond tothe (16 our example., ex.00st9erticaleqUity would be-Chieved

for Districts 1 and 2 but the situation for District 3 is .uncertain.) Despite the

existence of the DPE, tax 'prices for education for differentially property wealthy

taxpayers varies as. can their incomp; both of which affect districts'. response, so

that there may be a positive or negative relationship between spending and property

wealth _across di stricts post-DPE.

The ex post taxpayer equity criterion is one that has been ;extensively

addressed by the public finance literature usually in a more comprehensive.manner.

than the relationship of spending per'child to retidential wealth of the median

oter. We turn now to a discussion of taxpayer, equity from a public finance

perspective.



Taxpayer Equity From the Public Finance Perspective

The preViou5 section identified the tax prices o

after the initiation of a DPE system and related those iax prices to a possible

conception of ex art. taxpayer .equity. The conception, was that the tax price of

.eduCation should exhibit vertical .aricLhorlzontl equity with respect to hdusehold
.,.

residential Wealth,' That conciaptioty.is one that, seems to, be implied in many dis-
-.:

cussions of ex ante taxpayer equity' in school finance, but it differs from the .**
usual conception of _ex post taxpayer equity developed in the public finance

literature. The usual conception, and its application to the finance of el-emen

tary and secondary education, is presented in this section. In addition, data

from two hypothetical distributions of school districts are used to demonstrate

the potential difference between ex post public finance equity and ex ante and

ex post:School finance equity.

The public finance conception of.ex poSttaxpayer equity

ability -td -pay and it-evaluates the relationship between' education spending_ind

taxes on the one hand and income on the other 'hand, all from the pei-spective,of

taxpayers 'There are twq implications.of this public finance approach

that should benoted:With respect to the assessment of, taxpayer equity. Firtt;,

total net benefits:defined as edUCation .spendingjon behalf of a taxpayer:minuS

education taxes paid by the taxpayer is. made an'objeCt-of COnCernis opposed'.:`

to a less coOkehensive focus. on tax priceSor education SPendingilone. : There

have been valid arguments in favor of analyzing costs. (taxes) and benefits

(spending) separately, each. with respect to income, rather than combining the two

into a net benefits measure. This. is an al ternative that'might, be appropriate

for elementary and setoridajv education wheli taxpayer's Y without

children and thtianilyst wishes- to-cqnsider that education. spending -benefits



only parents .1.3 Second, the.rile45ure:of ability -to -pay is broadened: frOm

41Pesidential wtalth to Income...Although the use of income can be criticized

- -

because it does not alwe pjintlude -Ot'anges in net assets and is generally

measured on an annual rather than lifetime basis, still income is closer to.

a comprehensive ability-to-p y measure than is residential wealth.,

A major .problem in the-public:finance apProach how- "to devise a

measure that appropriately combineS education spending and taxes with income

for.,each.househol One measure that resolves thelproblem rather well. is ,called

.AtkinsOn's Indexilamed'after -Anthony B.. Atkinson, a Britisb economist wh6-.dev4sed

-Atkinson's Index has ben-used in the study Of income .dittribUtiOnslaner

recently; been introduced .0 the sChbol finance literature: by-AOtert. Inman in

an--attijcle-thateyalyatesthe eqUity:.ofalternatiy.g:school. finande

le.1.4.York metropolitan region.
16

Atkinson-s. Index4s an appealing measure for three reasOns, Firsts

allows eiplicit expreSsion of.equity::ialues_thrOugh choice of the number`

:assigned to a crucial parameter in the index.. If the parameter is Set at a very

high number, the :i.ndex becomes consistent with a value Sudgement that weightsthe

bottom of the distribution much more highly. than the middle or top, In fact,

the Parameter is set to equal infinity, the- index can be:interprete4.as

ematical' representation of John Rawls.' equity criterion that concerned only

with the lowest member of a distribution.- On the other hand if the parameter is

is set very low close to zero, the index weights all. members of the distribution

13. See S.C. Nelson, 'The Equity of Public Subsidies for Higher Education";
Papers in. Education Finance, Paper No. 5, Education ComMission of States, Denyer,
Colorado, February, 1978.

14. A. Atkinson, "On the Measurement of Inequality", Journal of Economic Theory,
4101, .1970.

15. See A. AtkihsOil, 'Dn':the .;leaSurecilaht...., and A. Sen, On Econcfrk Inequality,
York Norton, 1.373)

.

16: R. Inman, 'Optimal fiscal .Reform of Metropolitan Schools", Amerion EcchrMtc.
:Review, '63, Marel',..1973. 2 tn



equally and becomes consistent with Benthamite., utilitarianism.

set between zero and infinity weights the 'bottom part of the ,distribution, pro.- :

gres,sively more as the parameter's Value increfases.

The second appealing characteristie-of Atkinson's.Index is that:.

has a convenient Vnterpretation that allows one to specify how much total

spending on education could be reduced without a consequent reduction in society',

well-being, if more equity were introduced into the system .

provides a measurement of the cost of inequity.

The interpretation t

Finally the index is a good measure because it can easily Ancorporate

information, on taxes, spending and income into one summary statistic that can

be compared across different distributions. Note that the ex ante"and ex post

school finance taxpaYer equity' formulations did not take into accoUnt the tax

burden imposed by the state taxes used to finance state aid; however, the public

finance formulation in*general and the specifiE indek,we describe below are

affected by state taxes. For these three reasons, Atkinson's Index warrants a

more detailed explanation alici this is provided in the following,

The index is constructed in two steps. First, spending, taxes, and

income are combined into one tiumber for each household (step one) and then the

aragraphs

nuMbers'for each household are combined into a summary "statistic (step two).

Step one involves specifying a .level-of well-being, or 'utility' level as it is

called by economists,, for each household or takpayer and step two Combines the

utility levels of all households or taxpayers into a measure. of societal well-,

being, or a social welfare function, and then' computes an index of the equity

of the societal well-being, our end objective.

17. See S. Alexander, "Soctal Evaluation ,Through Notional Choice" Quarterly.
Journal *of Economics, 88, November, 1974.



Step one-As accomplished .by reducing.spendinl, taxes, and income for

each household. to a.. level of iwell-being or -a Utility leVel for each houSehold,

There are a. nuMber of assumptions that are iMpLfed the derivation of such. a

utility level including; the selectiOn o(variables in the index and

forth the Ihdex. takes... There are .an lefinite number, .of

tions so that. the .assumptions..a4re critical.

nMan we include the

the,functional

possibl e uti 1 isty speci fi ca-

For our. example; again drawing on

educational expenditures .receiVed :by .each househol dAED0',.
, -

e each :.household (Ii), and the total state and locaf taxes..the grcis- annual income

paid by each, houselhold

other local.,..,statet and

these cither

Ti). Mote that the varlples could be expanded to .include

federal'.goOds and services an&the taxes paid to finance

public goOds and services,; hOwever, we will not pursue this here

Byexcluding these other gOads. and services, we are assuming that income less taxe;s.

Paid for education plus education spending are the items that determine household

Sell -bei ng.

After determining the variables that Ater into a utility formulation

we-must specify the mathematical operation'-, also known as the functional form,

that is used to Combine th-e.variables,to ;a utiliity index for each hoilseh4(and

..agairOhere are an infinite number of Possibilities.. fA common functional fOrmH

anciTtbeobe;u5pd by Ihman is a utility index. for each household (y0.9fthe: fOrni

where cc is a parameter that varies between zero and one whose meaning, will be

explained shortly. This utility'index, often called a..Cobb-Douglas function in

economiqs;has a number of desirable properties. For'exampIe, the index is mul

tiplicative so that utility is .a function of education and after (education) tax

income and the interaction of these quantitieS. ThUs, zero levels of either

441,ducation after tax income '311C.3 zero utility. Also, the importance Of



edilcation versus after tax income can be incorporated into 'the utiTitYAndeX by

s Peci fyi ng the ,V2,a1 ue:of . An of one implies that all utility is derived from`

education; an

The valup

of. zero infol i es all tY derived" from after tax income:::

can be set as an explicit value judgement or by examining the

budgets of 'households. In the illustration at the end of this section we set

equal to .2 which is approximately equal to the share of education spending

18
many household budgets.

'The second step needed to calculate .AtIcihson e*Jity index requires

that the household uctil ides' be combined into a measure Qf societal (or' community)

Well,=being where the sotietal wellA)elng IS called.'Stcial mei fare- and:the measure

termed a "social wel fare fUnctioe'. Then .social welfare be evaluated in

terms. of its equity.

tel fare

-welfare functiOns

funttions

Again it must:be Ori)Oh.asiied that the' f6i-MUlatitft Of,'Soo

is based on many asSumptions and an infinite

can :be forMulated. Howeveras Was the: case

number Of.s.00T

for the uti 1 o

function. we can specify a social wel fare function that' has certain desirable pro

perties. A social Welfare functiOn (SWF) .Used .qUite 'OtenSivelY economics

literature can be specified as follows:

1 n

SWF E

n 1.1

. Where n equals the. number' of hOusehol ds A

that will be discussed shortly.19

0

18. There are a number of ways that .the utility funceron could be modified
.

to
.

reflect'different judgemcnts on% how education and income are combined to achieve
utility. For example, the m parameter could vary-according to a characteristic of
the household, such as income, so that education is weighted more.01 less heilvily.fo

.

low income households. A constant term could be introduced either multiplicatiyely
or additively and this term, could, also vary by household to represent different rela

410 tive efficiencies ih producing utility from the same, level, of income and education.
The constant term could also be related to income levels.

19. Note that the SWF can be computed for a state using ail households' in the
state or average values for each school district.

2q6



welfare:is determined by aggregating household utilities in an additiVe function.

he parameter_ E, which can vary from Zero to infinity, incorporates equity I

toncerns:.expljci tlY into the social wel fare fUnctien and .subtequently into the

index. The larger,the, value of:,E, the more ..concern IS shown for the lower

end of the distribution of utilitie . For example, if E is permitted to be infinity

the 1 imit) the social 'del fare function wi 11 be consistent with Rawl s maxim"' n

principal, If E is set equal to zero, the social wel fare function is utilitarian.

Thus, the advantage of this social welfare function is that equity concerns

expressed ekplicitly by specifying a desirable value or altertative values of E.

Finally, we react a point where the index of equity can be constructed and

we call that index Atkinson's Index (I). Atkinson's Index is derived from the utility

..nd social: welfare functions and can be specified,: as followt:

1-E 4
I =

E .(1i=1

where V"i Od:E are described ..above and D::is the tearf:utility levels of all:.

i1600101-ds .21 AtkinsOn's Index ranges between zero and.:orre anc detpite its compu-

tad oriel awkwardness it i s derived so that it has a reasonable interpretation.

tki-nsonit Index can . be interpreted to mean that i f uti 1 iti es were equal 1 y

.'"distributed then we Would only need 1-I, where 1-I is a fraction of .total utility

0 achieve the same level of social welfare as we now experience .22 When I = .25 for

exaniple, it means, that the same level of social 'welfare would be obtained if 75Z of

The.i.

the total utility red'istributed equally among all HbusehOIds. Thus, when -I equals.

zero it 1.0.resent's 'omfil eta: eclOty and when I equalS one, complete inequity.

thoutd also noted;. that j,displays constant relatiVe inequality aversion alL

See rl. Atki hscan the MeasUreMent

21. The mathematical derivation is available from the authors

Amnon, the Measurement

on re,quest.,
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though it is ..hot always sensitive to Mean preserving transferS. Also, while

the- -assumptions and.: computations. neededto derive I are somewhat complex, the

actual calculation Of I is rather straightforward.

At the beginning of this section we Pointed -out several conceptual

differences between a public finance formulation of taxpayer equity such as

AtkinsOn's Index and the school
finance formulations of ex ante and ex *post

equi ty. However; 9-these di fferences can' be seen more clearly with an example.

.
The example is comprised of two hypothetical "states" where ..each, state

has six districts, each district has one household (or taxpayer), and 'each house-

,

hold has one child in school ,24 Both states have a OPE funding system with

, . .

$50,000 guarantee level foraisessedvalue of property per child.

The° basic financial and fiscal data for the six districts in both

states, .States. A and. B, are displayed in Ta.blr: 6. Education _expenditures-Per

.
.

child average $900 in both states; -since a OPE is in effect the expenditure per

child equals the mill rate times $50,000. Total taxes for education equal -state

plus"loCal taxes. The state tax in State A is a proportional income tax; in

State B the'state tax is a. progressive. income tax. The local tax is equal t

the mill rate times the -assessed value. The tax price for education shown in

Table 6 is the percentage of each education dc1 ar that is provided through the

Local tax system.

These two hypothetical states dramatically illustrate the potential

conflict among the various
formulation's of taxpayer equity explained in the 'pre-

.,

vious sections. Both states are equitable 'uslihg different school finance formu-

.

23. See ft. 'Berne and L. Stiefel , "The MeasureMent of Equity in School Finance

with an Expendi,ure Disparity Measure", Draft report to' ,O.S. Office of ducation,

Ai& Jurf, -T978,:
. 24. 'These may. seem like:overly simplistic

assuniptions i., howeVer the number 'Of dis-

tri cts in the state could easily be increased and the sinc,le household assumption'',

could be reinterpreted as an average figure for any number' of 'households tie cool d:

introduce 'di fferent nuMbers of children per household. but this would not affect the

conclusions we draw from the example.
2 ,..



Table 6.

HYPOTHET I CAL- 11011SEHOLO. MODELS

School' DI tri ct

iliunber of
Households

Number:nf Children
per HOusehold

Education .Expend1;--
tures per. Child
. ,

Grosse Income
per Househeld -$12

Astessed*.Value
Of. Property

$800 850 900 am 925 1,025

000 14,000 16,000 '113.000 20,000 22,000

700

13,500

800 900 900 1 ono -T-1-0a61

1-4,000 14,500 15,000 15,500 16,000

per Household $24,000 35 ,000 38,000 40.00 40.000 36,439

Local 11111 Rata .016 .017 .018 .018 , 0185 .0205

-Local Taxes per
Household.

. .

State. Taxes per
liuusehold

Jotal Education
',Tax 8111 'Per:

lloUseheld

.Tak:Prl ce' FOr
Ediica'icon
AP6/PH)

747

$180 ' 210 300 330

23,000

.014 .016 .018 .018 . .020

28,625 30,444 40;000.. 44,000

$564 805 924 990 1,040 1,077 457 633 76.5 9112;5 1,190 1;372_

.760 ..800 .040 .729 :920



.
......- ....

latfOris.'..ofex' ante. taXPayer equity.- One Versiori.of.horiZontal tax .
priee taxpayer

_
..

equity As present, tn. .both states s'inCe-dittriCtt -with idehti Cal Valued houses face

identical taxtax prices. Note, for, examplei, that Districts. 4 and 5 in State A' have the

Li .

same house Ivalcie and fate: the :same tax price. A,versiOn of Vertical tax:price tax-

payerequi ty that:OnlY. considers :the:.,tax prite of education As exhi bite& in both

states since. diStri ts with houses of higher value .face:hi.gher:ta .priCes. In
. . - .

this case, due to the structure of. the DPE,) the tax price
,-

. house value. Finally; '.the ex ante school finance taxlit)rer _equity formulation

specified as "equal yield for equal effort" is present in, both states since the'

mill rate determines spending due to the OPE.. ThAeaccording to a number of ex

ante school finance taxpayer equity formulations both states can be considered"
eqUitable,

property. L There are a number of statistical measures that capture this relation-
,

ship including the correlation, slope and elasticity where in each case a value of

zero represents no Observed 'rel ationship between spending and wealth. While the

elasticity, defined in this case as the slope from the regression, ED f(Uealth),

multi I fed by mean wealth divided. by mean speeding; /may be, a:Pteferable measure:,.

the el astitity., -slopeand:correlati on-all- Calculated frOm the Simple regression,

: ' ED, f(Wealth), are displayed for States-A:an-d. B. in Table :7;6 .. For., all three School.:

.1-,.. -- - ,

finance ex :Post taxpayer equity meatures.:State A' is judged as mOre' equitable:than
4, :, .

:-.'. ,

25. As pointed out section II
equity for other : publ it.. goods .

26. >For amore in-depth discussion and emptrical analysis of various ex post

school finankce measures see. R. Berne and L. /Siiefel , "A Methodological' Assess.

ment of Education Equal ity and Wealth Neutrality MeasureS",- Public Policy.

Research Institute, Graduate School of ,Publ/ic Administration, New York University, .

and Papers in Education Finance, Paper .No .1/17, Education C-mmission of the States,

Denver, Colorado,: July, 1978.
/
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,'
Table

Measures of Ex- POst Taxpayer. Equity :For
States A and 8

St.atE A State

. School Finance Measures

-a. Correlation ED=f0lealth .6174 S:141

b. Slope ,Elf (Wealth) -.0078 .0142
c. ElastIcity (yeal-th) .3083 .5577

4

2. Public Finance alsgres

. Atkinsoil's Index E=1.1 .0175-
....

.0020
b. Atkinson' Index - E7,8.0 .1133 .0145.-
c. Atkinson Index E.-.:400 . 527 ' :0887- -.



State B although equity; both states are inequitable.

This is clearly at odds with the

dquity for States A and B.,

Atkinson's Index of equity can be used' to assess the situation i

States A and B from an ex Post public finance perspective. Recall that Atkinson

Index incorporates ,information on each district's educational spendirtg, gross in,

Come and local and state taxes for education. Earlier it was pointed out: .that

-AtkinSon's Index could incorporate different preferences for equity by varying

the Parameter E and three ,values ofAtkinson's Index with E- specified 'at 1 .1 8.0,

and 400 (all with at .2) are displayed in Table 7. Since equity by Atkinson's

Index is de fined as zero neither State A. nor State,,,B completely equi table from

this formulation: Now however, State B is judged to be more equitable than State 'A

for a wide range

school finance

valUes of E, a reversal of the findings

taxpayer equity formulations.

,This example has shown that under rather plausible conditions the

alternative formulations of taxpayer equity can yield contradictory resultS.

This reinforces the suggestion that alternative equity formulations should be

Considered by school finance reSparchers and policy analysts.

In the 1970's -the quest for equity in school finance has been signi-fi-

CantlY influenced by the courts. Judges and judicial advoc4es have naturally been -

drawn toward conceptions of equity that conform with legal standards sometimes

the resultant conceptions have beeri simplified 'and somewhat/harrow. the simpl fi-

cation is especially evident with resPect to cohceptions of taxpayer equity because

of the existence, of .'a vast public finance literature that has discussed and debated

ways to ..think. about and measure taxpayer equity long before the courts were bro
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into the school, finance cases:: As state. legislatures Continue to ,respond 'to the

courts and to their own coristiOellt's in effort:, to reform school finance to achieve

greater equity; it is irTipo4aiit p testep back and think about what we mean by tax-
f

payer equity,.. what we wiSliit.p_.*-achieve by reform, and how we will measure the re-
c).

sults of reform efforts. TOS 'pAper has addressed these issued for

There are a num of ways to think about taxpayer equity 34e have di s.;

cussed the di ffrences tween ex ante and ex post, conceptions. as well as the
?

differences between the school finance and the public finance approaches. The
z

school finance, apprdach, whether ex ante or a post, always uses wealth as a
.

meakyre of ability-to-pay.:-:,11e. ex ante school finance.apprOach; :whether seen at
.

the relationship'betdreen tex prides for education and. values or equal yield

fOr equAl 4fOrtinc.,140 Measare of both Spending, and taxes, while the ex post:

ins,chool finance approach-r. tes spending...albne to wealth.

..The public, finance, approach is an, ex Post one that in addition

including a.° measure sof both spending benefits and tax incidence, uses, income

as the ab ity-tb,:pay,measure. , The public finance approach has much to recommend.

including a bro4Opeasure of :abi,41ity-to.-:pay, . a comprehensive measure. ,of net

benefits, and the a-llOwance of local choice. In general , the public finance

approach is more, comprehensi ve and relates more easily to the .ways in which publ lc.

sectoreqUiy is Usually '4hciug:ht'Al.out and 'measured:
.

An obvioUs first reaction to the use Of the publ finante'..approach

to express concern about the ability to collect the needed 'data, especially the
, . , . . . . .

inCOme:data and-to some 'extent` the tax*data-. There are Several: responses' to thiS

reaction.. ,Robert Inman has recently used thle ..ppro,6ci-r1 his study Of the Nag :'fork..

is

metr:opollt'an. region and by making use of: data on ilvera:Ae .households haS been able

ip to executethe approach.;27 In addition, many of the analysts .who have lcoked at

timal Fiscal Reform...P

273



equity:in higher.e4c4tiOn:mhere: the courttJ1YP
S's0not been , influencial , Hg*,,

,

'-lised,,the .0051leffnanceapproach and :have been -able, to accumulate data on-iiic90. ,.

.. ...-taxes .and benefits-, -'.:Third-i. a number :df states use4comOn-the.ir:measures
of

district abilitk-tO-pay andAntho'se st inc&ie on a-househOlUbasiScoUld

be-obtained, jf-necettary.by.a_saMple,, Tourth,:the censUs ata. :are available

'acennially and
mayn.,thOUture'become4Vailable:quinqUen ally. Finally; if

the public.fthance apProathdere.a desirable one thenjt-rouldbe possible to

collect the neteSs,ary.data.:
Although analysts always n O'telbecreatiVe ip.com-'

binlngdata availability with conceptual: demand's, over a longer run period it :is
ap

also the rol.e of a'nalysts to influence the kind of da a that are collected so that

desirable measures 'can be provided.
-Ae

In.tfle end 6ie,choice of an appropriate conception of taxpayer equity

is a value judgement.
ValAWu4gements need 'not be entirely individualistic be-

cause somettmes there are preferences that are widely held, but a prerequisite to

sorting out the value judgements is an unders ending of the possible alternative

conceptions. This paper has tried to broad the Possible conceptions of tax-

payer equity by sorting -out the difference in the school finance approach.and .

y introduting the public finance .approac

28.. See, for example, W.L.Hanseh and R.A. Wetsbrod; 'The Tlistribution'of Costs,iand.pirect8enefitS Of:Public'Hioerucation",t;',JOurnal
Of:HumanResOuroes,.Spring; 1969;'-and the debate. in. the :Journal of Human Resources jril'subse.quent:.issues,.. .

:As,reported-In A..Odden,'"SChool
FinanceReforM :in'the State . 1978 ",Refiort No F78-4 EdUcat'ion.FInance,Center,

Education Commissionof the,:States,.June;,..P978,-Oy
Xan$45,.Maryl,and, Connedticut: and RhOdelsland.puse a ineasure

f:inanceplan.


